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1. Introduction
1.1 General objectives of WP4, “Explore an e-Knowledge Reservoir
Platform (e-KRP)”
EURAKNOS aims at strengthening the agricultural knowledge base of the European Union (EU) by cocreating “the network to connect all Thematic Networks”. Thematic Networks (TNs) are bottom-up
initiatives for coordinated action in different food and farming sectors that are producing different kinds
of material (e.g. practice abstracts, videos, articles, news, etc.) and collecting existing knowledge. They
are a new approach under the agricultural European Innovation Partnership (EIP-AGRI) and Horizon 2020,
the European Commission’s main funding programme for research and innovation in the period 20142020, complementing Operational Groups (OGs) under national rural networks (NRNs). These multi-actor
projects bring together people from both science and practice to exchange knowledge, best practices and
methodologies, and to create useful, practical outputs for farmers on specific themes, translating existing
scientific knowledge into understandable end-user material such as short, informative recommendations
and solutions. To date, 29 TNs have been set up (EIP-AGRI, 2016). An example is OK-Net EcoFeed, a multiactor project that aims at helping organic pig and poultry farmers achieve the goal of 100% use of organic
and regional feed1.
At the core of Work Package (WP) 4 is the design and development of an electronic knowledge reservoir
platform (e-KRP) that will allow access to content produced by TNs. The main objective of WP4, as set
forth in the project description, is to explore the feasibility and added value of developing a new e-KRP
for a standardised open-source database system, based on end-user needs. In particular, WP4 will collect
the information of the TNs and selected OGs, based on the outcomes of WP2 and WP3, and develop a
data management strategy based on case studies for an open-source web-based, user-friendly database
which is oriented towards the needs of the farmers, foresters and advisors. Studying the feasibility of such
an agricultural innovation knowledge e-infrastructure, and thereby taking into account useful findings
from various TNs, is central to developing a blueprint. It requires identifying relevant end users and their
needs to then match them to the design of the e-KRP. Also within the frame of WP4, a business plan will
be set up to guide the exploitation of such a central knowledge reservoir (KR) database that will connect
all KRs in agricultural and forestry practice available at several levels in Europe while a prototype running
on selected case studies serves to interlink TNs in an EU-wide open-source e-KRP.

1.2 Specific objectives of Task 4.1, “Feasibility and added value of an eKRP”
There are many agriculture-related platform initiatives at both the national and international levels that
provide a range of data objects in various formats and types. However, there is a scarcity of systematic
platform evaluation processes. Such assessment/evaluation efforts are necessary for finding out what is
already available, what kinds of problems, challenges and gaps exist, and, finally, whether there is room
for further efforts in this context. WP2 and WP3 have focused on the mapping and evaluation of TN KRs
rather than more general agricultural platforms, similar to the platform that EURAKNOS aspires to
develop. Likewise, a systematic assessment of end-user types targeted by existing platforms, as well as of
their needs in terms of knowledge/information was missing before Task 4.1 which, in close cooperation
with Task 2.2, focuses on the needs of farmers, foresters and advisors for a common EU-wide agricultural
innovation knowledge open-source system (e-KRP).
Thus, the first step is to identify and categorise targeted end-user types as well as their knowledge needs.
Next, Task 4.1 investigates existing similar initiatives at the national and international levels, such as opensource databases related to agriculture and forestry, e.g. Rural Networks (RNs) and open-source KRs from
1

https://ok-net-ecofeed.eu/
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international databases (e.g. OECD, FAO), as set out in the project description and Grant Agreement.
Consequently, criteria for the selection of the initiatives include the provision of agricultural/farming
knowledge (criterion 2b) and the main target group being farmers/practitioners (criterion 4). Even though,
from a user experience point of view, it could also be of interest and relevance to investigate best cases
among IT platforms in general, the focus will be on agriculture/farming platforms because this is the
domain that EURAKNOS focuses upon. D3.2 will provide descriptions of project cases – not necessarily
from the domain of agriculture – that have also opted for the technology solutions adopted in EURAKNOS.
Additional criteria are based on the identified common end-user needs (see section 3.2.1). The purpose
is to get an idea of what is still missing, and hence of the potential added value(s) of a new centralised
and open-source e-KRP for farmers, foresters, and advisors, as well as to determine such a platform’s
feasibility.
In this context, research undertaken in Task 4.1 has focused on the following main research question:
What is the added value of a new, centralised agricultural e-KRP (from end-user and technical point of
view), and how could such an effort become feasible?
More specific objectives and related research sub-questions are:
#

Objective

Questions

1

End-user categorisation: Identification of
relevant end-user types and needs.

Which are the end-user types targeted in EURAKNOS, and which are
their needs? In which dimensions do they differ or overlap?

2

Platform mapping and analysis: Deriving
success factors and best practices for the
design/development and management
of an agricultural innovation e-KRP from
the mapping of existing similar initiatives
and in-depth desk-top study and
consultation of selected national and
international platforms.

3

Matching: Evaluating how well existing
platform offers meet the identified enduser needs in terms of knowledge
acquisition.
Feasibility study: Assessing the feasibility
(including sustainability) of a new
centralised and open-source agricultural
e-KRP and determining its concrete
(potential) added value, from both enduser and technical point of view.

What kinds of platform-related initiatives (i.e. knowledge platforms
related to agriculture/farming and forestry) do already exist at the
national and international levels? What kinds of content, formats
and functionalities do they provide, and how do they work (i.e.
software, structure, and platform management)? Which are their
target groups and purpose or rationale (their Why)? What are the
challenges and success factors for these platforms? In which
dimensions (e.g. data structuring and delivery of content/
information and content to end users) do they take a homogenous/
heterogenous approach?
How well are end users served by the current offers? Which enduser needs are met by the agricultural knowledge platforms under
study? What lessons can be learned for the design and development
of the e-KRP?
Why is a new centralised and open-source agricultural innovation
platform needed? What is the added value from end-user point of
view and from a technical perspective? Which available technology
solutions can sufficiently support the development of the
EURAKNOS e-KRP? How can (technological, social, legal, and
financial) sustainability be ensured?

4

The outcomes of this Task will indicate which end users the project should address and will help the
Project Consortium make decisions about the design of the future e-KRP in WP3, either combining best
practices from existing initiatives or going one step further compared to existing platforms.

2. Methodology
2.1 Methodology overview
To assess the feasibility and added value of developing a new centralised and open-source agricultural eKRP based on end-user needs, this report builds on other Deliverables written in the framework of the
EURAKNOS project, especially within WP2, “Compile and evaluate EIP-AGRI KR (TNs) outputs”, which
The EURAKNOS project has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020
research and innovation programme under grant agreement No: 817863
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focused on collecting information on TNs that are already implemented (Bodin et al., 2019; Marois et al.,
2019; Mosquera-Losada et al., 2019; Pascal et al., 2019). Based on a desk-top study and face-to-face
interviews with representatives of 28 TNs, Marois et al. (2019) evaluated the format and design of KRs
within current and past TNs and linked H2020 multi-actor (MA) projects and OGs in view of linking them
to open-data sources used by the European Commission and different national and international
databases. Additional existing literature on which this report draws includes the CASA report on best
practices from SWG SCAR AKIS members (Chourot & Pascal, 2018), the OK-Net Arable report on best
methods for learning and knowledge exchange (Ortolani & Micheloni, 2016) and the reflection paper
“Agricultural knowledge and innovation systems in transition“ (EU SCAR, 2012; EU SCAR AKIS, 2019).
While WP2 analysed different aspects from data storages methodologies to the multi-actor approach
(MAA), based on the existing materials, practices and outcomes of running TNs, from the point of view of
communication and dissemination (C&D) professionals, this deliverable will focus on KR end users, their
needs, and how they interact with similar existing initiatives other than TNs. In the first phase, relevant
end-user types and their knowledge needs were mapped as were similar agriculture-related knowledge
platforms at the national and international levels. Selection criteria were defined based on common enduser needs to determine those platforms that meet most of the end-user needs, hence serving as the best
templates for the EURAKNOS e-KRP. The second phase consisted of consulting the representatives
(hosts/administrators/ coordinators) of these platforms via email, for which a concise questionnaire was
developed. Finally, the results from the desk-top study and consultation were brought together in the
matching of existing offers to the identified end-user needs in the third phase. Based on the findings as
well as drawing on further literature, a feasibility study of a new centralised and open-source agricultural
innovation e-KRP was conducted, including the elaboration of a technology framework and a sustainability
plan as well as the description of such a platform’s concrete added value from both end-user and technical
point of view. The overall methodology which underlies the Task 4.1 investigation, described in more
detail in the following sub-sections, is depicted in Figure 1.

•Mapping of relevant enduser types and their
knowledge needs
•Mapping of similar
initiatives (agricultural
innovation knowledge
platforms other than TNs)
at national and
international level
•In-depth analysis of selected
similar initiatives in terms
of acess, content, formats,
software and structure as
well as platform
management (objectives,
target groups - Why)

Research sub-question 2

1. Desk-top
study
Research sub-questions 1 and 2

2. Consultation of platform
representatives
•Development of a concise
questionnaire
•Online consultation of
representatives of the
selected national and
international platforms
•Analysis of the results and
technical documentation

•Matching of end-user needs
with platform offers to
identify gaps, and to derive
the added value and
feasibility of a new e-KRP;
formulating lessons learned
•Feasibility study:
elaboration of a technology
framework and a
sustainability plan, including
feasibility dimensions;
deriving the concrete added
value of a new centralised
and open-source agricultural
innovation e-KRP
•Output: report (D4.1)

3. Matching and
feasibility study
Research sub-questions 3 and 4

Figure 1: Flow-chart methodology Task 4.1
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2.2 Desk-top study – comparative analysis of existing knowledge
A desk-top study was conducted to map both potential end-user groups that represent potential target
groups of the e-KRP as well as existing platforms that provide knowledge on agricultural innovation. The
collection of these similar initiatives was based on the knowledge and expertise of the authors and other
EURAKNOS project partners who were consulted for their opinion on platforms to include at the meeting
in Budapest. Further sources include the list of possible platforms in part B of the proposal, Table 1.3d,
chapter 7 of the new EU SCAR AKIS report with examples of national platforms (EU SCAR AKIS, 2019) as
well as a keyword search via Google Scholar (combinations of the words “agriculture”/”farming” and
“knowledge” and/or “platform”: “agriculture knowledge”; “farming knowledge”; “food and farming
knowledge”; “farming knowledge platform”; “agriculture platform”, “farming platform”.
Of 21 international platforms identified in total, 11 were selected for a more in-depth study, based on a
set of four inclusion criteria: (1) easy access; (2) comprehensive content; (3) diverse output types; and (4)
inclusion of farmers as a main target group (see section 3.2.1 for the exact screening criteria).
By means of a desk-top study of the webpages available, the platforms’ objectives and the organisations/
projects behind (which is frequently indicated in the section “About” of the respective webpage), the
potential end-user types can access relevant information (presence of a search function), whether data is
openly accessible and whether there is an intranet for registered users or ”members” (i.e. a network on
the webpage for sharing information to which a login is required), the languages in which the platform
and contents are provided, whether the content is up to date and comprehensive, the types of
outputs/resources provided, the target group(s) as well as user involvement and use of social media were
investigated (see Annex 1 and 2).
The same was done for national platforms. After screening and rating these similar initiatives, the selected
ones were further analysed in terms of their functionalities and outputs (content and structure of
metadata on the platform), describing how content is made available to end users, the software and
structures employed (i.e. the information architecture) as well as the normative, strategic and operative
management (the Why, How, and What of the platforms).

2.3 Consultation of platform representatives
2.2.1 Elaboration of the questionnaire
For the consultation, a concise questionnaire was developed to facilitate the comparison and analysis of
the results and to increase the probability of useful (i.e. quick and complete) answers as well as with
regard to the main objective of assessing the added value of an e-KRP from end-user point of view. The
number of questions was limited to 10 areas, focusing on closed ones with different relevant answer
options as well as on short open questions to investigate those aspects on which a personal (and hence
subjective) evaluation was desired, or for which is difficult or not possible to gather information by means
of a desk-top study only.
The experts were asked to rank the relevant end-user groups (i.e. farmers/practitioners, advisors,
teachers/trainers and policymakers, see section 3.1) in terms of their most important target groups (Q1).
They could list and rank up to three main goals (Q2), describe how these are achieved and how success is
defined and measured, and indicate the quantitative values for different Key Performance Indicators
(KPIs) over the last 1-year period (Q3).
Furthermore, the platform representatives were asked how the search options (Q4) and the KR as a whole
(5) are evaluated, with an indication of the level of overall satisfaction and the option to provide strong
and weak points, including the perceived added value. Q6 inquired about the content sources (answer
options; own creation; transferred from external open source; anyone can contribute; other: …), and Q7
how the quality of the content is checked (completeness of content is checked; reliability/trustworthiness
The EURAKNOS project has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020
research and innovation programme under grant agreement No: 817863
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of the content is checked; completeness and connecting metadata are checked; contents are
validated/edited/corrected if necessary; quality control only occasional and not regulated; no control).
Q8 asked whether and how maintenance and sustainability of the platform are ensured and Q9 whether
the platform is able to interact with other platforms (answer options: No/Yes – fully automatically; partly
automatically; manually; other: …), and the reason for the interaction (transferring contents from other
platforms; transferring contents to other platforms; other: …). The tenth question about the development
stage and plans for the future (open question) was only asked to the national platforms as these are
frequently still in an early stage of development. The complete questionnaire is available in Annex 3.

2.2.2 Implementation of the consultation
After approval of the project partners, the final questionnaire was sent to the platform representatives
(e.g. administrators and/or coordinators) via email to gain additional information about the platforms that
is difficult to obtain through a desk-top study only. For the national platforms, many of which are still in
an early stage, on top of asking how they currently operate, information about their plans for the future
was collected. The representatives were asked to send back the filled-in questionnaire within two weeks,
after which they were reminded, and the deadline was extended for those who did not return it by then
by up to two more weeks. In many cases, a direct contact person for the platform was available through
the network of the EURAKNOS partner organisations, which both facilitated reaching the right persons
and increased the likelihood of getting a response.
In addition, the platform representatives were asked to provide a technical documentation with
information about the database design at the back end, employed data storage technologies and data
models, schemas and metadata that cannot be collected by simply interacting with the platforms.

2.2.3 Data processing and analysis of the results
In total, nine out of ten international and three of the five national platform representatives returned a
completed questionnaire. In the course of a qualitative content analysis, the closed and short open
answers were coded into categories that best reflected the answer content. The findings from both the
desk-top study and the semi-structured interviews of the platform administrators were synthesised in the
matching of end-user needs and platform offers (Tables 21 and 36) as well as in section 4.

3. Evaluation of similar initiatives from user perspective
3.1 Types of end users and their needs
3.1.1 Definition of end-user types and dimensions in which they differ
According to FAO (2011), a key success factor for communication is to select the right audience. Marois
et al. (2019) reiterate the importance of taking into account the needs and expectations of the future
users in terms of offered functionalities and the expected type of content when designing a KR in order
to help users access suitable and interesting content, supporting them in their navigation of the platform.
Therefore, the end-user types that were mapped during the WP2 workshop in Budapest (UGent, 2019)
were looked at more closely for their relevance as potential target groups of the future EURAKNOS e-KRP.
In the context of projects, an end user is defined as a person or group in a position to apply the information
or tools that are produced, evaluated or transferred through a project (NERRS, 2015).
For this study, the focus is on farmers as main target group of the e-KRP for the following three reasons:
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1. They are the main focus of the knowledge exchange platform (e-KRP). The proposal states that
EURAKNOS will explore the development of a multi-actor EU wide open-source system for a
multi-actor open source community with emphasis on the end user group: farmers, foresters
and advisors, and that the e-KRP will provide readily applicable knowledge for the end-user
(farmers, foresters, and advisors) in a local, regional, national and European context.
2. Out of all end users, they are likely the most difficult to reach (FAO, 2017; SCAR, 2017).
3. Reaching farmers and exchanging knowledge with them is a possible prerequisite for
implementing innovation strategies on a practical level (EU SCAR, 2012; EU SCAR, 2016;
European Commission, 2019).
Three more end-user types, namely advisors, teachers and policymakers, were selected based on their
function as information source for farmers or otherwise close relation to farmers, e.g. through their
decision-making power. In almost all European countries, research, extension and educational
organisations play a major role in the agricultural knowledge and innovation system (AKIS) that is
governed through a sectoral (agricultural) policy. Kernecker et al. (2016) conducted surveys (face-to-face
or telephone interviews) with 271 farmers in France, Germany, Greece, Spain, Serbia, the Netherlands,
and the UK who were selected according to their cropping system (arable crops, open field vegetables,
tree fruits, and vineyards) and farm size class (<2, 2-10, 11-50, 51-100, 101-200, 201-500, >500 ha) to
generate a heterogenous sampling stratification. Across Europe, farmers rank private advice (independent
from companies), other farmers, and agri-tech providers as the most important sources of information
(Kernecker et al., 2016). Similarly, Zondag et al. (2015) carried out a survey among 2,205 farmers under
the age of 40 in all EU Member States including the United Kingdom (UK) via phone, email and/or webbased questionnaire. For these young European farmers, agricultural consultants/advisors and farmers’
associations are the most important information source (Zondag et al., 2015).
More than 90% of the TNs surveyed within the frame of WP2 (26 face-to-face interviews with TN
representatives and 17 online surveys were completed) consider farmers as potential end users, followed
by advisors and farmers’ associations (Bodin et al., 2019). Pascal et al. (2019) investigated 28 past, ongoing
and newly approved TNs by means of a desk-top study as well as written and oral surveys (28 TN
coordinators were interviewed, and 16 also completed the online survey) to map best practices and
methodologies for the multi-actor approach. While TNs also consider farmers’ associations, policymakers,
researchers and facilitators as important end-user groups, Pascal et al. (2019) note that advisors and
farmers are underrepresented regarding the main types of actors engaged in TNs, with 50 % of the TNs
not being oriented towards the needs of farmers and foresters. Partners are mostly from Western Europe.
Those who participate in TN project activities are mainly innovators and early adopters whereas reaching
the early majority also contributes to the success of a project. Depending on the topic of the TN, the
relevant authorities (e.g. for water, plant protection etc.) should also be involved (Pascal et al., 2019).
3.1.1.1 Farmers and foresters
Farmers and foresters in Europe (in the following only referred to as farmers) are both the main target
group of the e-KRP and, at the same time, rely on other farmers as main source of information (Kernecker
et al., 2016; Zondag et al., 2015). They are part of the broad user group of “value chain actors” that
includes all actors in the agricultural value chain (i.e. processors, traders, input suppliers, and allied
industries) and can be further categorised according to the criteria in Table 1.
Table 1: Categorisation of farmers

Farming
system
Farm
organisation/
management

Mosquera-Losada et al. (2019) distinguish between precision farming, mixed farming,
conservation agriculture, conventional, low input, and organic farming systems.
 Mosquera-Losada et al. (2019) differentiate between commercial farm, business or
company, research farm, charitable farm/NGO, public farm, and cooperative farming.
 EU SCAR (2012) distinguishes between professional/full-time and part-time farming.
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Geographic
location
Farm size
Age group
Gender

Focus on Europe – possible to further discern the region according to topographic conditions,
e.g. lowland and mountain, coastal, plain; rural, peri-urban, urban (Mosquera-Losada et al.,
2019)
EUROSTAT and FAO (Davidova et al., 2012) define small farms as measuring less than 5 ha of
farmland area.
Zondag et al. (2015), in line with the European Commission (2016), define farmers under 40
years as young farmers.
Men, women

3.1.1.2 Farmers’ associations
Farmers’ associations are part of the broader end-user group of networks which also includes EIP-AGRI
OGs, regional networks, national rural networks, and environmental organisations/NGOs. Following other
farmers, farmers’ associations are a main information source of more than 80% of young European
farmers (Zondag et al., 2015). Producers’ associations and cooperatives often provide inputs as well as
input-related technical advice, contributing to the flow of knowledge and information (EU SCAR, 2012).
Furthermore, through connecting farmers faced with similar challenges, networks can foster peer-to-peer
learning and knowledge exchange among farmers. Next to professional agricultural extension, networks
foster knowledge exchange and sharing of solutions among their members through facilitation. However,
as farmers’ associations are essentially composed of individual farmers and farm advisors as main sources
of information of farmers, farmers’ associations will not be considered as a separate unit in the further
investigation.
3.1.1.3 Farm advisors
Farm advisors or agricultural consultants as central intermediaries between research and practice (i.e.
uptake of results) are in daily contact with farmers and represent an important source of information,
providing advice and facilitation activities that include new practices and learning by doing as well as
brokering activities such as information about innovation (EU SCAR, 2016; Pascal et al., 2019; Zondag et
al., 2015). Further differentiation criteria are indicated in Table 2.
Table 2: Categorisation of farm advisors

Form of
organisation
and financing
Focus area
Clients
Geographic
area covered

EU SCAR (2016) distinguishes between public and private systems (e.g. commercial advisory
organisations), farmer-based organisations, and civil society organisations/NGO service
providers.
Stage of the value chain – farming/food production; processing; distribution; marketing
Further differentiation possible (see 3.1.1.1 for the different farming systems)
Examples: individual farmers, cooperatives, farmers’ associations, landowners, conservation
organisations and/or public bodies
Diversity of structures, organisations and governance between and within countries (EU SCAR,
2012)

3.1.1.4 Education & research
Besides farmers themselves and advice/extension, education and training are means by which science can
become practice (EU SCAR, 2016). While this group of end users also includes researchers, and students,
focus will be on teachers/trainers as knowledge brokers between science and (future) farmers. It is
assumed that researchers, while also representing important actors with regard to knowledge transfer,
do not need additional KRs to find information related to their research on the web. Agricultural teachers/
trainers can be further differentiated by the categories in Table 3.
Table 3: Categorisation of agricultural teachers/trainers

Type of organisation

Examples: public/private schools, technical schools, adult and business education
programmes, colleges, universities, state-run training programmes for farmers
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Thematic focus

Geographic area
Level of experience

 Subjects taught
 Specialisation, e.g. on organic farming
 Type of knowledge: theoretical vs. applied sciences
Europe (different regions have different curricula and focus on different sources of
agriculture education)
Novice vs. experienced

3.1.1.5 Policy
This group includes policymakers and administrations that are part of the policy and institutional
environment (EU, national and regional systems of governance). The focus will be on agricultural
policymakers whose decisions regarding rules, funding and networks directly influence farmers and the
wider innovation environment, including advisors (EU SCAR, 2016). Differentiation criteria are
summarised in Table 4.
Table 4: Categorisation of agricultural policymakers

Type of policymakers

Policy area
Political/party affiliation
Geographic area

 Politicians (e.g. national agricultural minister, European Commissioner,
Member of the European Parliament, Agriculture and Rural Development
Committee)
 Civil servant (e.g. DG AGRI, civil servant in national ministries and agencies)

EU/Europe, national state level, local – specific regions/municipalities

3.1.1.6 Media
The media and journalists (professional journals and increasingly websites) are important for the
exchange of information and ideas in the farming community. The mass media shapes societal discourses
around food and mobilises consumers’ attitudes in terms of food safety, values, alternative food networks
and new production and consumption patterns. The media is also a potentially effective tool for
disseminating information on agri-food innovations developed by research and development (R&D)
activities (EU SCAR, 2012). However, the media will not be included as an end-user group in the further
analysis since the EURAKNOS e-KRP is focusing on farmers as end users who get their knowledge either
directly from the platform or from other users specialised in farming, such as farm advisors and agriculture
teachers. While they might be worth considering with regard to promotion of the platform, they will not
make use of the content in terms of applying it, either directly to practice or to teaching, advising or
policymaking.
3.1.1.7 Non-governmental organisations
Non-governmental organisations (NGOs) represent another potential user group that, according to EU
SCAR (2012), plays a growing role in innovation. While often providing ideas and motivation, helping
develop the market and capacity to innovate, and suited to act as knowledge brokers, NGOs will be
excluded since they generally do not interact directly with farmers as the main target group and do not
represent an information source of practitioners.
3.1.1.8 Consumers
Likewise, consumers as potential end users (including eco-tourists and the wider public/citizens),
according to EU SCAR (2012) increasingly recognised as active players in innovation, will not be included
since they are not consulted by farmers as a main source of knowledge. Besides, they are not the target
in terms of uptake of results.
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The end-user groups that will be included in the further assessment are depicted in Figure 2, with farmers
as the main target group of the EURAKNOS e-KRP in the centre. As stated above, farmers’ associations
consist of farm advisors and farmers, and hence can be integrated in the two other user groups. The
differentiation criteria identified for the different end-user groups are summarised in Table 5.

Farm
advisors

Teachers

Brokering
activities

Farmers

Policymakers

Farmers'
associations

Figure 2: Map of potential e-KRP user groups
Table 5: Overview categorisation of the selected end-user groups
Farmers
Farm advisors
Agriculture teachers
Farming systems
Focus area
Thematic focus
Organisation/
Form of organisation and Type of organisation
management
financing
Geographic location
Geographic area
Geographic area
Size (small farms: less than Clients
Level of experience
5 ha)
Age group (young farmers:
under 40 years)
Gender (men, women)

Agricultural policymakers
Policy area
Type of policymakers
Geographic area
Political/party affiliation

3.1.2 Identification of user needs in terms of knowledge acquisition and
implications for the EURAKNOS e-KRP
The Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations (FAO, 2011) advises communicators to adapt
their message to the audience. Therefore, the needs of the selected user types were identified, as well as
the type of content that is best suited for each end user group.
3.1.2.1 Farmers
EU SCAR (2012) point out the need to develop tailored “advice products” that meet the needs of different
types of farmers as well as the challenge to provide equal access to AKIS, support services and extension
systems. Zondag et al. (2015) carried out a survey among 2,205 farmers under the age of 40 (i.e. young
farmers) in all 28 EU Member States (1,518 questionnaires completed via phone, 657 via web, and 30 via
email). Access to new and useful knowledge constitutes one of the general needs of young farmers in the
EU. Young farmers in the EU primarily need specific technological knowledge necessary for the farm. They
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also need knowledge to develop a farm strategy as well as entrepreneurial skills, knowledge on resource
and nature management, marketing skills, skills related to animal welfare as well as knowledge of foreign
languages (Zondag et al., 2015).
Looking for and reading information on the web, interactive knowledge sources such as agricultural
training, individual advice and farmers’ journals are the most widely preferred knowledge sources. A lack
of time is considered the main barrier to obtaining information by more than 60% of the young farmers
interviewed by Zondag et al. (2015). Other barriers include too many different sources, language, costs,
and a lack of knowledge where to find the relevant information (Zondag et al., 2015).
In conclusion, farmers need knowledge that is up to date and tailor-made, i.e. adapted to their context
and specific needs (e.g. practice abstracts, videos, factsheets and newsletters). Information provided
should be understandable and actionable (i.e. concrete and practical/applicable) in order to address the
demand for technological, context-specific knowledge. The flexibility of tailor-made solutions allows the
translation of knowledge to a very specific context. The success of solutions should have been
proven/demonstrated in the field. As a lack of time is a major barrier for farmers to the acquisition of
knowledge, the EURAKNOS e-KRP should be easily accessible (i.e. easy to find, available in different
languages, providing open access documents) to reduce the amount of time spent on searching for the
right information.
3.1.2.2 Farm advisors
Farm advisors or agricultural consultants assist individual farmers and/or groups of farmers in structural,
financial and managerial issues. Advisory services should be able to meet the farmers’ knowledge needs,
share information, facilitate connections among actors, promote learning and dissemination, and explain
theoretical knowledge in practical terms. Providing specific, local solutions for specific business and
technical problems requires rather tailor-made knowledge (EU SCAR, 2016).
In terms of the e-KRP, this means that farm advisors need comprehensive, up-to-date knowledge about
recent policy and sector developments that can be transferred to farmers. Advisors for organic farmers
for instance need information about the new regulation governing organic production and trade, and the
implications for practice. Adjusted formats that are also relevant for farmers themselves include practice
abstracts, newsletters, factsheets, press releases, and videos.
3.1.2.3 Agriculture teachers/trainers
Because different types of farmers need different kinds of knowledge and learning methods (also see
3.1.2.1), it is important to adapt training programmes and other forms of knowledge transfer to farmers’
needs, competences and preferred learning methods. Thus, for agriculture teachers, the resources
provided on the platform should be adapted to the target group (e.g. university students, farmer
students/vocational training). Courses and content should align with the practitioners’ current needs. For
students to obtain the required basic knowledge, teachers need up-to-date knowledge on scientific results
as well as practice, and they should learn and train the skills needed for managing participatory processes
(EU SCAR, 2016). The suitability of educational programmes moreover depends on context-specific factors
such as the institutional environment, the availability of resources, and the opportunities and threats
perceived by the farmer (Kernecker et al., 2016).
Accordingly, the e-KRP should provide transferable knowledge and information. Besides practice abstracts
and factsheets, impactful examples include training modules, courses, teacher’s guides and resource
packs2 to prepare and equip students in their role as farmers or to become future farmers.

2

Example: https://ec.europa.eu/agriculture/sites/agriculture/files/teachers-pack/material/1-1-teachers-guide_en.pdf
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3.1.2.4 Agricultural policymakers
Knowledge and information targeting policymakers needs to be generalised, evidence-based, up to date,
relevant to their area and implementable. To build trust, advice should be solid and transparent, showing
that the government is making well-informed and considerate decisions. Interdisciplinary, comprehensive
expertise, adaptability (responding to new, wicked questions), inclusiveness of different perspectives, and
effectiveness (impact on actual decision- and policy-making processes) are important (OECD, 2017).
Standardised knowledge complies with technical standards (i.e. established norms or requirements for a
repeatable technical task) based on the consensus of different parties. A higher level of standardisation,
as for instance provided by recent peer-reviewed meta-analyses translated into policy reports with
recommendations, enables policymakers to determine relevant topics to allocate grants, to gather new
information, and to increase the acceptance rate of new policies (OECD, 2017). Furthermore, knowledge
to design new policies (e.g. the Future of CAP) is needed.
In terms of the e-KRP, advice should be up to date and in the right format, covering a broad range of
knowledge, in order to best serve policymakers. Relevant formats suited to their specific needs include
press releases, videos, newsletters and factsheets.

3.1.3 Mapping of the user groups in the dimension of content type
Figure 3 shows where the different end-user types can be located on a continuum from tailor-made
solutions on the left end to highly standardised, generalised content on the right. It should be noted that
both ends of the spectrum still allow a certain level of flexibility. The identified knowledge needs of the
selected end-user groups are summarised in Table 2.
Tailormade
solutions
Practical
knowledge
Network

Farmers

Advisors

Researchers

Policymakers

Standardised
content
Theoretical
knowledge
Projects

Figure 3: Degrees of content standardisation (adapted from Studnitz et al., 2020; UGent, 2019)
Table 6: Needs of the selected end-user groups
User group Farmers
Needs
Type of
 Easily accessible
knowledge
 Understandable
 Useful, actionable
 New
Content

 Tailored advice
 Specific technological

knowledge necessary
for the farm
 Adapted to their
context and needs

Exemplary
types of
content/
formats

 Online information, e.g.

practice abstracts,
videos, factsheets, and
newsletters
 Interactive, e.g.
agricultural training,

Farm advisors
 Rather tailor-

made
Comprehensive
Transferable
Up to date
Recent policy
and sector
developments
 Specific, local
solutions for
specific business
and technical
problems
 Practice abstracts
 Newsletters
 Factsheets
 Press releases
 Videos





Agriculture
teachers
 Up to date
 Transferable

 Scientific results
& practice
 Adapted to the
target group and
practitioners’
needs







Practice abstracts
Factsheets
Training modules
Courses
Teacher’s guides
Resource packs

Agricultural
policymakers
 Standardised/
generalised
 Evidence based
 Up to date
 Implementable
 Relevant to their
respective policy area
 Knowledge to design
new policies
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individual advice, and
farmers’ journals
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3.2 Platform analysis
This section will set forth the criteria for the selection of already existing platforms that are similar to the
e-KRP which EURAKNOS seeks to develop, and that will then be looked into more in depth to come up
with lessons and recommendations for the e-KRP in terms of feasibility and added value.

3.2.1 Screening criteria
The selection of similar initiatives that are analysed more in depth took place in three steps:
1. Listing of existing e-KRPs with a thematic focus on agriculture/farming
2. Definition of selection criteria (see below)
3. Screening and rating of the listed initiatives
The focus was on similar initiatives, i.e. electronic knowledge reservoir platforms related to agriculture/
farming, rather than on more generic IT platforms because this is the domain to which the efforts within
this project relate. The information architecture built in generic IT platforms is entirely different from the
one of agricultural knowledge platforms. Platforms only covering knowledge from TNs were likewise
excluded as TN KRs are already extensively covered in WP2 (also see section 1.2 for the specific objectives
of Task 4.1).
The following selection criteria were applied:
1. Easy access to platform and content
a. Search function/search engine
b. Open access to data/documents
c. Different languages (English + at least 3 other languages)
2. Comprehensive content
a. Up to date
b. Thematic focus on agriculture/farming and forestry; wide range of evidence-based
theoretical and practical knowledge
3. Diverse types of outputs (resources, tools and formats)
4. Farmers/practitioners as target group
The last criterion stipulates that farmers are a main target group of the platform as they are also the main
target group of the e-KRP (see beginning of section 3.1.1 for more specific reasons).
The 21 initiatives that were identified at international level are listed in Table 7 below as well as in Annex
1. 11 out of the 21 international platforms meet at least 6 of the 7 selection (sub-)criteria (shaded green).
The platforms’ uniform resource locators (URLs) can be found in Annex 1 (inserted in the platforms’ titles),
which also provides information/explanations on if and how the individual criteria are met.
Table 7: Fulfilment of the screening criteria by the international platforms3
Screening criteria 1a.
1b.
1c.
Platform at international level
15/21 20/21 8/21
1. Ask-Valerie
X
X
X
2. FarmDemo
X
X
X
3. EIP-AGRI
X
X
4. Organic Farm Knowledge
X
X
X
5. Agroecology Knowledge Hub (FAO)
X
X
X
6. Family Farming Knowledge Platform (FAO)
X
X
X
7. PANORAMA Solutions
X
X
8. Access Agriculture
X
X
X
9. Oppla
X
X
10. Agrisource
X
X
11. Organic Eprints
X
X
X
3

2a.
18/21
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

2b.
12/21
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X

3.
13/21
X
X
?
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

4.
16/21
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X, shaded green: criterion fulfilled; shaded red: not fulfilled; ?: not indicated/not enough information available
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12. Sustainable Intensification Platform
13. SmartChain
14. ZENODO
15. URGENCI
16. Agroknow
17. AGINFRA +
18. eROSA
19. Agricultural Outlook (OECD/FAO)
20. EFSA
21. GODAN

X
X

X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X

X

X
X

X
X
X

?
X
X
X

X
X

?
X

As shown in Table 7, most international platforms (18 out of 21) fulfil criterion 2a (i.e. comprehensive
content which is up to date) while least provide content in four or more languages (English and at least
three other languages). The FarmDemo, Organic Farm Knowledge and Organic Eprints platforms fulfil all
four criteria (although content wise, they mainly focus on one subject – demonstration farms in the case
of FarmDemo and organic farming in the two other cases). With regards to the output types, four
platforms mainly provide resources in one format (project and solution profiles in the case of EIP-AGRI
and PANORAMA Solutions; OECD-FAO Agricultural Outlook is essentially one Portable Document Format
(PDF) document; no documents available in the case of Agroknow). E-Infrastructure Roadmap for Open
Science in Agricultural and Food Sciences (e-ROSA) was excluded as it does not make knowledge available
itself but only links to other organisations and/or platforms.
Eight of the 21 international e-KRPs identified are available and/or provide the most important resources
only in English, five in 2-3 languages, and another eight in more than three languages (criterion 1c; see
Figure 4).
Languages in which the e-KRP is
available

English only

2-3 languages

>3 languages

Figure 4: Languages in which international platforms are available

The initiatives that fulfil at least six (sub-)criteria were included in the further mapping and profiling.

3.2.2 Mapping of the international platforms: content, functionalities, architecture
and employed technologies
In this section, a comparative investigation of the selected platforms takes place from the end-user
perspective. More specifically, the platforms are compared in terms of:






Content: thematic focus (i.e. main themes/topics covered) and formats/types (see Table 8)
Access to content: Is user authentication required? What kind of search options/criteria are
offered? What language options are made available? (see Table 9)
Available communication channels enabling interactivity (see Table 10)
Geographical coverage (i.e. geographical regions that the content focuses upon)
Adoption of information architecture-related principles, with emphasis on:
o Employed content/information organisation system, and more specifically:
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Organisation structures: What kind of content/information organisation
structures have been adopted? How is content classified? (see Table 11)
 Organisation schemes: How is content/information grouped and delivered to
platform users? (see Table 12)
o Content/information labeling: Is the employed labelling system contextually relevant?
(see Table 12)
o Navigation system: What kind of navigation options are made available? (see Table 12)
Metadata (see Table 13)
Interoperability/connections: Are there links to other platforms? Can the platform share data or
“communicate” with other platforms? (see Table 14)

Given that the main goal of investigated platforms is to communicate knowledge to interested parties and
stakeholders, they can be regarded as information environments. These environments are delivered to
users as web applications enabling access to content/information through appropriately designed and
arranged pages. Thus, it is useful to analyse these environments from an information architecture point
of view. However, transmission and exchange of knowledge is not just a static process of content and
information delivery. To this end, the availability of communication channels that can facilitate
interactivity (e.g. discussion forums, intranets, social media) has also been mapped.
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Table8:Thematic focusofprovidedcontentandavailablecontent formats/types
Ask-Valerie FarmDemo EIP-AGRI
Organic
Platform
Farm
Knowledge
•
AgriculDe
monstraInnovati
o
n
in
 Organic
Thematic
focus
farming
tureand tionfarms European
 Themes:
forestry inEurope
agriculture
crop
• Innovaproductionfrom
tionand
European
animal
research
husbandry

Formats/
types of
content

• HTML
 HTML
 HTML
• Documen  Possibleto  Videos
tsmainly download
nondemo
editable
design
PDF
guideas
PDF
 Mapwith
initiatives/
demo
farms in
Europe

Agroecology
Knowledge
Hub(FAO)
Agroecology
indifferent
countries

FamilyFarming
Knowledge
Platform(FAO)4
 Family farming
(worldwide)
 Themes:
agroecology,
forest farming,
indigenous
peoples,mountain farming,
pastoralism,
ruralwomen,
small family
farmers, smallscale fisheries
and
aquaculture
HTML
 HTML
 HTML
(toolbox
 Possible  Possibleto
withshort
to
download
tool
download documentsas
descriptions docuPDF
andlinkto
mentsas
thetool)
PDF
 PDF
profiles
 Videos

PANORAMA Access
Solutions
Agriculture

Agrisource

Organic
Eprints

Solutions/
successful
examples
fora
healthy
planet from
aroundthe
world

Agricultural EURepository
ofnature-based
training
(promoting solutions
the
transition
towards
sustainable
agroecology
andorganic
farming)

Open
Organic
innovations foodand
in
farming
agriculture

 HTML
(solution
descriptions)
 Videoon
the
homepage

 Mainly
videos
 HTML

HTMLon
 HTML
specific
 Possible
pagescalled to
players,
download
documents,
docuprojectsand mentsas
innovations
PDF

4 http://www.fao.org/agroecology/knowledge/en/
5 https://oppla.eu/about
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 HTML
 Products
includeaudio
files,
datasets,
documents,
images,
infographics,
slides,
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Table9:Access tocontentonthe international platforms
AskFarmDemo
EIP-AGRI
Valerie

Platform

Search
function

Search
function
with
query
auto-completion;
query
editor
allowsto
refinethe
search,
offering
more
specific
keywords
relatedto
thetopic;
language
selector

Languages

English,
French,
Finnish,
Italian,
Dutch,
Spanish,
Polish

Organic Farm
Knowledge

Agroecology
Knowledge
Hub(FAO)
Search(via
 Searchfor
 Searchthe
 Agroecoloprojects,
toolbox:
gyLex: freeNEFERTITI
funding,
keywords
textsearch;
website):by
researchneeds
listed(with
more
country,
andonline
thenumber
search
language, farm
resources:
fullof
documents
options:
type, farm
text
search
found
for
year,
management,
(keywords)
each
country,
demotopics
keyword)
geo/econ
 Filters:main
regions,
fundingsource,  Filters:
typeof text
geographical
language,
location,
type(e.g.
 Database:
agricultural
calculation
free-text
sectors,
tools), theme search;
partners
(e.g. crop
more
categories
production),
search
and/or
yearor
options:
language;
countryof
type, topic,
results canbe
origin
content
sortedby
language,
relevancy, title,
possible to
type,author,
tickgenderdate
related
content
English, Czech, Websiteonly
English,
Arabic,
Bulgarian,
Chinese,
Danish,Dutch, available in
English,
but
more
Danish,
Dutch,
English,
Finnish, French,
Estonian,
French,
Gaelic,German, options in the
search
French,
Russian,
Greek,
German,
Spanish
Hungarian,
Hungarian,
Italian, Latvian,
Italian, Latvian,
Polish,
Serbian,
Portuguese,
Spanish,
Romanian,
Swedish(auto-

FamilyFarming
Knowledge
Platform(FAO)
 FarmilyFarmingLex:
Document
search: free
text;advanced
search:
geographical
area, country/
territory, year
(fromto),
topics, typeof
text (e.g.
policies)
 Resources:
Search in the
database: free
text;more
searchoptions:
year, country,
regions,main
topic, subtopic,
type

PANORAMA
Solutions
 Search
directly
for
solution
sbya
keywor
d
 Filters:
region,
ecosystem,
theme
or
challenges

Access
Agriculture

 Searchby  Searchby
topic
keyword
(keywords)
(freetext/
or language chosenfrom
acategorised
 Accessvia
list)
different
categories  Casestudies
canbe
searchedby
scaleand
type
 AskOppla:
userscanask
aquestion
andreceive
answers from
theOppla
community
aftercreating
anaccount

Global  Searchby
search
field,
onlyby
keywords,
keyword names,dates
or
 Comprehensi
sorted
veadvanced
by
search6
players,  Browseby
docusubjectarea,
ments,
research
projects
affiliation,
or innoyear,eprint
vations
type,
document
language,
research
funders

Arabic, Chinese,
English, French,
Russian, Spanish

English,
French,
Spanish

 English,
French,
Spanish
 Videos in
different
local
languages
 Possibleto
contact
web-site

English,
French,
Italian

6 https://orgprints.org/cgi/search/archive/advanced
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English,
German;
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AskValerie

Platform

FarmDemo

EIP-AGRI

Slovenian,
Spanish,
Swedish
Open
access to
documen
ts?

Registration/
submission of
content

X

Organic Farm
Knowledge
translationsby
Google)

Agroecology
Knowledge
Hub(FAO)

FamilyFarming
Knowledge
Platform(FAO)

PANORAMA
Solutions

X

X

X

X

X

X

Demonstration
farmersand
innovation
actorscan
register to
showcasetheir
farmand
demonstration
activities, and
toparticipate
andlearn.

EULoginof the
European
Commission
(ec.europa.eu)

Intranet for
 Userscan
 Individualusers  Users
organisations
submit
cansubmit
can
andnetworks
contribucontent.
submit
(for internal
tions.
solu Organisations
communication  Registration andinstitutions tions.
andtrackingof
opentoall
canregister to  Organitoolsuploaded
becomea
sations
to theplatform)
contributor
can
and/orpartof
join.
thenetwork.
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Access
Agriculture
hosts for
translation
intoother
languages
Openaccess,
but
registration
requiredto
download
video/audio
files (other
resourcescan
be
downloaded
directly)
Free
registration

Oppla

Agrisource

OrganicEprints
abstract is
encouraged)

Partiallyopen X
access:possible
to tick“free,no
licence”or
“public/open
source”

X

Free
Free
registration
regisincludesaccess tration
toAskOppla
(crowd-sourced
enquiryservice;
membership is
free;direct
replyviaemail)

 Free
registration
 Registered
userscan
deposit items
in the
repository.
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Table10:Availablecommunicationchannelsenabling interactivity
Ask-Valerie FarmDemo EIPOrganic
Agroecology
AGRI
Farm
Knowledge
Knowledge Hub(FAO)
Community MyEIP- Joint
Possibleto
Intranet
Expected to
submit
(regisfor
demonsAGRI
intranet
of
enable users
tration)
tration
partners for content
to share
(Joinus)
farmersand
internal
knowledge,
innovation
communicaexperience
actors
tionandto
and views
beable to
with peers
trackall
across
toolswhich
Europe in
havebeen
the future
uploadedto
the
platform
Nosignof Twitter,
Twitter, Twitter,
Only
Social
socialmedia Facebook, LinkedIn Facebook
general FAO
media
socialmedia
YouTube
channels
Toolbox
 Inventory FeedOther
back
with
channels
 Events
form
calculation
 Moreinfo
tools that
(including
allowfor
help)
rating
Platform

Contact

Email
address
onlyonthe
project
homepage
(notonthe
platform
itself)

Address,
phoneand
email
addressof
website
contactand
publisher

Service
Point:
phone,
email
address

Contact
persons
with
affiliation
andemail
address

Email
address
(Joinus)

FamilyFarming
KnowledgePlatform
(FAO)
 FFKPNetwork
helpsconnect
players fromthe
samecountry/
region.
 Registrationopen
toall
 Individualuserscan
providecontent.
 Interestedentities
canregister to
becomearegular
contributor.
Twitter (aswell as
general FAOsocial
mediachannels)
 Newsletter
 Subscribe toFFKP
DGroup(email
discussiongroup
forsharing
information,
knowledgeand
advice)
Email address (Join
us)
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PANORAMA
Solutions

AccessAgriculture

 Login (to save Login/register
toFavorites)
 Userscan
submit
solutions
(template
provided).

Twitter (latest Facebook,Twitter,
Tweets featured WhatsApp,
onhomepage) LinkedIn,WeChat,
AddThis, Share
Forumwithnews
 RSSfeed
 Newsletter

Email address

Oppla

Agrisource

OrganicEprints

• AskOppla:
community
members
help
answer
each
other’s
questions
• Oppla
Community
(networking
system)
Twitter,
LinkedIn,
YouTube

Login/join
Agrisource

Login/create
account
(register) tobe
abletodeposit
itemsin the
repository

Nosignofsocial
media

Nosignofsocial
media

• Mapto
geolocateyour
Agrisource
network
• Documents
allowfor rating
• News&events
• Newsletter
Contactpersons for Email address Address,email
Africa, Latin
address (at the
America,Asiaand
bottomof the
Europe;office
page)
contactpersonfor
technicalmatters
(phonenumberand
email address)
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Latestnews
andevents
featuredon
the
homepage

Registered
userscan
subscribeto
email alertson
newpapers.

Address,phone,
emailofarchive
administrator,
partnernational
editorsand
nationaleditors
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In addition to HTML content which is provided by all platforms (e.g. solutions, tool descriptions etc.), most
platforms offer the possibility to download PDF documents and feature videos.
Except for Ask-Valerie, all the platforms provide an intranet for users as well as contact details. Seven of
the 11 platforms are linked to social media accounts, with Twitter being the most frequently used channel
(used by seven platforms; see Figure 5). Additional “channels” include inventory maps, news and events
sections on the platform, a newsletter, feedback forms and the possibility to rate the tools provided on
the platform.

Social media

Twitter

Facebook

LinkedIn

YouTube

Other

Figure 5: Social media used by the international platforms

The EURAKNOS e-KRP should clearly indicate a contact that users can approach in case of questions. A
contact or feedback form and/or scoring system/possibility to rate the contents can help improve the
platform-user fit while also actively engaging users. However, it must be followed by an evaluation of the
results and further actions to address the comments received. Similarly, social media as another option
to increase the interactivity must be regularly updated as the nature of these additional media channels
requires feeding in real time, with news-worthy content.
Regarding geographic coverage, Figure 6 shows that the focus of most platforms is worldwide. In the case
of Organic Farm Knowledge, the knowledge, solutions and tools provided are mainly relevant for Europe.
Similarly, EIP-AGRI, which is part of EU’s growth strategy EU 2020, focuses on Europe (e.g. projects and
OGs in Europe), but it is also possible to search for projects worldwide. In the case of FarmDemo, the
actors (demo farms) are mainly located in the UK, Germany, Belgium, Poland, Slovenia, Hungary, France,
Greece, Netherlands. The remaining platforms provide knowledge from and for the global community.
Ask-Valerie provides worldwide research results (e.g. literature from Ethiopia). In the case of PANORAMA
Solutions, solutions are mainly located in Europe, Asisa, South Africa, New Zealand, Australia, Central and
South America (less in USA and Russia, none in China). Access Agriculture focuses on the Global South. In
the case of EU repository Oppla that unites members from around the world, regions include for instance
South America as well as different climate and topographic conditions (e.g. boreal, mountains), and it is
possible to filter by local to global scale.
Geographic focus

Focus on Europe

Worldwide

Figure 6: Geographic focus of the international platforms
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In general, contents should be as easy to find as possible for end users. While most of the investigated
platforms allow users to filter the search results by different categories, in some cases, the search function
is rather basic (i.e. keyword/full-text search only). Contents should be as easy to find as possible for end
users by offering a user-friendly search engine with basic as well as more advanced search options. To
facilitate access to the platform itself, search engine optimisation (SEO) can increase the visibility of the
e-KRP.
Except for some products on Oppla, the resources provided are freely accessible. In the case of Oppla, it
is possible to exclude commercial products from the search. In the case of Access Agriculture, registration
is required to download files.
In two cases, the platforms, search functions and results are available only in English and in two other
cases only in three languages. The rest is available in more languages (e.g. the FAO platforms in the six
official UN languages, namely: Arabic, Chinese, English, French, Russian and Spanish). As the focus of the
e-KRP will be on Europe, the platform and resources provided should be translated into the most
commonly spoken languages in Europe, which include Dutch, English, French, German, Italian, Polish,
Romanian, Russian, Spanish, and Ukrainian (Amaya, 2018).
In many cases, users can register for free and submit their own content that undergoes a validation check
(e.g. from the thematic portal’s coordinator before being published on the platform like in the case of
PANORAMA Solutions platform; by this way consistency against specific quality standards can be
ensured). If users are given the option to submit their own content, it needs to be clear in advance
whether a validation check is going to take place.
As mentioned above, all investigated platforms can be considered and treated as digital information
environments. Apart from content that may be stored in a database lying at the back end, there is also a
substantial amount of information conveyed to users through a dedicated website. So, development of
interaction-related specifications for the EURAKNOS e-KRP can significantly benefit by reviewing all
considered platforms from an information architecture point of view. As Rosenfeld et al. (2015) point out,
information architecture is concerned with issues related to the “shaping of information products and
experiences to support usability, findability and understanding”. Given that, attempting to approach the
set of investigated platforms from an Information Architecture perspective will also help to shed light to
user interaction and experience issues.
From an information architecture point of view, each information environment (i.e. platform) consists of
four tightly intertwined systems, namely:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Organisation system;
Labelling system;
Navigation system; and
Search system.

Given that issues related to search functions have been covered earlier, we focus on the other three
systems. Before proceeding to a more thorough review of how these systems actually work, as well as
what design choices have been made with regard to them, it is important to begin with the two major
information architecture approaches that can be employed when designing a digital information
environment. These approaches are: (i) the top-down approach, and (ii) the bottom-up approach. In the
former case, presentation of information structure to the user takes place from the top to the bottom of
the provided interface. In the case of bottom-up approaches, instead of being dictated “from the above”,
the structure of information is embedded in content. More specifically, information structure is conveyed
by means of content arrangement and employed tags (Rosenfeld et al., 2015).
In the case of the top-down information architecture approach, which has been adopted by the whole set
of investigated platforms, there is a list of questions/heuristics able to be used for the assessment of
information structure – related decisions. These questions, provided by Rosenfeld et al. (2015), along with
related information structure decisions, are listed below:
The EURAKNOS project has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020
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 Q1: Where am I? (Presence of logo or some other kind of contextual information for creating a
“sense of place” to the user).
 Q2: How do I search for required information/content? (Access to an embedded search system).
 Q3: How do I get around? (Employment of a fit-for-purpose navigation system manifested to the
user through appropriately designed menus).
 Q4: What is available in the digital information environment? (Use of appropriately designed
menus).
 Q5: How can I contact representatives of the information environment? (Contact information
and/or form).
 Q6: How do I engage with representatives of the information environment via popular channels
of communication? (Access to information environment – related social media accounts).
 Q7: Can I create an account? How do I access it? (Account creation and log in functionalities).
 Q8: What is going on in the information environment? (Access to news and calendar of events).
Design solutions that have been adopted by investigated platforms with regard to some of the above
issues have already been mentioned (namely, search function availability, account creation/access, access
to social media accounts and communication options). The rest are highlighted below. To begin with,
platforms make use of specific organisation structures for arranging and presenting information to the
user in a way that can reveal relationships and dependencies. For this purpose, hierarchical structures are
employed. In most cases, these structures are broad and shallow, rather than narrow and deep. The depth
of a hierarchical information organisation structure relates to the number of nested levels that are used
for representing relationships and dependencies among various pieces of information, whereas the
breadth has to do with the number of available options at each level. Rosenfeld et al. (2015) provide an
illustration of these two hierarchical structure types. This illustration is presented in Figure 7 below.

Figure 7: Narrow and deep vs. broad and shallow hierarchical information organization structures (Rosenfeld et al., 2015)

An overview of the hierarchical information organisation structures used by the investigated platforms is
made available in Table 11 below.
Table 11: Organisation structure of the international platforms

Platform
Ask-Valerie
FarmDemo

Organisation structure
Only Search & About menu points
Only the followings can be searched:
• FarmDemoHub: EU-wide inventory of demonstration farms
• FarmDemo Networks: TNs of demonstration farms active in your region
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EIP-AGRI

Organic Farm
Knowledge

Agroecology
Knowledge Hub
(FAO)

Family Farming
Knowledge
Platform (FAO)

PANORAMA
Solutions

Access
Agriculture

• FarmDemo Training Kit: online tools, stories, video tutorials, tips & tricks to improve
demonstrations
• Video channel
Contents are searchable in the following structure:
• News (news, press, videos, newsletters)
• Events
• Find projects, funding, research needs, project ideas, people, online resources
• Publications (article, brochure, EIP-AGRI document, factsheet, good-practice paper,
magazine, report)
• Links to related materials
Available menus/structure:
 About
 Search the toolbox
o Partner organisations
o Partner projects
 News & events
 Intranet
o News and news archive
o Events
 Contact/site info
o Knowledge sharings
 Themes & discussion
o Crop production
o Animal husbandry
General FAO menus/structure:
Specific structure of the platform:
 Home
 Overview
 About FAO
 Knowledge
 In Action
 AgroecologyLex
 Countries (Country profiles)
 Database
 Themes
 Join us
 Media
 Publications
 Statistics
 Partnerships
Available FAO general menus/structure:
Platform specific structure:
 Home
 Background
 About FAO
 FamilyFarmingLex
 In Action
 Resources: Search in the database
 Countries
 Countries & Regions
 Themes
 Themes
 Media
 Network
 Publications
 Data sources
 Statistics
 Join Us
 Partnerships
 Explore
 About
o All solutions
o About PANORAMA
o All building blocks
o News
o Thematic communities
o Collaborators
Menu points:
 About us
 Selectable video categories: cereals; roots,
 Using this site
tubers & bananas; vegetables; legumes;
 Other resources
fruits & nuts; other crops; livestock;
 Forum
aquaculture; sustainable land
 Impact
management; integrated pest
management; mechanisation; business
skills; approaches (extension, other,
participatory, seed production &
dissemination); other (beekeeping,
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Oppla

Agrisource

Organic Eprints

biodiversity conservation, climate change
adaptation, food safety, nutrition, organic
agriculture, other agricultural practices)
 About
 Marketplace: Product type
o Audio
o Consultancy
o Dataset
o Document
o Event
o Guidance
o Image
o Infographic
 Home
 Agrisource project
 Platforms
 Map
 Value chains
 Home
 About
 Browse
 Search
 Latest
 Help

o Slides
o Software
o Spreadsheet
o Training
o Video
 Community
 Case studies
 Ask Oppla
 Contacts

The analysis of the employed organisation structure shows that there are significant differences among
the examined platforms. Some platforms, e.g. Ask-Valerie, have a very simple organisation structure that,
besides the simple search engine, only contains basic information, while a separate project webpage
provides more detailed information. Other platforms, such as the Agroecology Knowledge Hub and the
Family Farming Knowledge Platform, both hosted by FAO, show a complex, even complicated structure
and include a large amount of information in addition to the content of their knowledge reservoirs.
Moreover, several links to other webpages, platforms and information sources are provided. Similarly,
the EIP-AGRI website is very complex and full of content, which suggests that users need to know the
webpage well, whereas it can prove more difficult for irregular users to find what they are interested in.
The FarmDemo platform comprises well-structured contents (Hub, Networks, and Training kit) as well as
a separate video channel. Likewise, PANORAMA Solutions provides a very clear structure, focused on the
possibility to search for the specific content. The rest of the platforms can be considered as average in
terms of the spectrum between simple and complicated information organisation structure.
Except for the organisation structure, part of an information environment’s organization system is the
employed organisation scheme. According to Rosenfeld et al. (2015), the organisation scheme deals with
the logical grouping of provided pieces of information by taking account of sets of characteristics that
these information pieces may have in common. There are two types of organization schemes, namely:
1. the objective organisation schemes further distinguished into alphabetical, chronological and
geographical schemes, and
2. the subjective organisation schemes distinguished into topical, task-oriented, metaphor-driven
and hybrid schemes.
Subjective organisation schemes are used for grouping content/information on the basis of subjective
classification criteria indicative of semantic relations among information items that fall into the same
category. In other words, in the case of subjective organisation schemes no exact information
classification criteria exist (as in the case of the objective schemes). All investigated platforms rely upon
subjective information organisation schemes with the most popular choices being the topical and taskThe EURAKNOS project has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020
research and innovation programme under grant agreement No: 817863
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oriented schemes. In some cases, the metaphor-driven scheme has also been used. In today’s information
rich digital environments, there is no single organisation scheme choice. So, a commonly adopted solution
has to do with the design of organisation schemes that combine topical, task-oriented and metaphordriven elements. As Rosenfeld et al. (2015) point out:




Topical organisation schemes are used to organise and group content/information by means of
topic/subject.
Task-oriented organisation schemes are used to organise and group content/information with
regard to actions/tasks to be executed by users.
Metaphor-driven organisation schemes are used to organise and group content through use of
analogies.

The above choices are manifested through specific labelling options. For example, a topical scheme is
made evident by use of nouns, as labels, indicative of the subject/topic for grouping a set of pieces of
information. In the case of a task-oriented organisation scheme, we can evidence the use of verbs that
declare the task/action to which the content/information group relates. Metaphor-driven schemes are
mostly manifested through icons of specific meaning to users (e.g. use of a house icon for denoting the
“home” page of the information environment). Figures 8 to 11 show the organisation scheme options that
have been adopted by the Organic Farm Knowledge, Oppla, Agroecology Knowledge Hub and EIP-AGRI
platforms.

labelling options indicative of
employment of a task-oriented
organization scheme.

labelling options indicative of
employment of a topical
information organization
scheme.

Figure 8: Topical and task-oriented information organisation schemes adoption by the Organic Farm Knowledge platform
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labelling options indicative of
employment of a topical
information organization
scheme.

labelling options indicative of
employment of a task-oriented
organization scheme.

Figure 9: Topical and task-oriented information organisation schemes adoption by the Oppla platform

labelling options indicative of
employment of a task-oriented
organisation scheme

labelling options indicative of
employment of a metaphordriven organisation scheme

labelling options indicative of
employment of a topical
information organisation
scheme

Figure 10: Topical, task-oriented and metaphor-driven information organisation schemes adoption by FAO’s Agroecology
Knowledge platform
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labelling options indicative of
employment of a task-oriented
organization scheme.

labelling options indicative of
employment of a metaphordriven organization scheme.

labelling options indicative of
employment of a topical
information organization
scheme.

Figure 11: Topical, task-oriented and metaphor-driven information organisation schemes adoption by EIP-AGRI platform

Another issue of increased importance for digital information environments is navigation. It is vital for the
user to be aware of the exact location at which they currently are in the information environment. To this
end, use of appropriately designed navigation systems is imperative. According to Rosenfeld et al. (2015),
there are three navigation system types:
1. the global navigation system, which is usually manifested via a navigation bar at the top of each
page of the information environment;
2. the local navigation system, which serves as a supplement to the global navigation system and
facilitates navigation within a confined information system area (e.g. a page); and
3. the contextual navigation system enabling access to different information system areas that
provide semantically similar content.

global navigation system

local navigation system

contextual navigation
system

Figure 12: Implementation of global, local and contextual navigation systems in the context of the EIP-AGRI platform
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global navigation system

local navigation
system

Figure 13: Implementation of global and local navigation systems in the context of the Organic Farm Knowledge platform

local navigation
system

global navigation
system

Figure 14: Implementation of global and local navigation systems in the context of the PANORAMA Solutions platform
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local navigation
system

contextual
navigation system

global navigation
system

Figure 15: Implementation of global, local and contextual navigation systems in the context of AccessAgriculture

As far as the contextual navigation system is concerned, this can be manifested through use of in-text
hyperlinks enabling transition to semantically similar content areas. These three navigation systems have
been adopted by almost all cases of investigated platforms. Implementation of global, local and contextual
navigation systems by the EIP-AGRI, Organic Farm Knowledge, PANORAMA Solutions and Access
Agriculture platforms is shown in Figures 12 to 15 above.

breadcrumbs metaphor

Figure 16: Use of the breadcrumbs metaphor by the EIP-AGRI platform to help users easily identify their current position in the
digital information environment

In addition to combined use of global, local and contextual navigation systems, we should also mention
the adoption of the “breadcrumbs metaphor”7, in some platform cases, to further facilitate navigation in
the digital information environment. Figure 16 above illustrates how the breadcrumbs metaphor is used
in the context of the EIP-AGRI platform. It is also important to notice the presence of the platform logo
on the top left corner of each page of the digital information environment (see Figures 13 to 15 above), a
design choice made by all platforms. In some cases, the logo is accompanied by the project’s motto. The
According to Wikipedia (https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Breadcrumb_navigation), a breadcrumb or breadcrumb trail is a graphical
control element frequently used as a navigational aid in user interfaces and on web pages. It allows users to keep track and maintain
awareness of their location in programs, documents, or websites.
7
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presence of the project logo along with any other project identification-related semantic element helps
towards developing a “sense of place” to the user and functions as a complement to employed navigation
solutions.
Relevant to the discussion on navigation systems are personalisation- and/or customisation-related
functions. Personalisation is about feeding users with content adapted to their own preferences. Tailormade content provision affects not only the amount of information that the user interacts with, but also
the way in which navigation through provided content takes place. Personalisation takes the form of
content-related recommendations implemented by specially designed algorithms (e.g. collaborative
filtering). Recommendations are provided through a process of matching a user’s preferences with those
of “similar” users (with similarity being evaluated based on appropriately defined criteria). Even though
many web-based services offer such recommendations, their uptake has not been considered by the
investigated agriculture-related platforms. Customisation is about providing users with the flexibility to
define themselves the content they want to access. Consequently, content access patterns and navigation
can also be adjusted. Given that customisation requires actions and time from the side of the user, it is
meaningful in cases of information environments accessed and used upon a frequent basis (e.g. webmail
applications). This can be regarded as the reason why customisation-related functionalities have not been
popular in the context of (the investigated) agriculture-related platforms.

link to…

Figure 17: Use of the label “INVENTORY” by the Farm Demo Hub platform for directing users to the project’s database

The labelling system represents another system that is tightly associated with navigation-related options.
According to Rosenfeld et al. (2015), labels aim to “communicate information efficiently”. Labels function
as signs for directing users to specific areas within the digital information environment. To this end, they
must be relevant to the context of use and meaningful to the user. They should moreover help users to
easily identify the information environment’s area in which they find themselves. This is for instance the
purpose of page headings (i.e. a specific label type). Labels used by the investigated platforms can be
considered as clear, with only a few exceptions. However, no uniform approach exists with regard to
employed labelling systems, despite the fact that all platforms relate to the same domain. Examples of
labels that have been employed in some cases and are less clear include the “INVENTORY” label by the
FarmDemoHub, with the aim to link to the project’s database (see Figure 17 above). The “Knowledge”
and “AgroecologyLex” labels, used by FAO’s Agroecology Knowledge Hub, as well as the
“FamilyFarmingLex” label employed by FAO’s Family Farming Knowledge Platform, are likewise labels
with a meaning that is less clear. This also applies to the label “MARKETPLACE” that is used in the context
of the Oppla platform.
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Table 12 summarises the results of the platforms analysis from an information architecture point of view.
Table 12: Evaluation of platforms against information architecture-related criteria
Personalisation/
customisation

Use of
page
headings

X
X
X

X
X
X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

contextual

Contextrelevant
labelling
system

local

metaphor-driven

Labelling system

global

FarmDemo
EIP-AGRI
Organic Farm
Knowledge
Agroecology
Knowledge Hub
(FAO)
Family Farming
Knowledge Platform
(FAO)
PANORAMA
Solutions
Access Agriculture
Oppla
Agrisource
Organic Eprints

Navigation system

X
X
X

X
X

X
X
X

X
X
X

X
X
X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X

X

X
X
X
X

X

X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X

Platform
Valerie8

task-oriented

Organisation scheme

topical

Information
architecture-related
criteria

X

The above presented data makes it clear that there are several common design choices given the domainrelatedness of the investigated platforms. In terms of content organisation, a combination of topical and
task-oriented schemes is used in almost all platform cases. Almost 40% of investigated platforms make
use of visual semantic elements for denoting specific menu options (e.g. use of a house icon to denote
the digital information environment’s main page). With regard to navigation systems, all platforms use a
global navigation system manifested as a menu bar at the top of each page. Similarly, hyperlinks are
embedded in pages of the investigated information environment, which allow for dynamic navigation and
semantically meaningful association of various content/information items. More than half of the
platforms (55%) employ local navigation systems as well, available in the form of submenus, with the aim
to facilitate browsing of content at the local page level. Despite their popularity in commercial web
applications, personalisation- and/or customisation-related functionalities have not been considered and
used by investigated platform. Finally, employed labels lack homogeneity despite the fact that all
platforms relate to the same domain. Most differences are focused on the adoption of labels for links to
database access interfaces (e.g. “AgroecologyLex”, “FamilyFarmingLex”, “INVENTORY”, “MARKETPLACE”
and “KNOWLEDGE”). Finally, page headings are always present to provide a “sense of place” in the
broader information environment.
Table 13: Metadata of the international platforms

Platform
Ask-Valerie

FarmDemo

Metadata
• No metadata policy available
• Metadata usually not available when downloading a content; only some sources provide
metadata
Metadata available for videos: length, title, short introduction, category, date of
creation/upload, number of downloads

Given that Ask-Valerie is a search engine aimed to be used for searching Agriculture-related content, evaluation has taken place
with regard to the respective project (i.e. Valerie - http://www.valerie.eu/)
8
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Platform
EIP-AGRI

Organic Farm
Knowledge

Agroecology
Knowledge Hub
(FAO)

Family Farming
Knowledge
Platform (FAO)

PANORAMA
Solutions

Access
Agriculture

Metadata
• Metadata available: title, publication abstract, size, year of publication, publication type,
geographical scope; for projects also project type, main funding source, keywords
• Detailed metadata available for the searched content: geographical scope, keywords, size,
publication abstract, date, type
• Different contents have different metadata, e.g. projects: agricultural sectors, founding
source, project type, status, start and end date, link to website, partners list, contact
details
 Metadata connected to the contents: theme, languages, keywords, year of release,
country of origin, issuing organization, contact
 More details: summary, e-print type, teaser, What problem does the tool address?, Which
species should be planted, how should the grassland be organised and what are the
zootechnical results?, What solution does the tool offer?, country, type of practice tool,
keyword, Agrovoc keywords, subjects, research affiliation, related links, project ID,
deposited by, ID code, deposited on, last modified, document language, status
 In general, all metadata is complete and correct.
Extensive structured metadata available for Metadata available in the Database:
the contents.
 Year
Metadata available in the AgroecologyLex:
 Volume
 Original title
 Location/geographical coverage
 Entry into force
 Country/ies
 Date of consolidation/reprint
 Full text available at
 Date of original text
 Content language
 Type of text
 Author
 Available website
 Type
 FAOLEX number
 Organisation
 Date of text
 Implements
 Implemented by
 Repeals
 Keywords
Extensive structured metadata available for
Metadata available in the Database:
the contents.
 Year
Metadata in FamilyFarmingLex:
 ISBN
 Original title
 Volume
 Entry into force
 Publisher
 Date of consolidation/reprint
 Location/geographical coverage
 Date of original text
 Country/ies
 Type of text
 Full text available at
 Available web site
 Content language
 FAOLEX No
 Author
 Date of text
 Type
 Implements
 Organisation
 Implemented by
 Repeals
 Keywords
 Available metadata: title, author, organisation, published, last edited, summary,
classifications (region, scale of implementation, ecosystem, theme, Sustainable
Development Goals, governance type, Aichi targets, location)
 For most contents, the same metadata structure is available (some differences).
Metadata of videos:
 Current language
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Platform

Oppla

Agrisource

Organic Eprints

Metadata
 Duration
 Produced by
 Produced for
 Languages
 Share (Facebook, Twitter, LinkedIn, email)
 Categories
Filters:
 Scale
o Global
o Continental
o Sub-continental
o National
o Subnational
o Local

 Quality Assurance
o Scientific peer review
o International Standards (eg. ISO)
o Accreditation
o Professional references
o Own QA and testing
 License
o Free, no licence
o Public/open source
o Commercial
 Detailed metadata structure available for Players (presentation, related projects,
innovations, related players, documents, news, events, contact, keywords, location), but
most fields are empty, and the metadata is very incomplete.
 Type as additional metadata for documents, duration for projects, moment of innovation,
innovation status and stakes for innovation
Archive browsing options
 Subject Area
(Farming Systems; Animal husbandry; Crop husbandry; Soil; Environmental aspects; Food systems;
Knowledge management; Values, standards and certification; "Organics" in general)

 Research affiliation (Country/Organization/Project)
 Year
 Eprint Type
(Journal paper; Newspaper or magazine article; Working paper; Conference paper, poster, etc.;
Submit a paper or a poster to a conference; Proceedings; Report; Report chapter; Book; Book
chapter; Thesis; Research Programme description; Organization description; Project description;
Research facility description; Data set; Teaching resource; Practice tool; Web product; Video; Audio;
Image; Other)

 Document Language
(English; German; Danish; Bosnian; Bulgarian; Chinese; Croatian; Czech; Dutch; Estonian; Finnish;
French; Greek; Hungarian; Italian; Lithuanian; Latvian; Norwegian; Persian; Polish; Portuguese;
Romanian; Russian; Spanish; Slovak; Slovenian; Swedish; Turkish; Ukranian; Other language)

 Research funders
Metadata available per document:
EPrint Type; Keywords; Subjects; Research affiliation; Related links; Deposited By; ID Code;
Deposited On; Last modified; Document Language; Status; Refereed.

As far as use of metadata is concerned, while in some cases, detailed, extensive metadata is available (e.g.
for the contents of the FAO databases and the EIP-AGRI website), there are also other cases, such as AskValerie, at which sources do not provide metadata. It is very important to know what kind of metadata is
available for the contents, and to evaluate whether the metadata is complete and correct, because a
search engine can work efficiently only if appropriate metadata is available. Yet, a complete, detailed and
coherent metadata structure facilitates both the organisation and the discovery of the electronic
knowledge and resources provided. Metadata is key to the functionality of the systems holding the
content, enabling users to find information by relevant criteria, and to share that information with others
(Rilery, 2017).
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Generally, the examined platforms provide a wide scale of metadata. However, these metadata usually
differ from platform to platform; there are not many common points. The most “typical” ones include the
name/title of the document, author, year of production, and size/length. Keywords, which would
maximise the usefulness to find appropriate contents, are only provided occasionally. The metadata
connected to the contents often cannot be used for searching a specific content (e.g. as a filter).
Another important issue concerns the completeness and correctness of the metadata. In several cases,
the available metadata structure is not filled with information, so incompleteness is a frequent
phenomenon (e.g. in the case of Agrisource). Metadata policy or proceedings are usually not available on
the platforms. However, in some cases, it can be clearly seen that significant efforts were made to control
metadata completeness and correctness, and to apply the same metadata structure to all contents (e.g.
EIP-AGRI, Organic Farm Knowledge and FAO platforms).
Metadata on the quality and usefulness of a content is generally not available, even though it would be
very informative for the users. Organic Farm Knowledge represents a best-practice case regarding the
provision of such a quality information.
Table 14: Interoperability of the international platforms

Platform
Ask-Valerie

FarmDemo
EIP-AGRI
Organic Farm
Knowledge
Agroecology
Knowledge Hub
(FAO)
Family Farming
Knowledge Platform
(FAO)

PANORAMA
Solutions
Access Agriculture

Interoperability/connections
• Contents only linked to an external webpage; not kept in the system
• Very limited number of sources
• Frequent problem: searched content not available anymore online
Links to the websites of the collaborating projects NEFERTITI, AgriDemo-F2F and PLAID
(only search option via Nefertiti)
• Links to external websites, e.g. of several H2020 projects, on the homepage
• Ask-valerie.eu is offered as a search option.
• Links are currently being built
• Directly linked to the online archive Organic Eprints
 Links to other FAO information systems: FAOSTAT, SDG indicators, AMIS, Food and
Agriculture Microdata Catalogue
 Many related links to FAO and outer sources, e.g. Access Agriculture
 Most of the contents are available on an external website.
 Links to other data sources: FAOSTAT, FAO CountryStat, FAO Fisheries & Aquaculture
– Statistics, FAO Forestry statistics, FAO Aquastat, FAO World Programme for the
Census of Agriculture (WCA), FAO Smallholders data portrait, FAO Gender and Land
Rights Database, FAO Rural Income Generating Activities (RIGA) Database, World Bank
Living Standards Measurement Study (LSMS) Datasets, World Bank Open Data, IFAD
Rural Poverty Portal
 Many related links to FAO and outer sources
 Most of the contents are available on an external website.
Connects over 200 solution providers who represent NGOs, government institutions,
academia, international organisations, foundations and the private sector
 Other resources: links to extension platforms, apps, publications, university theses,
other video platforms
 Link to AgTube (social media platform to upload and share video clips in any language)
Cooperation with the following platforms:
 African Forum for Agricultural Advisory Services
 Agricultural Extension in South Asia (AESA)
 Agricultural Transition
 Campesino a Campesino
 CTA – Technical Centre for Agricultural and Rural Co-operation ACP-EU
 e-agriculture
 Family Farming Knowledge Platform
 Food Plant Solutions
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Platform

Oppla

Agrisource

Organic Eprints

Interoperability/connections
 Global Forum for Rural Advisory Services (GFRAS)
 LEISA – Farming Matters
 Infonet BioVision
 Inter-Réseaux Développement Rural
 Modernizing Extension and Advisory Systems
 Practical Answers
 Rainforest Alliance
 Red Latinoamericana de Servicios de Extensión Rural
 Sustainable Agriculture Network
 Technologies and practices for small agricultural producers (TECA)
 Tropical Agriculture Platform
Over 60 universities, research institutes, agencies and enterprises are contributing to
Oppla as part of a joint activity between the OPERAs and OpenNESS projects (links to all
contributors).
 Link to EIT Climate-KIC (one of the platform builders) on top of the website
 Platforms: links to other “platforms who change agriculture”: FAO Agroecology and
Family Farming Knowledge Hubs, WOCAT, URGENCI, SMARTAKIS; national platforms:
AGRIFIND, GECO, Wine Observatory of Hérault, OSAE, L’Atelier Paysan
 Content is stored in database maintained by supporting organisations (namely,
International Centre for Research in Organic Food Systems and Research Institute of
Organic Agriculture).
 Links to:
o website of University of Southampton (developers of EPrints software);
o website of ICROFS (supporting organisation); and
o website of FiBL (supporting organisation).

The different platforms also offer a wide range of solutions in terms of interoperability. While some
systems provide only a link to an external source after searching for a specific content (e.g. Ask-Valerie,
Farm Demo and Organic Farm Knowledge), others, e.g. the FAO platforms, provide contents mostly from
their own source. It is a typical and frequent problem that, in case of external sources, the searched
content is often not available.
Likewise, there are differences regarding the number of sources offered by the examined platforms, e.g.
Ask-Valerie offers only a few external sources whereas Organic Farm Knowledge uses only one source, i.e.
Organic Eprints. On the other hand, EIP-AGRI provides access to many different sources (mostly Horizon
2020 projects). Similarly, the FAO platforms use numerous different FAO and external sources.
PANORAMA Solutions has numerous external, independent regular and occasional content providers,
Access Agriculture assembles a wide range of specific cooperating platforms, and Oppla cooperates with
60 universities, research institutes, agencies and enterprises. There is also interoperability among the 11
analysed platforms: EIP-AGRI offers Ask-Valerie as a search option, Organic Farm Knowledge interacts
fully automatically with Organic Eprints and Agrisource links to the FAO platforms.
Apart from focusing on user-related aspects, investigation of selected platforms takes also place with
regard to: (i) the tools and technologies that have been used for development of platforms, and (ii) the
employed data models. Investigation has focused on Content Management System, JavaScript libraries,
web server and programming language. Tools and technologies used for the development of platforms
have been identified with the help of:


BuiltWith9: a web tool used for tracking website technologies like widgets, analytics, frameworks,
content management systems, advertisers, content delivery networks, web standards and web
servers.

9 https://builtwith.com/
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Whatruns10: a web tool made available in the form of a free Google Chrome browser extension
that helps to identify the technologies used in a website.

Analysis results are presented in Table 15 below.
To begin with, a Content Management System (CMS) is a software application providing a suite of tools
for facilitating creation and management of a website’s content. Employed CMSs are Drupal11 (used in
36% of cases), TYPO 312 (used with a rate of 27%) and Joomla!13 (used only in the case of Valerie platform).
No information about employed CMS is made available in the case of FarmDemo, Agrisource and Organic
Eprints platforms. All CMS solutions are open source.
Table 15: Technologies and tools used for the development of the websites of investigated platforms

Content
Management
System
Valerie
FarmDemo
EIP-AGRI
Organic Farm
Knowledge
Agroecology
Knowledge Hub (FAO)
Family Farming
Knowledge Platform
(FAO)
PANORAMA Solutions
Access Agriculture
Oppla
Agrisource
Organic Eprints

JavaScript
Libraries

Programming
Language

Web Server

Joomla!
N.A.
Drupal

jQuery
jQuery
jQuery

PHP
PHP
N.A.

Apache
Apache
N.A.

TYPO3

N.A.

N.A.

Apache

TYPO3

jQuery

PHP

Varnish, Apache

TYPO3

jQuery

PHP

Varnish, Apache

Drupal
Drupal
Drupal
N.A.
N.A.

jQuery
jQuery
jQuery
jQuery
jQuery

N.A.
PHP
N.A.
N.A.
Perl

Apache
Apache
Apache
nginx
Apache

As far as use of JavaScript libraries is concerned, jQuery14 is the only considered solution. According to
Wikipedia15 (citing Khan Academy’s post entitled “What's a JS library?”)16, JavaScript libraries are libraries
of ready-to-use JavaScript code allowing for easier and more efficient development of JavaScript-based
applications. According to W3Schools17, jQuery is a lightweight JavaScript library offering built-in methods
for executing tasks requiring JavaScript code. The jQuery library includes the following features: (i)
HTML/DOM manipulation, (ii) CSS manipulation, (iii) HTML event methods, (iv) effects and animations, (v)
AJAX, and (vi) utilities.
With regard to programming language, and PHP18 has been adopted by 10 out of 11 platform cases (91%)
with the only exception of the Organic EPrints platform (use of Perl). As mentioned in the tekshapers.com
website19, PHP programming language is “most widely used for website and web application development.
It is a general purpose, server-side scripting language which runs on a web server and which is designed
for making dynamic pages and applications.”

10

https://www.whatruns.com/

11 https://www.drupal.org/
12 https://typo3.com/

https://www.joomla.org/
https://jquery.com/
15 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/JavaScript_library#cite_note-1
16 https://www.khanacademy.org/computing/computer-programming/html-css-js/using-js-libraries-in-your-webpage/a/whats-a-jslibrary
17 https://www.w3schools.com/jquery/jquery_intro.asp
18 https://www.php.net/
19 https://tekshapers.com/blog/Why-PHP-is-Good-Choice-for-Web-Development
13
14
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Finally, Apache is the most popular Web server choice for storing, processing and delivering web pages to
clients (adopted in 90% of platform cases). According to its official website20, the “Apache HTTP Server
Project is an effort to develop and maintain an open-source HTTP server for modern operating systems
including UNIX and Windows. The goal of this project is to provide a secure, efficient and extensible server
that provides HTTP services in sync with the current HTTP standards.” Varnish Cache (used in combination
with an Apache Web server by FAO’s Agroecology Knowledge Hub and Family Farming Knowledge
Platform) is “a web application accelerator” that can be installed “in front of any server that speaks HTTP
and configure it to cache the contents”. Nginx21, adopted by Agrisource, is a free and open-source Web
server software solution.
Finally, by taking account of the fact that investigated platforms of international organisations relate to
the domain of Agriculture, it is useful to investigate the structure of the databases for storing agricultural
data. Such an investigation and analysis require to draw upon conceptual models providing details about
domain-related entities and their relations. However, this kind of documentation is not easy to be freely
found on the web. Given that, representatives of the organisations that have developed and maintain the
investigated platforms were contacted and asked to provide relevant documentation. As an outcome of
this request, database design – related documents have been provided for NEFERTITI, Organic Eprints,
Oppla and Valerie. After a thorough study of provided documents, it has been concluded that only input
from NEFERTITI and Organic Eprints appeared to be of some relevance to the scope of EURAKNOS. As a
further comment, it can be said that some database models provide not only descriptions of how data is
structured but also interaction-related details (e.g. user roles, session-related details, etc.). In the case of
the Organic Eprints database, the core entity is “tool” which is associated with “tool creators”, “tool
country”, “tool subjects”, “tool theme”, “tool type”, “tool document”, “tool document language”, “tool
rating” and “tool keywords”. This modelling decision can be useful for EURAKNOS and be regarded as a
point of reference when modelling properties of TN outputs. As far as NEFERTITI is concerned, entities
that have been identified to be relevant to EURAKNOS-related conceptual modelling are “users” and
“farm” with “users” being associated with “role”, “country” and “language”. A conclusion that can be
drawn from the above relates to the importance of adequately modelling content language given that
data needs to be available in different languages. The language aspect is also core to the design of Valerie
ontology, where synonyms of ontology terms are provided in a range of languages.

3.2.3 Platform management
The Golden Circle model represents the three management levels (i.e. normative, strategic and operative
management) of an organisation or system (see Figure 18). It starts with the “Why” (i.e. the vision,
mission, values, intention and/or goals). Moving outwards, the “How” describes the process(es) and
strategies to realise the Why, connecting it with the “What”, i.e. the impacts, outputs, outcomes, tangible
products, services or processes offered (Lewrick et al., 2017). Table 16 shows the Why, How and What of
the international platforms.

WHY
HOW
WHAT
Figure 18: Golden Circle

As shown in Table 16, the investigated farming e-KRPs pursue two main objectives:
20
21

https://httpd.apache.org/
https://www.nginx.com/
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Fostering networking and exchange among the users (highlighted in turquoise); and
Providing access to relevant knowledge and information (highlighted in yellow).

All platforms except for the Family Farming Knowledge Platform aim at boosting interaction and exchange
among users, reflected in the following intentions: “facilitating interactions, communication and
dissemination”, ”increasing connectivity”, ”connecting actors”, ”enhancing peer-to-peer learning”,
“enabling cross-sectoral learning”, “promoting partnerships” and/or “simplifying sharing of knowledge or
experience”. FarmDemo and the Agroecology Knowledge Hub are exclusively dedicated to this purpose
whereas the rest of the platforms (n=9) also explicitly describe providing or opening access to knowledge,
information, exemplary solutions and tools as a core objective. This includes helping users to find or obtain
suitable materials and bringing information and resources to users.
Table 16: Why of the international platforms

Platform
Ask-Valerie22
FarmDemo23

EIP-AGRI24

Organic Farm
Knowledge25
Agroecology
Knowledge Hub
(FAO)26,27

Family Farming
Knowledge Platform
(FAO)28

PANORAMA
Solutions29
Access Agriculture30

Why (vision/purpose of the platform)
 Facilitating interactions between researchers and practitioners
 Bringing new knowledge into the process
 Enhancing peer-to-peer learning
 Increasing the connectivity between actors involved in on-farm demonstrations as a
tool to boost innovation uptake
 Contributing to the EU’s strategy “Europe 2020” for smart, sustainable and inclusive
growth through fostering competitive and sustainable farming that “achieves more
and better from less”, and to ensuring a steady supply of food, feed and biomaterials
 Connecting innovation actors to speed up innovation
 Providing a one-stop-shop for agricultural innovation
 Helping improve production by providing access to tools and resources
 Serving as a virtual meeting place for cross-border learning
 Supporting transitions from conventional agriculture to agroecological approaches
 Promoting inter-sectoral partnerships and South-South Cooperation on agroecology
(i.e. the “integration of science, practices and social processes”) by fostering
participatory exchange of experiences and knowledge across territories, countries and
regions
 Supporting relevant stakeholders through knowledge exchange and transfer
 Identifying opportunities and gaps to promote a shift towards more equal and
balanced development
 Better informing and providing knowledge-based assistance to policymakers, family
farmers’ organisations, development experts and stakeholders in the field and at
grassroots level
 Documenting and promoting examples of inspiring, replicable solutions across a range
of conservation and sustainable development topics
 Enabling cross-sectoral learning and inspiration
 Vision: improved livelihoods of rural communities through sustainable agricultural
practices and entrepreneurship
 Mission: promoting innovations in sustainable agriculture and rural enterprises
through capacity development and South-South exchange of quality farmer-to-farmer
training videos in local languages

https://www.ask-valerie.eu/#/en_EN/about
https://farmdemo.eu/doc/project
24 https://ec.europa.eu/eip/agriculture/en/about
25 https://organic-farmknowledge.org/about
26 http://www.fao.org/agroecology/knowledge/en/
27 http://www.fao.org/agroecology/policies-legislations/en/
28 https://www.accessagriculture.org/
29 https://panorama.solutions/en/about-panorama-solutions-healthy-planet
30 https://www.accessagriculture.org/
22
23
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Platform

Oppla31
Agrisource32

Organic Eprints33

Why (vision/purpose of the platform)
 Why: helping agricultural advisory services find/develop suitable training materials to
respond to farmers’ diverse demands for advice
 Simplifying how we share, obtain, and create knowledge to better manage the
environment
 Encouraging the transition to a more resilient agriculture as main criteria for success
(objectives: mitigating greenhouse gas emissions, adapting to climate change)
 Opening access to knowledge/information as a key feature for successful transitions
 Promoting relevant, efficient sharing of experience
 Bringing the best information and resources directly to farmers and agricultural
producers as primary targets
 Facilitating the communication about organic research
 Improving the dissemination and impact of research findings
 Documenting the research effort

Closely related to the Why, the platforms draw on two main strategies to achieve their goals, as shown in
Table 17:



Providing access to relevant information (highlighted in yellow); and
Promoting knowledge sharing, exchange and networking (highlighted in rose).

All 11 platforms function as a knowledge reservoir. Users can browse the platforms and access and
discover resources, e.g. via the search function and different categories.
The second most widely employed strategy is functioning as a network. Except for Ask-Valerie, which only
functions as a knowledge reservoir, all platforms provide an intranet or forum for the user community to
share knowledge and experiences, innovations and solutions while other platforms, rather than
stimulating networking among the users themselves, allow users to submit solutions directly to the
platform administrators or coordinators who will then review it before uploading it.
Table 17: How of the international platforms

Platform
Ask-Valerie34

FarmDemo35

EIP-AGRI36

How (processes, strategies)
 Helps users find relevant agriculture and forestry information
 Makes innovation from European research accessible to end users (farmers, foresters
and advisors)
 FarmDemo presents agricultural demonstration activities across Europe.
 Users can browse the EU-wide inventory of demonstration farms, register on the Hub
to showcase their farm and demonstration activities, discover demonstration farm
networks active in their region, find online tools, stories and video tutorials, and
explore tips and tricks to improve their demonstrations.
 Demo farmers and innovation actors can join the community.
 Brings together innovation actors (farmers, advisors, researchers, businesses, NGOs
etc.) in agriculture and forestry at EU level
 Users can voice research needs, discover funding opportunities for innovation projects,
look for partners, and share innovative project ideas and practices as well as
information about research and innovation projects by filling in e-forms.
 EIP-AGRI Service Point facilitates networking activities and enhances communication,
knowledge sharing and exchange through conferences, Focus Groups, workshops,
seminars and publications.

https://oppla.eu/about
https://www.agrisource.org/en/7_24/5c332ea507c805cd14cf4363/projet-agrisource.html
33 https://orgprints.org/about.html
34 https://www.ask-valerie.eu/#/en_EN/about
35 https://farmdemo.eu/doc/project
36 https://ec.europa.eu/eip/agriculture/en/about
31
32
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Platform
Organic Farm
Knowledge37
Agroecology
Knowledge Hub
(FAO)38,39

Family Farming
Knowledge Platform
(FAO)40

PANORAMA
Solutions41

Access Agriculture42

Oppla43
Agrisource44

Organic Eprints45

How (processes, strategies)
 Provides access to a wide range of tools and resources about organic farming that can
help improve production
 Promotes knowledge exchange among farmers, farm advisors and scientists
 Highlights and shares relevant knowledge on agroecology and provides updates on
current states of knowledge (databases are constantly updated)
 Engages civil society organisations, farmers and farmers’ organisations, governments,
academia and researchers
 Interested users can submit relevant content on agroecology and/or information about
themselves and their work. To be published, submitted content must meet content
requirements and be relevant for agroecology, factual, notable, verifiable with cited
sources, neutrally presented.
 Gathers, integrates and systematises existing digitised quality information on family
farming from all over the world
 Individual users can submit content.
 Interested entities can register to become a regular contributor.
 Individual users and interested entities can register to become part of the network.
 Promotes examples of inspiring, replicable solutions across a range of conservation and
development topics
 Practitioners can share and reflect on their experiences, increase recognition for
successful work and learn with their peers how similar challenges have been addressed
around the world.
 Hosts training videos for agricultural advisory services in developing countries
 Supports online viewing, downloading, and physical distribution of quality agricultural
training videos in 14 categories
 Users can find and download videos, audio files and related written material for most
videos which they can access by category.
 Users can register/log in.
 Provides a knowledge marketplace
 Users can join the community.
 Navigates at the crossroad of knowledge and network
 Farmers, businesses, research laboratories, governments, associations, think tanks etc.
create pages for their organisation, projects they contribute to, knowledge and
experience they consider useful to share with the community.
 Users can upload documents that also contribute to knowledge sharing (short
description, possibility for rating from community).
 Relational mapping: links between profiles enable the Agrisource engine to create a
virtual map showing the networks of Players and Innovation.
 Specialised social network to share news, events and debates with the whole
community
 Providing open access to electronic documents related to research in organic food and
farming
 Offering information on organisations, projects and facilities in the context of organic
farming research
 Designed to facilitate international use and cooperation

https://organic-farmknowledge.org/about
http://www.fao.org/agroecology/knowledge/en/
39 http://www.fao.org/agroecology/policies-legislations/en/
40 https://www.accessagriculture.org/
41 https://panorama.solutions/en/about-panorama-solutions-healthy-planet
42 https://www.accessagriculture.org/
43 https://oppla.eu/about
44 https://www.agrisource.org/en/7_24/5c332ea507c805cd14cf4363/projet-agrisource.html
45 https://orgprints.org/about.html
37
38
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Regarding the What of the selected international platforms (see Table 18), the actual resources provided,
while different in focus, cover a broad range of formats which were already described in section 3.2.2.
Therefore, the focus here will be on the organisations and/or projects behind the platforms.
As indicated in Table 18, the platforms Ask-Valerie, FarmDemo, EIP-AGRI, Organic Farm Knowledge,
Oppla, and Agrisource all receive funding from the EU or European institutes, with most of them having
been built within the framework of EU projects under Horizon 2020. The Agroecology Knowledge Hub and
the Family Farming Knowledge Platform are hosted by FAO while many other platforms are joined
initiatives established and/or maintained by different parties. The partnership initiative PANORAMA
Solutions for instance was jointly implemented by different international organisations, including UN
Environment, and received funding from three agencies. Access Agriculture represents a non-profit
organisation and collaborates with many communication professionals worldwide. Organic Eprints is a
joint initiative by ICROFS and FiBL, assisted by many national editors.
Table 18: What of the international platforms (organisations and/or projects behind)

Platform
Ask-Valerie46

FarmDemo47

EIP-AGRI48

Organic Farm
Knowledge49

Agroecology
Knowledge Hub
(FAO)50,51

What (organisations and/or projects behind)
 Launched by European research project VALERIE
 Planned to enable end users to share knowledge, experience and views with their peers
across Europe in the future
Collaboration of 3 European projects that are funded under the EU's framework
programme for research and innovation Horizon 2020 and bring together 45 regional
hubs of demo farmers and innovation actors (advisors, cooperatives, NGOs, industry,
education, researchers, and policymakers):
 AgriDemo-F2F and PLAID develop a geo-referenced online inventory of demonstration
farms and build an online FarmDemo-Hub community.
 NEFERTITI establishes 10 interactive TNs covering 3 main agricultural sectors: animal
production, arable farming, and horticultural production.
 Interactive website as “one-stop-shop for agricultural innovation”
 Professional team supports the network run by the European Commission (DG AGRI)
with the help of the EIP-AGRI Service Point
 Key building blocks: project-based OGs funded under the Rural Development
Programmes, and multi-actor projects and TNs supported by the H2020 Programme
 Future functionalities for OGs and European funds managing authorities once the
programmes start
 Set up by the International Centre for Research in Organic Food Systems (ICROFS) in
the framework of the OK-Net Arable project; currently developed further by EU
project OK-Net EcoFeed
 Both projects are coordinated by IFOAM EU and funded under Horizon 2020.
 A board in which all current partners are represented oversees strategic development
and quality criteria, securing maintenance and continuity.
 Cooperation with other projects that are expected to join and expand the knowledge
available on the platform
 AgroecologyLex: developed by FAO with FAOLEX, the worldwide largest database on
policies and legislation related to agriculture and renewable natural resources;
specialised on legal frameworks, policies and programmes concerning agroecology in
different countries
 FAO reserves the right to review, edit and adapt submissions.

https://www.ask-valerie.eu/#/en_EN/about
https://farmdemo.eu/doc/project
48 https://ec.europa.eu/eip/agriculture/en/about
49 https://organic-farmknowledge.org/about
50 http://www.fao.org/agroecology/knowledge/en/
51 http://www.fao.org/agroecology/policies-legislations/en/
46
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Platform
Family Farming
Knowledge Platform
(FAO)52

PANORAMA
Solutions53

Access Agriculture54

Oppla55

Agrisource56

Organic Eprints

What (organisations and/or projects behind)
 Hosted by FAO
 FamilyFarmingLex: database developed with FAOLEX, a comprehensive and up-todate legislative electronic collection of national laws and regulations on food,
agriculture and renewable natural resources
 Active collaboration of contributors including governments, United Nations (UN)
agencies, farmers’ organisations, research centres and academia
 Single access point for updated international, regional and national information
related to family farming
 Partnership initiative to which different thematic disciplines and communities,
represented through portals, contribute.
 Jointly implemented by international organisations GIZ, IUCN, UN Environment, GRIDArendal, Rare, IFOAM – Organics International and UNDP
 Development partners: BMU, GEF, Global project Mainstreaming Ecosystem-based
Adaptation: EbA Solutions
 558 PANORAMA Solutions, 464 solution providers
 Additional themes and new partners are welcome as PANORAMA evolves.
 Non-profit, authoritative organisation that showcases agricultural training videos in
local languages
 Collaboration with more than 200 communication professionals worldwide to develop
local language versions, and to mass multiply and disseminate the videos
Open EU Repository of NBS; joint activity of OPERAs and OpenNESS projects, funded by
the European Commission’s FP7 Programme, to which over 60 universities, research
institutes, agencies and enterprises are contributing; mmembership is free and includes
access to the following services:
 Ask Oppla: crowd-sourced enquiry service
 Oppla marketplace: “knowledge supermarket”
 Oppla community: “easy-to-use system for networking”
 Project carried out by the French research organisations INRA and CIRAD, and funded
by the European Climate-KIC
 Open online agriculture knowledge source
 Administration team; diverse content provided by worldwide community
 Player pages for entities that contribute to solving the problematics of climate change
in agriculture (short description of the Player’s activity, personal newsfeed, contact
form, geolocation, relational information – relations to other Players/ Projects)
 Project profile for time-limited initiatives that result in Players leading specific actions,
e.g. a European research project or a local initiative from farmers
 Innovation pages: created by players and projects for techniques, solutions,
experiments and ideas from the agricultural community
 Developed and operated since 2002 by the International Centre for Research in
Organic Food Systems (ICROFS)
 Research Institute of Organic Agriculture (FiBL) joined the project in 2003 as first
international partner with editorial responsibilities for the German language region
and responsibility for the German language version of Organic Eprints
 Additional national editors (currently in 26 countries) assist in reviewing new eprints

As the EURAKNOS e-KRP will also be built as part of an EU project, next to defining clear objectives and
strategies/processes (Why, How), it is important to guarantee long-term maintenance through allocating
appropriate resources and funding (What).
https://www.accessagriculture.org/
https://panorama.solutions/en/about-panorama-solutions-healthy-planet
54 https://www.accessagriculture.org/
55 https://oppla.eu/about
56 https://www.agrisource.org/en/7_24/5c332ea507c805cd14cf4363/projet-agrisource.html
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3.2.4 Results from the consultation of platform representatives
In this section, the results from the consultation of the platform representatives (hosts, administrators
and/or coordinators of the international platforms) are presented. Nine out of 11 platform representatives contacted responded to the consultation (see Annex 5.1-5.9 for the completed questionnaires).
Most of these nine international platforms target farmers and farm advisors (most important target group
for four platforms, respectively), whereas less target policymakers (in first or second place for four
platforms in total) and teachers/trainers (in first or second place for three platforms in total; see Figure
19). Family Farming Knowledge Platform and Organic Eprints mention that in addition to the predefined
target groups, they also target research and academia. For Organic Eprints, researchers, students and
administrators are even the main target group.

Target groups
6
5
4
3
2
1
0
Most important target group
Farmers

Farm advisors

Second most important target group
Policymakers

Teachers/trainers

Figure 19: Most important and second most important target groups of the international platforms

Regarding the main goals, in line with the Why identified by means of the desk-top study, the international
platforms focus on fostering knowledge sharing/exchange and networking among the users (8 platforms)
as well as on providing or improving access to relevant knowledge and information (7 platforms). Six
platforms (EIP-AGRI, Organic Farm Knowledge, Family Farming Knowledge Platform, Oppla, Agrisource
and Organic Eprints) consider both objectives as their main goals.
In order to evaluate the platform’s success, all international platforms measure at least one key
performance indicator (KPI). EIP-AGRI measures all six predefined KPIs (as well as others, e.g. the time
users spend on the page). Organic Farm Knowledge measures five (plus the number of followers on social
media), Family Farming Knowledge Platform four and FarmDemo three of the indicated KPIs. The other
international platforms measure less than three KPIs.
The most frequently measured KPI is the number of contents, which varies quite significantly. FarmDemo
features 992 farms, 176 actors and 249 events. EIP-AGRI provides 4,254 contents, Organic Farm
Knowledge 196 tools and 60 news items. Agroecology Knowledge Hub counts 1,313 contents for the
database and 160 in the case of AgroecologyLex. Oppla gathers over 500 products and 250 case studies.
Agrisource showcases 585 players, 122 projects, 84 documents and 68 innovations (as of December 2019).
Organic Eprints counts 1,808 contents for the last 1-year period. Likewise, the number of visits, measured
by seven platforms, varies. FarmDemo counts 16,744 visits from 10/2018-01/2019, EIP-AGRI 187,524
visits from 10/2018-09/2019), Organic Farm Knowledge 12,900 since 01/2019, Agroecology Knowledge
Hub 115,000 from 10/2018-10/2019, Oppla 40,000+ yearly visits and Agrisource 16,959 users and 17,536
sessions from 01-10/2019.
Only two international platforms measure success in terms of user satisfaction with the platform and/or
contents. EIP-AGRI conducted a web user survey and users of Organic Farm Knowledge can rate the
content of the platform. Four platforms are considering user feedback: EIP-AGRI via the web user survey;
users of Organic Farm Knowledge can comment on the content of the platform (with DISQUS, Facebook
and Twitter); Agroecology Knowledge Hub provides a dedicated email address where users can provide
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feedback and suggestions; and Family Farming Knowledge Platform receives feedback via emails and
surveys.
Figure 20 shows the frequency with which the international platforms measure predefined KPIs.

Key performance indicators measured by the platforms

0

2
No. of contents

4
No. of visits

6
User feedback

No. of downloads

Other

User satisfaction

8

10
Quality of contents

Figure 20: Key performance indicators measured by the platforms

In addition to KPIs, some platform representatives elaborated how they reach their goals:








EIP-AGRI considers website development as part of the overall communication strategy, which is
translated into yearly communication action plans that are monitored and evaluated. The results
from a web user survey were used to further improve the website.
Organic Farm Knowledge has no clear definition of success, nor a framework to measure it. Goals
are considered reached if there is a high number of quality contents (tools) and visitors on the
platform, and if the content is intensively shared/discussed on social media.
For the Agroecology Knowledge Hub, the Agroecology team is evaluating content and
effectiveness of the platform. So far, goals have been reached, but no survey on user satisfaction
has been conducted. While the quality of contents is not measurable, contents are technically
cleared by the Agroecology team.
Next to the number of visits, the Family Farming Knowledge Platform considers synergies created
and user feedback provided through periodic surveys as most reliable performance indicators.
Oppla views success as engaging and expanding the community, increasing the number of case
studies and products from around the world and generating income and supporting employment.
For Agrisource, success means complementarity of action between (i) a powerful online tool for
knowledge sharing and matchmaking, and (ii) a direct field animation provided by the networks
of players involved. They measure success through audiences and contents added to the online
platform, and the connection with actual networks of farmers, researchers and professionals in
the field.

In general, the platform representatives evaluate the international platforms positive, but also identify
certain weaknesses, such as the need to expand content and add languages in the case of Ask-Valerie.
EIP-AGRI states that it “has come a long way since 2013 and now scores as one of the top results in search
engines”. It gathers a lot of content, most of which is user generated. Since launching in 2016, the success
of Oppla has exceeded all expectations. The SME has grown in strength, employing new staff, becoming
financially self-sufficient and supporting European relations with other regions, most recently Latin
America. Agrisource has the potential to become a powerful tool for collaboration for climate action. Its
unique features have raised very positive feedback from its users and visitors. However, it is key to the
success of such an online device to be supported by field networks and animation. In the current situation,
the project team has not yet succeeded in involving a community of practitioners. Organic Eprints is
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described as “an amazing tool that has survived since 2002 with only basic funding and through the
enthusiastic work of many voluntary national editors”. It provides open access to thousands of documents
and enables users to request a copy of those with restricted access.
Strong points include the quantity and quality of the content (open source, user generated, relevant for
users, variety of data, available in different languages, specific information based on research), the quality
of the search function as well as unique features (e.g. relational mapping in the case of Agrisource).
Similarly, weak points include the quantity and quality of the content (e.g. lack of content; low number of
documents accessed and thematic domains covered by ontology and document base; too many pages;
not everything in the database is publicly available) and the search function (e.g. ranking algorithm and
query editor to be improved) as well as interoperability (e.g. integration with existing knowledge
platforms and social media in the case of EIP-AGRI). Organic Eprints acknowledges the effort it takes to
upload papers (no batch upload possible).
With regards to the search options provided, most platform representatives are partly satisfied and
consider the users partly satisfied (Ask-Valerie, EIP-AGRI, Organic Farm Knowledge, Oppla, Agrisource and
Organic Eprints). Only FarmDemo is fully satisfied, and only Agroecology Knowledge Hub is not satisfied.
Strong points mentioned by the platform representatives are rather platform-specific and include an
efficient search function, a multi-language search facility and contents, the quality and quantity of
database and the possibility to search within all fields and to save a good search. Ask-Valerie for instance
is based on a domain ontology which enables interactive tuning of the query and offering of suggestions
(related terms and hierarchical terms, i.e. parent or child terms) to tailor the query to user needs, thus
increasing the relevance of hits. Text snippets from retrieved docs are offered and ranked. In the case of
Agrisource, the “all-in-one” search engine is simple to use, and therefore very accessible. Multiple entry
points are available to the users, including the classic search engine, geographical mapping of players and
projects, and relational mapping of the platform’s contents which is a unique feature of Agrisource.
Needs for improvement regarding the search options provided include conformity with evolving user
needs in the case of the EIP-AGRI project database and a higher level of intuitiveness in the cases of
Agroecology Knowledge Hub and Agrisource. Organic Eprints acknowledges that the simple search may
be too simple while the advanced search might too complicated.
Table 19 shows the added value of the international platforms as indicated by the representatives, relating
to the functioning of the platform as a knowledge reservoir and/or network.
Table 19: Added value of the international platforms

Platform
FarmDemo
EIP-AGRI

Organic Farm
Knowledge
Agroecology
Knowledge Hub
(FAO)
Oppla

Added value
Demonstration of knowledge and best practices to farms, networks and regions
outside the project
 Builds on growing and consolidating offline community
 Creates links between relevant policy fields
 Bridges research and practice as well as policy
 Only EU-wide knowledge reservoir for organic farming
 Brings together the knowledge around organic farming practices scattered across
countries in one platform, facilitating access for farmers in all countries
 FAO website dedicated to agroecology
 Important tool to spread knowledge on agroecology among policymakers
 Reaches many countries
 Most of the static content is translated into the 6 UN official languages.
 Supports EU-funded environmental research achieving real benefits for society
 Enables scientists, policymakers, businesses and the public to access information
in ways not previously possible that non-specialists can engage with
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Platform

Agrisource

Organic Eprints

Added value
 Content is free and open, following the principles of co-creation and
crowdsourcing
 Open and intuitive access to a representation of the existing collaborations
between players, including common topics which could lead to new collaborations
 Major tool for open dissemination of project results and benchmarking of ongoing
initiatives
 Facilitates finding organic publications (excluding those about organic chemistry)
 Lots of “grey” literature which might be difficult to find otherwise
 Permanent links to documents
 Dissemination aimed at end users, but based on research

Most platforms consider their unique content that is made easily accessible as major added value.
Regarding content sources, the content of five platforms stems from own creation and/or was transferred
from external open sources. Six platforms allow users to contribute contents (see Table 20 and Figure 21).
Table 20: Content sources of the international platforms

Platform
Ask-Valerie
FarmDemo
EIP-AGRI

Organic Farm
Knowledge

Agroecology
Knowledge Hub
(FAO)
Family Farming
Knowledge
Platform (FAO)
Oppla
Agrisource
Organic Eprints

Content sources
 Mostly transferred from external open source
 Some own creation (originally anyone could contribute)
 Own creation
 Other (FarmDemo Hub)
 Own creation
 Anyone can contribute: depends on the type of contents – some content types are
open to contributions from all website visitors, others only for registered users,
and some are own contribution or shared from other databases
 Transfer from existing databases
 Own creation
 Anyone can contribute
 Working together with H2020 TNs and multi-actor projects (see list here) that
provide content for the platform
 Own creation (development of pages, content on static pages)
 Database and policy database based on external sources
 Anyone can contribute (people can share content with the organisation and
upload of material in database after evaluation)
Transferred from external open source

Anyone can contribute
Anyone can contribute
Anyone can contribute

Content sources of the international platforms
Content source
0
Anyone can contribute
Own creation

2

4
6
8
Transferred from external open source
Partner projects

Figure 21: Content sources of the international platforms
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Figure 22 shows the frequency with which the international platforms validate the content quality. Except
for Agrisource, all have certain measures/procedures in place to ensure the content provided is of high
quality, in particular if users themselves are contributing contents. Most (6) platforms check the
completeness of the content and connecting metadata, five platforms validate and edit/correct contents
if needed and four platforms check the reliability/trustworthiness of the source. In the case of Agrisource,
the quality control so far relies on the good will of the users who would send an email to flag illicit contents
to the administrators.

Validation of content quality
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1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Completeness of content and connecting metadata are checked
Contents are validated and edited/corrected if necessary
Reliability/trusworthiness of the source
Content is checked/validated by the source
Figure 22: Validation of content quality

Maintenance and sustainability are generally ensured by the responsible organisation, by means of
dedicated resources to web management, technical development and maintenance (annual contracts
with external service providers in the case of EIP-AGRI), and in some cases partly by means of funding
through collaborating H2020 projects (Organic Farm Knowledge and Agrisource) or a foundation trust
fund (Agroecology Knowledge Hub). Oppla has grown into a sustainable SME. The business model for
Oppla combines grant funding with paid-for services made available to projects and organisations on
demand (membership of Oppla and access to its content will always remain free of charge).
As shown in Figure 23, all platforms except Agrisource interact with other platforms. Five platforms can
fully automatically interact with other platforms, four partly automatically and one manually. In four
cases, the reason for the interaction is transferring contents from and to other platforms. Three other
platforms only transfer contents from other platforms.

Possibility to interact with other platforms

0

1

2

Fully automatically

3

4

Partly automatically2

5

6

Manually

Figure 23: Interoperability of the international platforms

In the future, Ask-Valerie will monitor the number of visits and downloads in the future (now only number
of documents) and aims to expand the number of documents accessed to ensure that most users will find
what they need, as well as the ontology, with a separate category of agri-technical innovations (solutions
to practical problems), and to prioritise documents (in ranking) that include these problem-solution pairs.
All TN contents are to be added soon. Similarly, in the case of Organic Farm Knowledge, other themes
besides arable cropping still need to be filled with material. The original Oppla platform, which has been
in development since 2016, will shortly be replaced with a new and improved version that will include
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functionality enabling other platforms to integrate more closely with Oppla and each other, helping to
drive forward the concept of nature-based solutions to benefit societies across Europe and around the
world. Agrisource might promote and connect with other platforms, more dedicated to specific topics.

3.2.5 Matching of user needs and international platform offers
Based on the findings from the desk-top study of the 11 international platforms and the consultation of
platform representatives, it was evaluated if the offers provided by the platforms meet the needs of the
selected user groups for specific functionalities and materials defined in section 3.1.2 (see Table 21).













The information provided by Ask-Valerie is not very recent and the searched contents are not
always available. Frequently, the content is already removed from the link displayed. Therefore,
it only meets the users’ needs “more or less”. Apart from that, Ask-Valerie provides useful
information in a standardised format.
In the case of FarmDemo, the contents are up to date and useful, in an easily understandable
format, but the topic and format only fulfil the needs of farmers, whereas they are less useful for
other user groups.
The EIP-AGRI webpage offers contents under different menu points, which makes finding a
specific material rather difficult for end users. Up-to-date information that may be used by all
categories of users is available, but it is not exactly what the users need.
Organic Farm Knowledge provides updated, practical information especially for farmers and
advisors. However, the usefulness of these contents seems to be limited to teachers and for
policymakers.
The Agroecology Knowledge Hub (FAO) offers a broad range of contents that can be used by
farmers, advisors, teachers and policymakers. Comprising a collection of legal frameworks,
policies and programmes, the contents may even be most suitable for the latter group. While
practitioners can also find contents interesting for them, the contents seem to be more valuable
for advisors and teachers who may more easily search for interesting information among a big
amount of contents. For farmers, this information is more difficult to find. Furthermore, the
geographical coverage is worldwide, and many of the contents are not applicable to European
users, yet farmers need the knowledge to be tailored to their context.
The Family Farming Knowledge Platform (FAO) offers a great variety of different kinds of material
that are up to date and of a high quality. The platform puts a lot of effort in operating and
maintaining the information base. Every user group can find the type of content that suits them
best. Nevertheless, for unexperienced users, it can be difficult to find the right answers to their
specific questions.
On Oppla, every user can find what is useful for them. The contents are standardised, hence every
user group can find their preferred type. The contents of PANORAMA Solutions are very specific,
standardised and easy to search, yet their usefulness is limited in the case of farmers as the main
target group. Similarly, in the case of Agrisource, there are many standardised contents with a
limited usability.
In contrast, Access Agriculture is easy to access and provides easy-to-use videos, but the
geographical focus is on developing countries, thus cannot be considered useful for European
farmers, advisors, teachers and policymakers.

Table 21 shows that overall, most platforms meet the needs of farmers, in particular Organic Farm
Knowledge, PANORAMA Solutions and FarmDemo, although none of the international platforms meets
the practitioners’ needs entirely. FarmDemo seems to only address the needs of farmers, not of the other
three end-user groups. The two FAO platforms best meet the needs of policymakers who are
simultaneously their most important target group. Apart from these two platforms as well as EIP-AGRI
and Organic Farm Knowledge, policymakers do not appear to be very well served by the offers of the
international platforms, thus might have potential as a target group of the EURAKNOS e-KRP.
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Table21:Matchingofend-userneedsandoffersof the internationalplatforms57
FarmDemo
Platform AskValerie
User needs

EIPAGRI

Organic
Agroecology
FamilyFarming PANORAMA Access
Oppla Agrisource
Farm
KnowledgeHub Knowledge
Solutions
Agriculture
Knowledge (FAO)
Platform(FAO)

Europeanfarmers

Tailor-made, actionable knowledge

X

XX

X

XX

X

X

X

X

XX

X

Easy access to content

X

XX

X

XX

X

X

XX

XX

X

X

Rather tailor-made, comprehensive, transferable,
up-to-date knowledge about recent policy and
sector developments
Specific, local solutions for specific business and
technical problems

O-X

O

X

X

XX

XX

O

X

XX

X

X

XX

X

X

X

XX

X

X

XX

X

Broad range of transferable knowledge

XX

XX

Up-to-date knowledge on scientific results as well as
practice, adapted to the target group and
practitioners’ needs
Exemplary impactful formats?

X

Europeanfarmadvisors

Agricultural teachers/trainers
X

X

XX

XXX

X

X

XX

X

O

X

X

XXX

XXX

X

X

XX

X

X

O

XX

X

XX

XX

X

XX

X

X

Standardised/generalised, evidence-based content

X

O

Up to date knowledge to design new policies

O-X

Implementable, relevant to their respective policy
area

O

Agriculturalpolicymakers
XX

XX

XXX

XXX

X

X

XX

X

O

X

X

XXX

XXX

O

O

X

O

O

X

X

X

XX

X

O

X

X

57 XXX: end-userneedsare fullymetbytheplatformoffers;XX: needsare fulfilled;X:needsarepartly fulfilled;O:not fulfilled
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3.3.1 Screening and rating of national platforms
The mapping of national platforms produced 22 initiatives (see list in Annex 2 and Table 22), five of which
were studied more in depth. Only selection criterion 1c (language) was adapted in accordance with the
purpose of national platforms, i.e. providing knowledge/materials to target groups in the specific country.
The platform and/or contents should be available in the respective national language plus English.
Table 22: Fulfilment of the screening criteria

58

Screening criteria
Platform at national and/or regional
level
1. BIOEAST (CEE countries)
2. AHDB (UK)
3. Estonian Rural Network
4. Food and Farming Futures (UK)
5. TITRIS (Lithuania)
6. CICYT (Spain)
7. SIGPAC (Spain)
8. INIA (Spain)
9. BD Avicole (France)
10. API-AGRO (France)
11. AGRIFIND (France)
12. L’atelier paysan (France)
13. JoinData (Netherlands)
14. PastureBase Ireland
15. Teagasc NMP Online (Ireland)
16. ConnectEd (Ireland)
17. BLE Project search (Germany)
18. Netzwerk Ländliche Räume (Germany)
19. FISA (Germany)
20. Rural Cat (Spain)
21.AgroSens (Serbia)
22. EIP-AGRI Hungary

1a.
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As shown in Table 22, most of the identified national platforms (18 out of 22) fulfil criterion 2b (i.e.
thematic focus on agriculture/farming and broad range of knowledge) while only a few (9) platforms fulfil
criterion 1b (i.e. open access to data/documents). Two of the five selected ones are from and for the UK;
the three others (BIOEAST, ERN and TITRIS) are Central and Eastern Europe-based.
Content wise, there are great differences among the five examined national platforms. While TITRIS
provides only three (not updated) contents to download, BIOEAST has several on offer. Food and Farming
Futures (FFF), Estonian Rural Network, and in particular the Agriculture and Horticulture Development
Board (AHDB) provide many different types of content, ranging from political declarations, conference
and workshop materials in the case of BIOEAST to technical, research and learning materials in the case
of FFF to significant databases on ERN. In the case of AHDB, up-to-date market information and different
tools such as calculators can be found. Besides the most common PDF format, there are many video
(MP4), picture (JPEG), text (DOC), and data table (XLS) contents on the five national platforms.
As for the international platforms, the initiatives that fulfil at least six (sub-)criteria were included in the
further mapping and profiling.
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X, shaded green: criterion fulfilled; shaded red: not fulfilled; ?: not indicated/not enough information available
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3.3.2 Mapping of the national platforms: content and functionalities
All reviewed national platforms enable users to access their contents without registration (see Table 25).
However, there is no information on quality of the contents available on the investigated national
platforms.
All platforms except TITRIS use social media (Facebook, Twitter and/or LinkedIn, AHDB also YouTube, see
Table 25). No other channels have been detected, except for different kinds of events (e.g. conferences)
and podcasts. Usually, an email address is available to contact the portals. BIOEAST, AHDB and ERN
provide numerous contact persons with different expertise. Direct contact is moreover possible via social
media, and TITRIS also provides an online chat function (see Table 25).
According to background information provided by the system administrators, ERN is an earlier
construction. This could be the reason why there is no search function on the platform. Other platforms
usually provide a keyword-based search function, partially with simple filters. In contrast, FFF comprises
a very advanced search engine with many possibilities to find the exact content of interest the user is
looking for in the very extended library.
The national platforms are generally available in English. In addition, some of them are also available in
the respective national language. ERN provides a slightly different content in English as not all the
contents are translated from Estonian (see Table 26).
All reviewed national platforms provide open access to the stored documents while only FFF enables
external users to upload contents. However, in the case of some platforms, registration is possible for
newsletters or content alerts (see Table 26). The registration makes it possible for the platform
administrators to contact their users.
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Table23:Contentprovidedbytheselectednationalplatforms
AHDB
Platform BIOEAST
Content

Hugeamountofcontents:news,newsletters, podcasts, articles,
Other
studies, books, analyses, strategies, learningmaterials, tools (e.g.
Political
declarations Calculators), databases, events,market information, videosetc.
 Brexit-relatedcollection:
 Position
o Horizonreports
papers
o News
 Roadmap
o Further information
 Studies
o Tools
 Visionpaper
o Podcasts
 News
o No-dealBrexit sector summaries
o No-dealBrexit case studies
 Marketsandprices
o BeefandLamb
o CerealsandOilseeds
o Dairy
o Pork
o Potatoes
o Retail andconsumer insight
o AgriMarketOutlook
 KnowledgeLibrary



ERN

Foodand
TITRIS
FarmingFutures
Limitednumberofcontents (3), studies,
 Publications, photo
 Technical&
gallery, videogallery
business info innovationmethodology inseparatedtopics:
 Cropproduction
 Databaseof relevant
 Research
 Livestock farming
RDPprojectexamples outputs,
 Databaseof local
 Openlearning  Organic Farming,Agro-environmental protection
 Forestry
actiongroups
materials
 Events
 Organisations,  Agricultural Economics, Business
 Occupational Safety
 Estoniansite:many
 News items
 Accounting, dataaccounting
FADN-related
 Events
information, studies,
 Training, knowledge transfermethods
calculatorsand
 Ruraldevelopment
databases
 Watermanagement
 Nordic-Baltic Leader
 Landuseplanning
CooperationAward
 Gardening
materials
 Vegetablegrowing
 Other

Table24:Formats/typesofcontentprovidedbythenationalplatforms
AHDB
ERN
FoodandFarmingFutures
Platform BIOEAST
 Contentsgenerally Mostly
 Publications: PDF Possible formats:
Formats/
PDF,DOC  Videos:MP4
types of
inPDF
 Documents, e.g.:
and
video
content
o PortableDocumentFormat files (PDF)
 Sourcesof
 Picturegallery:
o Word-processeddocuments, e.g.DOC
contents typically contents
JPEG
o Presentationdocuments, e.g. PPT&PPSfile types
BIOEASTand
 Project
relatedV4events
descriptions:DOC o Spreadsheet files, e.g.XLS
 Images, diagrams&photos, e.g. compressedraster imagefile, e.g. JPEG;GIF; PNG
 Databaseapplications, e.g.MDB
 Mark-up&text files, e.g.
o Entirewebpagemark-up(HTM;HTML;XHTML)
o Structureddata files (XML)
o Rawtext files (TXT,CSV)
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TITRIS
Theprovidersofdata
arescientific
institutions, farms,
andotherspecialised
producers.
 PDForWordform
 Mostof thecontents
in Lithuanian,andalso
translatedtoEnglish
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 Soundfiles&audio-visualmedia files, e.g.
o Downloadable compressedaudio file, e.g.mid; MP3;MP4;AVI
o Downloadable compressedvideofiles, e.g. FLY; SWF;AVI;MOV;MP4;MPG;WMV;3GP;RM
 Someotherbundledpackages, e.g. ZIParchives
 Streamingaudiosource links

Streamingvideosource links

Table25: Interactivity/channelsof thenational platforms
BIOEAST
Platform
Registrationpossible, butnotneeded
Intranet
(registration)
toaccesscontents

AHDB
Nointranet;noregistration
needed

ERN
Registrationpossiblebutnot
needed

FoodandFarmingFutures
Subscription ispossible fornewsletter&
conferencealerts.Registereduserscan:
 Tagan itemof interest
 Commentoncontents
 Getalertsonnewitemsof interest
Facebook,Twitter

Social media

Twitter, LinkedIn

Facebook,Twitter, LinkedIn,
YouTube

Facebook

Other channels
Contact

Conferences,workshops
Email addresses forall contactpersons
available;directcommunicationvia
TwitterandLinkedInpossible

Conferences, events, podcasts
Email, phoneof thecentre, to
offices, tomanagers topress
centre,Brexitexpert, etc.

Address, phonenumber, info Email addressesofeditor&
email address, contact
administrator
personswithemail addresses

Table26:Access tocontent
BIOEAST
Platform
Search function Simplekeywordsearch
(no filters)
Languages
Open access to
documents?
Registration/
submission of
content

English
Yes, opentoanyone
Registrationpossible,
butsubmissionof
contentsnotpossible
forusers

AHDB
Keywordgeneral search
Filtersbymenupoints
Filters forknowledge library, eventsand
news(bysector, topic, keywords, etc.)
English,Welsh
Freeaccess toall contents





SubscriptionforHorizonreports,
receivingupdatesbysectors

ERN
No

Nosignofsocial
mediaonthe
platform
Onlinechat function
Phone,address,email

TITRIS
Keywordsearch; filter
by: title, innovation
type, subfield,EU
funding
Estonian,English (different, limitedcontent) English
English, Lithuanian
All contentsavailablewithoutregistration
All contentsavailablewithout All contentsavailable
registration
withoutregistration
Registrationnotpossible
 Registrationpossible for
 Registrationfor the
additional functions
newsletterpossible
 Submissionof contents
 Nosubmissionof
possible inavery regulated contentspossible
andguidedway
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FFF, TITRIS and BIOEAST have a clear and easy-to-understand internal structure whereas ERN appears to
be very difficult, outdated and not very well organised. AHDB provides many different kind of contents
and a rather complex structure, yet the content is well structured and easy to find, also for inexperienced
users (see Table 27).
Table 27: Internal structure of the selected platforms

Platform
BIOEAST

AHDB

ERN

Food and
Farming
Futures
TITRIS

Internal structure
• BIOEAST (about, partners)
• Governance
• Communication
• Brexit
• Marketing
• Markets and prices
• Knowledge library
• Tools
• Agricultural research centre
• Leader cooperation awards
• Rural Network
• Leader 2016-2020
• Leader 2009-2015
• Home
• Search
• Browse
• Events
• About Us
• Contacts
• Newsletter subscription

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Contacts
Events
National Biohubs
Events
News
About AHDB
Contact us

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Fisheries Groups Network 2009-2015
Events
Publications
Photo gallery
Video gallery
Guidelines
Contact Us
Subscribe

• Useful links
• Applied Innovation Research Repository

With regard to architecture of information in websites of investigated national rural networks, results of
performed analysis are presented in Table 28 below. As far as organisation schemes are concerned, it can
be concluded that all in all website cases there has been adoption of topical elements. In some cases (60%
of investigated national rural networks), there is a combined use of topical and task-oriented elements.
Only BIOEAST and ERN make exclusive use of topical organisation schemes. User navigation is based upon
employment of global navigation systems (in all website cases) supplemented by local navigation systems
in 80% of cases (the TITRIS NRN website does not make use of a local navigation system). All websites
adopt also the contextual navigation system approach by providing in-text links directing to semantically
similar webpages. Navigation is also supported by use of headings in each webpage. Yet, labels (menu
labels or page headings) are not always unambiguous. Finally, no personalisation-/customisation-related
options have been considered.
Table 28: Evaluation of national platforms against information architecture-related criteria

global

local

contextual

Labelling system

task-oriented

Personalisation/
customisation

Navigation system

X
X
X

X
X
X

X
X
X

X
X
X

X

X

X
X
X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Platform
BIOEAST
AHDB
ERN
Food and Farming
Futures
TITRIS

metaphor-driven

Organisation scheme

topical

Information
architecture-related
criteria

Contextrelevant
labelling system

Use of
page
headings

X
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Regarding metadata use, ERN is technically out of date, only using metadata for project documents. All
other reviewed national platforms have an established metadata structure, which is complete for most of
the contents. However, not all this information can be used during the search. FFF, the technically most
advanced platform, provides a well-structured, user-friendly metadata structure that is also used for the
search function. AHDB is special in that this system only stores very limited and basic metadata, yet it is
fully used as filters. Despite this relative simplicity, the provided metadata can support an effective search
function that is easy to use for even unexperienced users. Table 28 shows which metadata is available or
the national platforms.
Table 29: Metadata of the national platforms

Platform
BIOEAST

AHDB
ERN

Food and
Farming
Futures

TITRIS

Metadata
• Download
• File Size
• File Count
• Create Date
• Last Updated
This information is available for each content (except news) and complete.
• Not many metadata
• Usually topic, sector and tags
• Only for project examples: Project title, measure, theme, local action group, name of the
beneficiary, county, type of document
• No metadata for other contents!
Well structured, detailed, complete metadata and • Material type
copyright information available for all contents:
• Structure
• URL
• Educational context
• Year
• Intended end user role
• Authors
• Language
• Permalink
• Created
• Uploading organisation
• Modified
• Source organisation
• Category
• Medium of interaction
• Tags
• Format
Area, subarea, year, contacts, keywords, technology readiness level, effect

Similar to the international platforms, the national platforms might only store a link to an external source
in the system, but most typically they store the content, which is usually created internally or by regular
partners. The problem of an external content not being available anymore exists also in the case of
national platforms. Frequently, platforms transfer contents from external websites, i.e. not only providing
a link, but the content is stored in the system. BIOEAST publishes news on its Twitter channel from where
they are automatically transferred to the main webpage (see Table 29).
Table 30: Interoperability of the national platforms

Platform
BIOEAST
AHDB
ERN
Food and
Farming
Futures
TITRIS

Interoperability/connections
No interoperability with any other platforms, only with the BIOEAST Twitter channel, from where
news are transferred automatically
Very complex webpage structure with interaction among sub-pages
Transfer of contents to other websites
Gathers contents from external websites, many of which are available via a link to the external
source (in the case of learning materials, the content is frequently not available anymore)
No interoperability; only links provided

As shown in Table 30, the national platforms have a similar purpose than international ones: providing
information and knowledge to the actors of agriculture and food production. However, there are slight
differences. BIOEAST focuses on governmental bodies and seeks to provide an innovation framework in a
The EURAKNOS project has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020
research and innovation programme under grant agreement No: 817863
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specific region (i.e. CEE countries). AHDB’s vision is about inspiring farmers, growers and industry to
succeed rather than about disseminating information.
In terms of technologies that have been employed for the development of NRN websites, few information
is available with regard to employed Content Management Systems. By being based on website cases for
which this piece of information is available (i.e. BIOEAST and AHDB NRN websites), we can conclude that
tools differ from those employed for website development of international organisations (WordPress and
Orchard instead of Drupal and TYPO3). However, both WordPress59 and Orchard60 CMSs are open source.
With regard to JavaScript libraries, jQuery is a solution adopted for the development of all NRN websites.
In addition, PHP and ASP.NET are the two programming languages that have been used, with the former
being employed in 60% of website cases and the latter in 40% of cases. This distribution is also observed
with respect to the Web Server that has been employed (Apache has been used in 60% of website cases
and IIS61 in 40%). Websites that use the ASP.NET programming language are those for which the IIS server
is also employed62. Results of analysis for website development technologies are shown in Table 31 below.
Table 31: Technologies and tools used for the development of the websites of national platforms

BIOEAST
AHDB
ERN
Food and Farming
Futures
TITRIS

Content
Management
System

JavaScript
Libraries

Programming
Language

Web Server

WordPress
Orchard
N.A.

jQuery
jQuery
jQuery

PHP
ASP.NET
PHP

Apache
IIS
Apache

N.A.

jQuery

ASP.NET

IIS

N.A.

jQuery

PHP

Apache

Table 32: Why of the national platforms

Platform
BIOEAST63

AHDB64
ERN65
Food and
Farming
Futures66
TITRIS

Why (vision/purpose of the platform)
 Offering a shared strategic research and innovation framework for working towards sustainable
bioeconomies in CEE countries
 Macro-regional perspective and EU cooperation for implementing in an effective and efficient
way tailored actions that are conducive to safe, secure and sustainable development for all
Inspiring farmers, growers and industry to succeed in a rapidly changing world
Facilitating flexible, open-minded and gradual development, with bottom-up initiatives based on
needs and developed through cooperative activity among rural actors
Independent, collaborative news and information source for farming and food providing free access
to authoritative research and technology transfer publications
Collecting, publicising & compiling non-commercial research and innovations created in practice
that increase the sustainability of agricultural production

The How of the national platforms likewise resembles the How of the international initiatives. The main
way of reaching the goals is providing relevant information to end users. The national platforms function
as a knowledge reservoir where users can browse and access resources classified by different categories,
most often via the search function. As an organisation, BIOEAST also creates political level commitments
and organises expert meetings and workshops to realise its vision.

https://wordpress.org/
https://www.orchardcore.net/
61 https://www.iis.net/
62 This finding is not a matter of coincidence, because IIS is a server built to operate on the Microsoft .NET platform.
63 http://www.bioeast.eu/
64 https://ahdb.org.uk/about-ahdb
65 https://maainfo.ee/index.php?page=3363&
66 https://www.foodandfarmingfutures.co.uk/Library/About.aspx
59
60
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Functioning as a network is not typical in the case of national platforms. They generally do not offer
intranet or forum for the user community to share knowledge and experiences, and also do not provide
the possibility to upload contents (except for FFF; see Table 31).
Table 33: How of the national platforms

Platform
BIOEAST

AHDB
ERN67
Food and
Farming
Futures68
TITRIS

How (processes, strategies)
Develops a Strategic Research and Innovation Agenda as a shared strategic research and innovation
framework for working towards the development of a sustainable bioeconomy in the Central and
Eastern European (CEE) countries, next to political level commitments, expert level meetings and
workshops
Equips the industry with easy-to-use, practical know-how
 Seeks and publishes examples of best practice
 Actively promotes the exchange of knowledge and experience throughout Estonia
 Brings free access to authoritative research and technology transfer publications
 Incorporates OpenFields, an internet based “library” designed to meet practitioner and student
demand for knowledge that supports and stimulates the development of land-based industries
Collects, publicises and compiles data on applied innovation research and results that can
contribute to more efficient, sustainable and environmentally friendly farming

Regarding the organisations behind the national platforms, it is often governmental institutions whose
financial sources are usually the national budget or a compulsory state levy in the case of AHDB (see Table
32). This is a marked difference to the previously analysed international platforms (except for e.g. the FAO
platforms and the EIP-Agri website) which are most often connected to a project (typically Horizon 2020),
leading to maintenance and sustainability issues. While the chosen national platforms do not have such a
problem regarding maintenance, these systems are often developed gradually, in separate steps, when
there is a governmental decision and budget available for it.
Table 34: What of the national platforms (organisations and/or projects behind)

Platform
BIOEAST

AHDB69

ERN
Food and
Farming
Futures70

TITRIS

What (organisations and/or projects behind)
 Open initiative started by the Visegrad Group Countries: Czech Republic, Hungary, Poland,
Slovakia, and joined by Bulgaria, Croatia, Latvia, Lithuania, Republic of Estonia, Romania, Slovenia
 Common declaration signed by agricultural ministers
 Further development in the frame of H2020 BIOEASTsUP project
• Funded by farmers, growers and others in the supply chain through statutory levies
• Main AHDB Board members are appointed by the Secretary of State for Defra, acting with Welsh
Government Ministers, Scottish Ministers and the relevant Northern Ireland department
Agricultural Research Centre, Estonian National Rural Network
• Developed from the work of the National Rural Knowledge Exchange, a HEFCE-funded
collaboration between 14 universities
• Supported and hosted by Harper Adams University
• Small team comprising web developers and content managers is responsible for building and
maintaining the online library
• Part of the project “Gate of Innovations”, the centre for knowledge accumulation, transfer,
development of agricultural technologies and their demonstration, financed from the activity
“Establishment of EIP action groups and development of their activities” under the measure
“Cooperation” of the Lithuanian Rural Development Program 2014-2020
• Members of the "Gate of Innovations” project: Lithuanian Agricultural Advisory Service (project
supervisor and coordinator); Lithuanian universities, research institute, and experimental farms
(project partners)

https://maainfo.ee/index.php?page=3363&
https://www.foodandfarmingfutures.co.uk/Library/About.aspx
69 https://ahdb.org.uk/funding-and-structure
70 https://www.foodandfarmingfutures.co.uk/Library/About.aspx
67
68
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3.3.3 Results from the consultation of platform representatives
In this section, the results from the consultation of the representatives of the national platforms are
presented. Three out of five representatives contacted responded to the consultation (see Annex 5.105.12 for the completed questionnaires).
Two national platforms mainly target farmers as end users. BIOEAST indicated policymakers as most
important target group. All three national platforms target advisors as second most important group. In
addition, TITRIS also targets researchers.
All three national platforms, in line with the international ones and the findings from the desk-top study,
aim at providing information: BIOEAST aims at disseminating information and increasing awareness and
visibility of the organisation. In addition to informing the wider public and potential beneficiaries of rural
development policy, increasing stakeholder involvement and stimulating innovation in agriculture, food
production, forestry and rural areas, ERN pursues the specific goal of improving the quality of the
implementation of the Estonian Rural Development Plan. TITRIS seeks to provide useful information about
created and tested innovations from practice and research for practical users as well as about funding
opportunities, and to inventory information about innovations, and to provide inform. Thus, networking
among users seems to be less relevant for the national platforms, with only ERN seeking to increase
stakeholder involvement.
The national platforms achieve their goals by different means: In the case of BIOEAST, a project was
established to help upgrade the platform, and a professional communication team to maintain it.
However, no KPIs are measured. ERN measures basic qualitative and quantitative indicators (viewers and
unique viewers per month/year/period) and gathers feedback from end users (by means of focus groups
or NRN board meetings). At the time of the consultation, TITRIS is available for open access only for a few
weeks. Any record about innovation it is evaluated very carefully before it is shared. The information is
checked by advisors and language specialists. The quality and relevance of the data provided are
considered as key factors of a successful use of the platform. At this stage, ranking of records or other
ways to measure the success are not available.
In terms of KPIs, both ERN and TITRIS measure the number and quality of contents and the number of
visits while ERN also collects user feedbacks (see Figure 24).

KPIs measured by the national platforms
3
2
1
0
Number of
contents

Quality of
contents

Number of visits

User feedback

Figure 24: KPIs measured by the national platforms

ERN published a total of 165 news-post on LEADER and 446 events organised by LEADER LAGs in 2018.
The website has a separate subsection of the Innovation Network that, by the end of 2016, provided 278
news-post and 628 events information. Usually, all the news/events taken from official sources such as
universities, European Commission, EIP-AGRI Service Point, Farmers Union, LEADER Local Action groups,
Ministries, Paying Agency etc. are (re-)posted. The ERN platform had a total of 4.6 million viewers and
735,000 unique viewers (excluding repeat viewers) in 2014-2018. The number of viewers in 2017 has
quadrupled compared to 2015 and remains at the same level in 2018. User feedback mostly stems from
focus groups and NRN board meetings.
Overall, the ERN platform is evaluated positively: The webpage works properly, is simple and efficient. At
the moment, BIOEAST is a basic information platform. Similarly, TITRIS is described as a very “young”
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system without a possibility to get user feedback, which makes evaluation difficult. In the case of the ERN
platform, there is a need to create additional functions that allow for the use on any device. It uses HTML,
CSS, and partially JavaScript to optimise a website to the user’s screen. The search option is seen as weak,
still unable to integrate short videos, animations or documents in any format in a post.
As “all in one” platform, ERN is well-known to end users as the place to find all information on topics such
as agriculture and rural development. Further strong points include latest local and EU newsletters
(translated into Estonian), an easily navigated events calendar with all events across Estonia, EU and
Europe, the latest news regarding coming calls for applications (RDP, Horizon2020, InterReg f.e). In the
case of TITRIS, only reviewed information is publicised that was evaluated by specialists of LAAS
(innovations’ evaluators). Data is published if the information is deemed relevant.
Table 33 shows the added value of ERN and TITRIS as indicated by the platform representatives, relating
to the quality of the content, including content sources, and the function of the platform as a network in
the case of ERN.
Table 35: Added value of the national platforms

Added value
ERN
 Homepage as networking instrument
 Clients are trained how to register to local events organised by the NRN, and how to find
latest newsletters.
 Indication who from NRN is responsible for what topics on maainfo.ee
TITRIS All records must have the element of efficiency and very easy-understood arguments why this
information promotes the sustainability of farms.
BIOEAST does not evaluate the platform’s search options. ERN is partly satisfied with the search options
provided and thinks that end users are likewise partly satisfied. Weak points identified include the
outdated platform and the functionality of search options. Subsections on certain topics have been
created to simplify the latter, and social media channels are used to focus and disseminate some
important information published on the webpage. On the other hand, the ERN platform is considered as
a strong and efficient database supporting end users with all necessary information concerning each topic
with a newsletter, translated EC materials, organised events, presentations, video links etc.
TITRIS is partly satisfied with the search options provided, acknowledging the need to ensure that data
providers specify keywords. Keywords can be edited by the system administrator. The later evaluator of
innovations should answer if keywords comply with the information provided.
Regarding content sources, all three national platforms create contents themselves (e.g. in the frame of
projects). Likewise, all three platforms transfer content from external open sources. Two platforms allow
users to submit content. ERN also includes official input from the Ministry or the European Commission
(see Figure 25 for the different sources of content).

Content source
3
2
1
0
Own creation

Transferred from Anyone can contribute
external open source

Other

Figure 25: Content sources of the national platforms

All three national platforms validate and edit/correct contents if necessary. Two platforms, respectively,
check the reliability/trustworthiness and completeness of the content (see Figure 26).
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Content quality check
3
2
1
0
Contents are validated and Reliability/trustworthiness is
edited/corrected if necessary
checked

Completeness of content is
checked

Figure 26: Content quality check of the national platforms

In the case of the BIOEAST platform, a project ensures maintenance and sustainability. ERN’s sustainability
is partly ensured by assistance from the support service provider in the case of need. TITRIS has obligations
for their Innovation support service.
Two national platforms (BIOEAST and TITRIS) do not interact with other platforms (yet) while the ERN
platform interacts partly automatically with other platforms to transfer contents to other platforms.
Since most national platforms identified appear to be in an early stage of development, the platform
representatives were also asked explicitly for their plans for the future. BIOEAST intends to create a
stakeholder database and a dynamic stakeholder search engine. ERN plans to restart the webpage when
there is enough budget, either recovering it in terms of new needs and preferences or transferring the
whole content to new, more modern platform. TITRIS seeks to transcend the first step of its official
introduction and enable users to assess the platform in the near future (0.6-1 year). Plans for the next
year concern the number of records (platform entries), the development of the platform itself, the
provision of services, etc. Maintaining it is a challenge as it is a new activity for the representatives, who
so far lack experience and are still not sure how it will be accepted by researchers and farmers. The
platform will be introduced to researchers, and they will be invited to cooperate with TITRIS in the coming
year. Further ideas include an e-library, an online national and international farm visit catalogue,
information about national partners’ involvement in international projects, and a dictionary of
innovations.

3.3.4 Matching of user needs and national platform offers
Drawing on the findings from both the desk-top study and the consultation, the offers provided by the
national platforms were rated against the needs of the four selected end-user groups for specific
functionalities and materials, as defined in section 3.1.2 (Table 34).
All national platforms except ERN have a search engine. While very basic (simple keyword search, to be
further developed) in the case of BIOEAST, the other three platforms provide more advanced search
functions with filters. All provide open access to all contents (without registration) as well as contact
information. All except TITRIS additionally make use of social media, and all except BIOEAST are also
available in the national language.



AHDB, while not offering an intranet, provides a simple search function as well as a huge amount
of content that is also specific to farmers’ needs/problems (e.g. advice for livestock farmers
affected by flooding), including impactful formats such as checklists, calculators and webinars.
Likewise, FFF offers many different kinds of format/types of content, from research outputs to
technical and business information and open learning materials such as toolkits, guides, schematic
diagrams and “Future Skills” examples. However, while AHDB in general is more practitioner- and
less policy-focused, FFF also provides extensive policy information, e.g. under the subject “Rural
policy & development”. Except for the BIOEAST platform that focuses on policymakers as most
important target group, similar to the international platforms, policymakers seem to be less
targeted than the other end-user groups. FFF can be seen as the national platform best serving
all end-user groups.
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With a database of relevant Rural Development Programme (RDP) project examples from 20072013, many of which are only available in Estonian, a calendar and archive with international
events, mostly PDF publications and promoting transnational cooperation, ERN seems less useful
for practitioners and less relevant for local contexts.
TITRIS, providing both scientific and practical innovation types as well as links to other support
services and more information on EU innovations, is rather difficult to assess as the user-friendly
platform is still in an early stage.
71

Table 36: Matching of end-user needs and offers of the national platforms
BIOEAST (CEE AHDB (UK)
P l atf or m
countries)
User needs

Estonian Rural
Network

Food and Farming
Futures (UK)

O-X
O-X

XXX
XXX

XX
XX

TITRIS
(Lithuania)

Europea n far m ers

X
O-X

T ail or- m a d e, acti o n a bl e k n o w l e d g e
Easy access to content

XXX
XX

E uro p e a n far m a dvis ors
R a t h e r tailor- m a d e, c o m p r e h e n siv e,

X

XXX

O-X

XXX

XX

X

XXX

O-X

XXX

XX

XXX
XXX

X
O-X

XXX
XXX

XX
XX

XXX

O-X

XXX

?

XXX

?

tra n sfer a bl e, u p -t o- d at e k n o w l e d g e a b o u t
r e c e n t p oli c y a n d s e ct o r d e v el o p m e n t s
S p e c ifi c, l o c a l s o l u ti o n s f o r s p e c ifi c
b u siness an d tec h nical pr o ble m s
A g ric ult ur al t e a c h ers/train ers

X
res ults X

B r o a d ra n g e of tra n sfera ble k n o w l e d g e
U p - t o - d a t e k n o w l e d g e o n s ci e n t ifi c

a s w ell as pr a cti c e, a d a p t e d t o th e tar g et
g r o u p a n d p r a ctiti o n e r s’ n e e d s
E x e m pla r y i m p a ctful for m a t s?

X

A g ri c u lt u r a l p o li c y m a k e r s
S t a n d a r d i s e d / g e n e r a l i s e d , e v i d e n c e - b a s e d XX

XX

X

content
U p to date k n o w le dg e to desig n n e w

XX

XX

O

XXX

?

XX

X

O-X

XXX

?

p o li ci e s
I m p l e m e n t a bl e, rele v a n t t o t h eir
r e s p e c ti v e p o li c y a r e a
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XXX: end-user needs are fully met by the platform offers; XX: needs are fulfilled; X: needs are partly fulfilled; O: not fulfilled
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4. Feasibility study for a new centralised and open-source
agricultural innovation knowledge reservoir platform
4.1 Lessons learnt from the process of mapping and analysing agriculturerelated platforms at both international and national levels
Agriculture and forestry are increasingly becoming data and knowledge intensive, with the future EU
Common Agricultural Policy (CAP) highlighting the importance of digitalisation. Strategic approaches to
ICT in agriculture and rural areas will likewise be key to the future of agriculture and rural areas. Within
such a context, platform-related technologies can play a catalytic role to the dissemination of knowledge
(Chourot & Pascal, 2018; Palczynski et al., in press). Task 4.1 (“Feasibility and added value of an e-KRP”)
has focused on a research process for mapping and analysing agriculture-related platforms available at
both the international and national levels. Research has been performed with the aim to identify and
document similarities and differences in the structure and delivery of content and information to the
targeted audiences. The platform analysis has been executed as part of a desk-top study and based on a
list of criteria (namely, thematic focus of content provided, issues related to content search and access,
communication channels available, content-related geographic coverage, metadata used, connections
with other platforms and structure of data) aiming to help draw insights in both front- and back-end
design decisions. The desk-top research has been followed by a session of consultations with platform
representatives, which have allowed to acquire further knowledge about the targeted end-user types,
KPIs employed for measuring the impact of the platform, the platform’s added value, content sources,
methods for assessing the quality of content, and connections with other platform initiatives.
The mapping of similar initiatives showed that there is a large number of agriculture-related platforms at
both national and international levels. The results of the analysis performed indicate that there are
differences in the type and format of the content available, the information architecture principles upon
which user experience has been designed, search functionalities, and the employed metadata schemas.
Despite the fact that all platforms relate to the domain of Agriculture, differences have been observed in
terms of the user groups that have been targeted. For instance, there are platforms that target
governmental bodies, whereas others have targeted farmers and practitioners. It also needs to be
stressed that there is limited or no availability of the data models that have been employed for the needs
of data structuring. What has been made evident from the limited amount of information obtained with
regard to this important design-related aspect is that no common design patterns exist and that tailormade solutions have been employed by each initiative. In addition, there is no clue about the compliance
of existing platform initiatives with open data standards and the FAIR data principles. The results that
have been obtained are in line with the findings of Marois et al. (2019), who also report a diversity in the
approaches adopted by TNs with regard to IT structures, formats and contents, as well as a dependency
of these approaches on the actors involved, the theme, sector, target audience, and countries.
The main goal and added value of the platforms that have been analysed relate to their function as a KR
and/or network, providing access to relevant content and engaging users in knowledge exchange.
Likewise, as made evident from the analysis of TNs performed in WP2, provision of relevant, quality
content is a critical success factor (Bodin et al., 2019) with the employment of a Multi-Actor Approach
(MAA) being considered as a requisite for content development (Pascal et al., 2019). To maximise impact,
Marois et al. (2019) advise that content should be relevant to users, as well as understandable and easily
accessible, which is consistent with findings in user needs in this report. However, despite the large
number of existing Agriculture-related platforms, the analysis performed has shown that the content
provided by most of the platforms does not meet the needs of all the end-user types targeted in
EURAKNOS. Finally, the number of content items available on the platform is important as well. So, given
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that the quality and relevance of data have been revealed as key factors for the adoption and use of a
platform, quality control and validation of content need to be ensured.

4.2 Feasibility study for a new centralised and open-source agricultural
innovation knowledge reservoir platform
The aim of this section is to present a study on the feasibility for the EURAKNOS e-KRP. As illustrated in
Figure 27 below, in the context of EURAKNOS, feasibility is conceptualised as requirement for:
 providing justification for the need to develop a new, centralised platform enabling access to data
objects made available by TNs;
 investigating available technology solutions able to sufficiently support the development of the
EURAKNOS e-KRP; and
 developing a plan for making the proposed e-KRP solution sustainable beyond the project's
lifecycle.

Sustainability
plan

Technology
solutions
available for
platform
development

Justification of the
need for a new,
centralised
platform

Figure 27: Conceptualisation of the feasibility study for the EURAKNOS e-KRP

4.2.1 Justification for the need to develop a new, centralised platform
Research and analysis that have taken place in Task 4.1, together with the results obtained from WP2,
have helped to develop a body of evidence with regards to the content and services provided by
international and national agriculture-related platform initiatives and KRs of TNs, as well as design choices
on methods and patterns for content and service delivery. Even though all KR platforms analysed target
stakeholders of a specific domain, who are characterised by a particular set of needs, there is great
heterogeneity in the back- and front-end designs that have been developed and used. In other words,
there are considerable differences in data structuring, the attained levels of user-friendliness and the ways
in which content and services are delivered to the user in the context of existing platforms, most of which
do not score high on user-friendliness. Thus, attention to the element of user-friendliness fortifies the
justification for a centralised e-KRP. Additionally, the dispersion of data in a large number of data
repositories makes the search, identification, and retrieval of information and content required a difficult
endeavour.
These evidence-based assertions serve as a basis for justifying the need for the EURAKNOS e-KRP, a
platform that will enable centralised access to digital content, available by TNs, in a range of types and
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formats. Data storage will take place in accordance with a thorough data model, provided as part of a
robust solution architecture, clearly illustrating data entities and their interdependencies. Content will be
delivered and displayed in an information rich context enabled by the use of an extensive metadata set.
On top of that, interface design will be based on design patterns building upon the user experience
paradigm of information systems valued by the targeted end-user types. Deliverable 3.2 (“Report on HIKR
design”) provides details about the EURAKNOS data model, the solution architecture, as well as the
rationale for the technologies employed.

4.2.2 Available technology solutions
With regards to the technology framework for implementing the EURAKNOS e-KRP, there is a range of
options to consider for developing the required technology stack. The goal of EURAKNOS is to provide a
state-of-the-art platform emphasising the core principles of findability and accessibility of digital content
by both human and machine agents. Therefore, the development of the e-KRP will be based on opensource technologies that can facilitate compliance with the guidelines for FAIR data (Wilkinson et al.,
2016). Existing metadata schemas (e.g. schema.org) will be exploited for creating the EURAKNOS
Application Profile (i.e. the set of metadata required for storing TN-related data on the EURAKNOS
repository). The EURAKNOS Application Programming Interface (API) will serve as the gate for the
“communication” of the e-KRP with other repositories. All e-KRP development- and deployment-related
details are documented in Deliverable 4.3 (“EURAKNOS e-KRP documentation and guide”).

4.2.3 Sustainability plan
A final aspect of the e-KRP feasibility study is associated with the sustainability of the technological
infrastructure; in other words, the parameters that need to be considered to facilitate the existence of
the platform and the provision of services after the end of EURAKNOS. According to the Cambridge Online
Dictionary72, sustainability is defined as “the quality of being able to continue over a period of time”. In
the software engineering context and, more specifically, from the perspective of software application
deployment and use, sustainability is related to the capacity to “maintain and evolve a software system
with minimized environmental impact, a sufficient economic balance, and social responsibility.”
(Penzenstadler, 2013). This definition is in line with Elkington’s conceptualisation of sustainability as a
framework comprising three main pillars, namely the economic, environmental, and social pillars
(Elkington, 1994).
Maintenance is inextricably linked to a software system’s sustainability and in direct relation with the
technology solutions adopted for the system’s development. Thus, technology-related considerations
need to be a core dimension of a sustainability framework and plan. Moreover, environment-related
aspects can be part of the social dimension of a sustainability framework. Given the above, the plan for
making EURAKNOS e-KRP sustainable is built on a four-dimensional framework. More specifically, the
EURAKNOS sustainability framework, shown in Figure 28 below, comprises four dimensions. These are
the: (i) technological, (ii) social, (iii) legal, and (iv) financial dimensions.

72
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Technological dimension

Social dimension

EURAKNOS
sustainability
framework

Financial dimension

Legal dimension

Figure 28: EURAKNOS sustainability framework

The EURAKNOS sustainability plan provides recommendations and directions for solutions associated
with each of the framework’s dimensions. These recommendations and solutions are presented in detail
below.
4.2.3.1 Technological dimension
The development of the EURAKNOS e-KRP will be based on open-source technologies that have been
adopted and used in the context of well-known European projects and have large and vibrant
communities built around them. The detailed design- and development-related documentation that will
be made available by EURAKNOS, together with the detailed and up-to-date information available from
the official portals of the employed technology solutions, may guarantee the feasibility of the e-KRP
maintenance beyond the project’s lifecycle regardless of the technology support team.
4.2.3.2 Social dimension
EURAKNOS aspires to facilitate open access to agriculture-related knowledge to the community of all the
end-user types targeted. The digital content provided through the EURAKNOS e-KRP will need to be
relevant, of high quality, and up to date to ensure uptake by all stakeholders. Access needs to be easy, to
any interested party, and the delivery of services and content should be continuous and robust. Moreover,
apart from issues of service quality and content provision, a clear framework of data exploitation needs
to be established. In this way, it will become feasible to avoid malpractices and data misuse. Consequently,
there is a direct relation between the sustainability framework’s social dimension and the technical and
legal dimensions. The need to allocate financial resources to ensure the viability of the e-KRP makes also
evident an indirect relation between the social and financial dimensions.
The environmental aspect of sustainability is part of the framework’s social dimension. It is an aspect
concerned with the energy footprint of the technological equipment used. So, a sustainable solution
needs also to be environmentally friendly. One of the measures that can be taken to meet this goal is to
make use of last generation technological equipment of low energy consumption. In this case, financial
investments may have to be made regarding equipment upgrade or replacement. Thus, the indirect
relation between the social and financial dimension is highlighted again.
As noted by Pascal et al. (2019), a post-project phase is needed to evaluate the outcome and uptake of
results by the end users, as is further reflection on how to evaluate this, and which type of evaluation
methodologies and indicators should be used. The e-KRP will offer a solution to this challenge, creating
added value for the TNs by providing a common platform, multiplying the C&D channels, increasing their
visibility and impacts and fostering the uptake of their results by end users (Bodin et al., 2019).
4.2.3.3 Legal dimension
The legal dimension of the EURAKNOS sustainability framework and plan relates to: (i) ensuring the
provision of TN-related data under the licensing terms that have been applied upon their creation to the
extent, and if applicable, a license on the TN-related data delivered by the relevant TNs will be negotiated,
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allowing for the use of and integration in the e-KRP; and (ii) issues of copyrighting the EURAKNOS e-KRP
solution, to ensure the Intellectual Property Rights (IPR) of the work undertaken by the organisations
involved in its design and development.
Exploitation of the e-KRP
A clear business model will be put in place by governing the exploitation of the e-KRP. While the e-KRP
should enable open access to documents wherever possible, the Horizon 2020 rules for IPR must be taken
into account throughout the project lifecycle (Palczynski et al., in press; The European IPR Helpdesk, n.d.).
Since within EURAKNOS several partners are involved in fostering project results, chances are high that
the e-KRP will be qualified as a joint Result of the Project to which the provisions of Art. 26.2 of the Grant
Agreement will apply. EURAKNOS will ensure open access to agricultural knowledge and, at the same
time, will contribute to the establishment of good practices of data objects use through a well-framed
context for data provision and exploitation. To achieve this goal, existing licensing schemes will be taken
into consideration. Creative Commons73 provides specific licensing conditions (i.e. sets of conditions to be
applied to outputs of intellectual work) and types (i.e. copyright licenses) for facilitating the sharing of
creative and academic work. The Creative Commons licensing framework will be considered for the needs
of copyrighting the EURAKNOS e-KRP solution and, thus, establishing the Intellectual property Rights of
the consortium organisations involved in the platform’s design and development.
Cookies policy
In May 2018, the General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) 2016/679, a set of data protection rules for
all companies operating in the EU that entered into application (European Parliament & Council, 2016).
The storage of data will be anonymised.
The GDPR specifically discusses the use of data gathered through cookies. Cookies are small text files that
a website you visit will place on your device as you are browsing. Your web browser processes and stores
these cookies. Cookies are a useful way to carry data, e.g. about language preferences when browsing on
a particular website, from one session to another or from one website to another related website. By
carrying this data cookies prevent internet servers from having to retrieve this data every time a person
revisits a particular website, without the user being required to log into the website. This allows websites
to load more efficiently upon revisits. Cookies, insofar as they are used to identify users, qualify as
personal data and are therefore subject to the GDPR (European Data Protection Supervisor, 2009).
The ePrivacy Directive (EPD), also known as the “cookie law”, was passed in 2002 and amended in 2009.
It requires websites to present a cookie consent pop-up. It supplements (and sometimes overrides) the
GDPR, addressing crucial aspects about the confidentiality of electronic communications and the tracking
of Internet users more broadly. To comply with the regulations governing cookies under the GDPR and
the ePrivacy Directive, a website must:






Receive users’ consent before it uses any cookies except strictly necessary cookies.
Provide accurate and specific information about the data each cookie tracks and its purpose in
plain language before consent is received.
Register and store consent received from users.
Allow users to access the provided service even if they refuse to allow the use of certain cookies
Make it as easy for users to withdraw their consent (European Data Protection Supervisor, 2009).
4.2.3.4 Financial dimension

The financial dimension relates to decisions and choices for a viable and sustainable business plan; in
other words, a business plan that will allow and ensure the operation of the platform beyond the
73
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EURAKNOS project’s lifecycle. Despite the importance and proliferation of online platforms in the last
years, there is no consensus on how to define a platform and which the distinctive characteristics of a
platform are. In addition to that, there is no single way to classify platforms. According to Kilhoffer et al.
(2017), platforms are web-based applications used for the sharing or trading of goods or services by users,
on a temporary or permanent basis, for a price or free of charge. Regarding platform types, the European
Parliament (2017) differentiates between commercial and non-commercial platforms. In this context, and
given the non-material nature of the commodities (i.e. data objects having the form of digital files)
available (i.e. shared), the EURAKNOS e-KRP can be considered as a non-commercial platform oriented
towards service provision.
A well-developed and balanced business plan needs to consider the costs for the resources required to
maintain the technological infrastructure (i.e. hardware) and software, update the digital content, and
keep the web application running. Resources can be distinguished into human labour as well as storage
capacity and processing power required for the provision of the service which, in turn, have implications
for the number and technical features of the computer systems that need to be used. Therefore, cost
analysis needs to consider both personnel salaries and hardware/software maintenance costs.
The technology support staff required for the provision of services and maintenance issues needs to
include the roles of database administrator, system administrator, software developer and help desk
technician. The responsibilities of the database administrator74 are the investigation and execution of
modifications to database software to adequately meet user needs, the maintenance of the integrity and
performance of the database, the optimal data storage and data security, as well as user training issues.
The average hourly rate of a database administrator is €21.46/hour, meaning that the monthly salary
comes up to approximately €3,78075.
The system administrator is responsible for the physical and logical servers. System administrators
manage the operating systems and related tools, as well as take care of troubleshooting and system
security issues76. The average hourly rate of a system administrator is €22/h, meaning that the monthly
salary comes up to approximately €3,87077.
The software developer has, among others, the responsibility for maintaining, expanding, and scaling up
the service provided so as to cover demand, as well as of keeping track of emerging technologies and
industry trends and applying them into operations and activities78. Given the need to provide up-to-date
content, the software developer will also be in charge of keeping track of evolvements in the domain of
Thematic Networks and building pipelines for the integration of TN data into the EURAKNOS repository.
The average hourly rate of a software developer is €25.75/h, meaning that the monthly salary comes up
to approximately €4,53079.
As far as the help desk technician is concerned, the main duties of this role80 are to serve as the contact
point for users seeking technical assistance (e.g. over a call or email), perform remote troubleshooting
through diagnostic techniques and pertinent questions, and determine the best solution based on the

https://www.thebalancecareers.com/database-administrator-job-description-salary-and-skills-2061775
The calculations provided are based on database administrator hourly rate estimates made available at
https://www.payscale.com/research/US/Job=Database_Administrator_(DBA)/Salary, and by considering an 8-hour working day, as
well as a Person Month of 22 working days.
76 http://www.heitmanagement.com/blog/2014/05/server-related-job-roles/
77 The calculations provided are based on software developer hourly rate estimates made available at
https://www.payscale.com/research/US/Job=Systems_Administrator/Salary, and by considering an 8-hour working day, as well as
a Person Month of 22 working days.
78 https://resources.workable.com/web-developer-job-description#
79 The calculations provided are based on software developer hourly rate estimates made available at
https://www.payscale.com/research/US/Job=Software_Developer/Salary, and by considering an 8-hour working day, as well as a
Person Month of 22 working days.
80 https://resources.workable.com/it-help-desk-technician-job-description
74
75
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issue and details provided. The average hourly rate of a helpdesk technician is €15.65/h, meaning that the
monthly salary comes up to approximately €2,75081.
Table 37 below summarises the job descriptions and hourly rates/salaries of the personnel required for
providing and maintaining the EURAKNOS platform-related services.
Table 37: Description of personnel roles involved in the provision and maintenance of e-KRP – related services, average hourly
rates and monthly salaries

Role name

Role description


Database 
administrator



System

administrator


Software
developer






Help desk
technician




Investigation and execution of modifications to
database software to adequately meet user needs.
Maintenance of the integrity and performance of
the database.
Responsibility for optimal data storage and data
security, as well as user training issues.
Responsible for the physical and logical servers.
Manages the operating systems and related tools,
as well as takes care of troubleshooting and system
security issues.
Responsible for maintaining, expanding, and scaling
up the service to cover demand.
Keeps track of emerging technologies and trends
and applies them into operations and activities.
Keeps track of evolvements in the domain of
Thematic Networks and builds pipelines for the
integration of data in the EURAKNOS repository.
Contact point for users seeking technical assistance
(e.g. over a call or email).
Remote troubleshooting through diagnostic
techniques and pertinent questions.
Determination of the best solution based on the
issue and details provided.

Average
Average
hourly rate monthly salary

€21.46

€3,780

€22

€3,870

€25.75

€4,530

€15.65

€2,750

Requirements in storage capacity and processing power needed for service provision are proportional to
the volume of data stored and the number of users to be served. Given the fact that both the data volume
and number of users will be escalating over time, requirements in data storage capacity and processing
power will have to be re-adjusted through the consideration of either vertical or horizontal scaling
solutions. In addition to that, costs will have to be estimated on the basis of the scenario that will be
selected for provision of the e-KRP services after the EURAKNOS project completion. However, hardware
operation and maintenance costs will have to be considered. More specifically, in the case of using own
servers, the monthly cost (per server) for moderate server usage (server specifications: 32GB RAM + 2x500
GB SSD) may come up to €28.00 per month82. As far as maintenance is concerned, costs for a mediumsized server (e.g. a server with 6 virtual CPUs + 16GB RAM) can come up to €120 per month. It needs to
be noted, that the costs of server operation and maintenance may significantly change as a result of
changes in hardware-related specifications (which, in turn, can be imposed by an increase in the volume
of data stored and/or the number of users served).

The calculations provided are based on help desk technician hourly rate estimates made available at
https://www.payscale.com/research/US/Job=Help_Desk_Technician/Hourly_Rate, and by considering an 8-hour working day, as
well as a Person Month of 22 working days.
81
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Given the above, there are three different scenarios to consider regarding the further hosting of the eKRP and provision of platform-related services (i.e. beyond the end of the project):
Scenario 1: In-house hosting of the e-KRP by a consortium or third-party organisation
In this case, responsibility of the hosting of the e-KRP and further provision of platform-related services
and content is undertaken by either a consortium or third-party organisation, which is responsible for
providing all the necessary human- and infrastructure-related resources.
Table 38 below provides an overview of the types of resources that need to be allocated by the
organisation in charge, as well as related costs.
Table 38: Types of resources required and associated costs in the case of the in-house hosting and service provision scenario

Type or resource required

Human labour

Infrastructure

Resource name/description Associated cost
Database administrator

€3,780 per month

System administrator

€3,870 per month

Software developer

€4,530 per month

Help desk technician

€2,750 per month

Server operation

€28.00 per month and per server

Server maintenance

€120 per month and per server

A model for monetisation of the services provided will have to be employed for covering the costs stated
above. Given the non-profit character of the services provided and the non-profit nature of the
organisation that may be in charge (e.g. a university), the following alternatives can be considered:




Adoption of the “freemium model”: All basic platform features and services (with the access to
content being on top of these) are provided for free. Yet, some additional features able to enhance
the overall user experience (e.g. personalisation of services) are made available under a fee paid
on a regular basis. The fee can be determined on the kind and number of additional features that
the user would like to have access to.
Adoption of a “crowdfunding” solution: Given the aspiration of the EURAKNOS to connect TNs,
funding could be received from the dissemination budget of future TNs who would be interested
in making outputs public through the e-KRP. By charging a fee for the use of services, platform
overheads would be feasible to be covered.

Scenario 2: Outsourced e-KRP hosting and service provision
In the case of scenario 2, platform-related services and content keep being made available under the
auspices of a consortium or third-party organisation. The technology infrastructure required is made
available by a hosting services provider. In the context of such a scenario, shared hosting, virtual private
hosting, dedicated hosting, and cloud hosting constitute a list of outsourced hosting solutions to consider.
Table 39 below provides an overview of these solutions together with a real-life metaphor for better
comprehending each case.
Table 39: Cloud-based hosting and service provision options to consider for the EURAKNOS e-KRP after project completion

Solution option

Details
Description

Shared hosting

 Most popular option.
 The application is hosted on a server together with hundreds/thousands of other

applications.
 Each customer has to share space and resources (e.g. CPU time, memory and disk

space).
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Solution option

Details
 Cost range: €3.70 to €9.20 per month.





Advantages

Disadvantages

Cheap.

Beginner-friendly.
Server security, upgrade, and 
maintenance are managed by the 
hosting service provider.


Service provision can be slow; page
load times may suffer.
Data security is not guaranteed.
Lack of server control/performance.
Difficult to scale due to limited
storage and bandwidth.

Best suited to…
Small-sized websites and applications with minimal traffic, such as blogs and personal
sites.
Like living in…
a n a p a r t m e n t b u il di n g

Virtual private hosting

Residents have their own apartment, but they share resources like the elevators and
stairwells, the car parking lot, etc.
Description

Server-related resources are shared among a limited number of applications.

The server is partitioned into a number of virtualised server environments (virtual
machines).

Resources provided are baseline, but are usually guaranteed.

Cost range: €18.50 to €92.70 per month.
Advantages
disadvantages

More affordable solution than 
Some hosting service providers
buying and maintaining a server.
oversell their resources.

Security is guaranteed.

More expensive solution than the

More resources are allocated than in
shared hosting option.
the case of the shared hosting 
Configurations may be more difficult.
option.

Root server access.

Scalability.
Best suited to…
Cases in which more dedicated resources and control are required (in comparison to
those offered in the shared hosting option) over the hosting environment.
Like living in…
a condo

Dedicated hosting

The building is shared by residents and each resident is responsible for maintaining
his/her own property, as well as for making any repairs needed. Residents are fewer
and they can also get their own, specially allocated, car parking space.
Description

Application stored in a single physical server dedicated to own use.

Full access to server resources; configuration to specifications required.

High performance and higher level of security.

Cost range: €74 to €463 per month.
Advantages
Disadvantages

Full access to server settings; 
Expensive solution.
potential
for
complete 
Skilled technical staff is needed to
customisation.
maintain and optimise the server.

Full access to server resources.

The client is responsible for its

Great server performance and
server; in case of problems, the client
security.
needs to have the resources to fix

24/7 support.
them.
Best suited to…
Large organisations and high traffic applications that receive over 500,000 visitors per
month; need for skilled technical staff able to maintain the server.
Like living in…
your o w n house

The only resident. There is potential to make use of the property in any way. However,
the resident of the house is the only person in charge of the maintenance and security
of the property.
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Solution option

Details
Description
Application stored in a single physical server dedicated to own use.
Server resources are not shared by other applications; there are full access rights
to server resources; resources can be configured to match nay demand.

High performance and high level of security.

Cost range: €28 and above usually charged on a per-user basis
Advantages
Disadvantages

Reliable; the application is hosted in 
Advanced knowledge is needed.
data centres made up of hundreds of 
Not an easy solution to set up and
servers with multiple redundancies.
start using, even for software

Scalability and flexibility.
developers.

Cost efficiency; costs are paid only 
A potentially insecure solution given
with regard to resources used.
that resources are shared.
Best suited to…
Organisations of any size given the cost-efficiency of the option. However, in cases of
lack of sufficient technical expertise, it may not be the optimal solution.
Like living in…



Cloud hosting

Airbn b

You share the property with the owner and other guests – if there are any other guests
at all– and when you are ready to move on you can stay at another property listed in
Airbnb.

All costs mentioned in Table 39 above have to do with infrastructure-related operation and maintenance
costs. In the case of shared hosting, virtual private hosting, and cloud hosting, the organisation in charge
of e-KRP service and content provision will still need to cover the database administrator’s, the software
developer’s and the help desk technician’s salaries. Regarding the dedicated hosting solution, the salary
of the system administrator would also need to be covered. These costs may be covered by considering
the “freemium model” or “crowdfunding” solutions mentioned in Scenario 1.
Scenario 3: Hosting the e-KRP in data centers of the European Commission
Given the fact that the stack of technologies to be used for the e-KRP development are based on opensource frameworks and are also favoured by the European Commission (i.e. solutions to be employed
have also been exploited in the context of other European projects), a viable sustainability solution could
be to have the e-KRP hosted in EC data centers. In this case, operation- and maintenance-related costs
related to both human labour and equipment would be covered by EU funds.
Taking into account the range of existing scenario options and given the fact that discussions on the future
of EURAKNOS e-KRP are currently in progress, a fully-fledged business plan will be provided in Deliverable
4.3 (“EURAKNOS e-KRP documentation and guide”).

4.3 Added value of the EURAKNOS e-KRP
The added value of the work for developing and deploying the EURAKNOS e-KRP can be considered from
both technical and end-user perspectives.

4.3.1 Added value from technical perspective
From technical point of view, EURAKNOS aims to:
 Provide a set of guidelines and recommendations on how to structure data. More specifically,
the data model described in Deliverable 3.2 (“Report on HIKR design”) can serve as a point of
reference for the development of future TNs’ data models. The intention is to provide a data
model as a baseline approach to data structuring that, at the same time, can be extended to better
address the modelling needs of future TNs.
 Enable access of external applications to data through a dedicated Application Programming
Interface (API). The EURAKNOS API is documented in Deliverable 4.2 (“API documentation”).
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Efficient data access will be enabled by the EURAKNOS Application Profile, i.e. the set of metadata
elements that are going to be used for the efficient description of TN-related data. The
development of the EURAKNOS Application Profile, also described in Deliverable 4.2, will be based
on existing and widely adopted metadata schemas (e.g. schema.org).
Provide a system architecture that is developed by taking consideration of a stack of state-of-theart technologies for both the EURAKNOS platform’s front- and back-end. The technologies to be
employed are in full compliance with open data standards and the FAIR data principles as well as
adopted by many other European projects and initiatives. The architecture of the e-KRP may serve
as a point of reference for future TNs when considering design-related options and technologies
for the needs of development of their own KRs.
Provide a set of recommendations and guidelines for the design of the user interaction and
experience, as well as for formatting the layout of the information/content delivered.

4.3.2 Added value from end-user perspective
From the perspective of the end user, the EURAKNOS e-KRP will:





Allow access to a centralised repository of digital content made available by a number of TNs. The
e-KRP will make the knowledge, best practices, instruments, materials, methodologies and tools
available from all EU H2020 TNs accessible to the farming and rural communities by congregating
all information in one place. Thus, access of end users to relevant information will be enhanced
by adequately addressing the problem of knowledge resources dispersion. The e-KRP’s main
added value will relate to the provision of a common, centralised knowledge repository able to
be used by a range of end users who will not have to look for solutions in many different places,
and hence facilitate joint approaches to agricultural problems solution (Palczynski et al., in press).
Facilitate a well-structured delivery of content and information by taking into consideration the
interaction needs and preferences of the targeted end-user types.
Significantly contribute to the design and development of educational/training programs by
making available a wide range of quality content able to be accessed and retrieved by students
and educators.

4.3.3 Set of specific requirements and indicators
Of the KPIs that were queried during the consultation, most international platforms measure the number
of contents, followed by the number of visits, while less collect user feedback and/or measure the number
of downloads and the quality of the content. Of the national platforms, most measure the number and
quality of contents as well as the number of visits whereas only one platform collects user feedback (see
sections 3.2.4 and 3.3.3).
Proefstation voor de Groenteteelt VZW (PSKW) and Agricultural University of Athens (AUA) are in a first
phase of setting up questionnaires with end users, expecting some final results later in 2020. The majority
of the 45 respondents are advisors (47%; all interviewed by AUA) while 16% are growers (most of them
interviewed by PSKW). The remaining respondents belong to the following groups: industry, research,
students, teachers, policymakers, and others. Most respondents are Belgian nationals (mainly interviewed
by PSKW); 11% are Greek (all of them interviewed by AUA); the rest come from Bulgaria, the Netherlands,
Lithuania, Germany, Spain, Switzerland, Latvia, Estonia, Ireland, Austria, Poland, Hungary, Ukraine and
Russia. 28% belong to the age group 40-50; 25% are 50-60 years old and 16% 30-40. The majority (64%)
are male; 31% are female. Most respondents (27 out of 45, or 60%) would like to be informed about new
project results via newsletter, 20 through the website of research stations, and 19 during meetings and
study days. 13 respondents want to be informed through technical articles or magazines. Social media
(especially Facebook and LinkedIn) represent further sources of information to learn about new project
results (see Figure 29 below).
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Q1. New project results are availbale - how would you like to be informed?
Mail with link
LinkedIn
Whatsapp

Other No answer

Technical articles /
magazines

Twitter

Facebook

n=45

Websites of
research stations

Meetings, study
days

Newsletters

Figure 29: Responses to the question of how end users would like to be informed about new project results

The highest number of respondents (31 out of 45, or 69%) use search engines to obtain the information
they need. Of similar importance are, with 67%, the websites of research stations (see Figure 30 below).
This again underscores the need for making information easily accessible and available via the web.

Q2. Where do you search for the information you need?
Scientific
databases

Search
engines

No answer
Other

Technical
magazines

n=45

Websites of
research
stations

Figure 30: Responses to the question of where end users search for required information

The questionnaire that was used by AUA for the advisor survey that took place at the European Forum for
Agricultural and Rural Advisory Services (EUFRAS) meeting was built upon the initial questionnaire version
drafted by PSKW but contains additional questions about preferred types and formats of content.
Together with the results from WP2, the first set of data from these end-user surveys formed the basis of
further quantifiable requirements and indicators beyond common KPIs, which are described below and
relate to (i) the types of data, and (ii) formats of data objects that will be made available by the e-KRP, as
well as (iii) its (potential) impact.
4.3.3.1 Types of data/content that will be made available by the e-KRP
Content needs to be adapted to the local conditions (language) and end users’ level of expertise (Marois
et al., 2019). 55.8% of the end users surveyed by AUA (mostly advisors with a frequency of 68.1%) search
for information in English, and more than 42% in their native language. Studnitz et al. (2020) provide
recommendations for an ideal TN KR, based on 28 finalised and ongoing TNs (D2.1, D2.2, D2.3 and D2.4),
the EURAKNOS Budapest workshop with 32 participants from the Knowledge Innovation Panel (D2.5;
UGent, 2019), and nine TN reports. The quantitative indicators developed by Studnitz et al. (2020) were
combined with the first set of results from the advisor survey at the EUFRAS meeting in the following
quantifiable indicators of the types of data/content that will be made available by the e-KRP:
 Content: number of topics/themes covered; number of scope-related materials; number of
problem-solving materials; type of content (e.g. scientific, practical)
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 Access to content: number of local languages per output; number of search options and kind of
information delivered as part of the display of search results (categories, e.g. data type, short
textual description of the provided result item)
 Channels and interactivity: number of interactions on the platform; user analytics; number of
linkages of the website with social media; number of user-friendly functionalities (e.g. possibility to
add members to the community); number of channels used to reach a specific end-user group (e.g.
podcasts)
 Sustainability: number of linkages to networks and to external data repositories; number of months
that the website with the TN outputs stays available after the project end; budget allocated to
dissemination and number of planned dissemination activities, including post project
 MAA: number of key actors involved; number of end users involved in the different phases of the
project lifecycle; number of evaluations performed in the post-execution phase; number and users
of chat forums; number of participants in digital networks; number of disciplines involved in TN
consortium in conceptualisation phase; number of disciplines involved in TN activities during the
project; equal distribution in consortium between partners in different European regions; number
of linkages with OGs, national and local initiatives with end-user involvement
4.3.3.2 Formats of data objects that will be made available by the e-KRP
Formats relate to the employed data and content form (e.g. digital data, pictures, videos, articles). Marois
et al. (2019) note a great diversity of formats used by the TN KRs, with PDF, HTML and different types of
videos as the most common ones. They recommend a high level of visual and interactive output formats,
with a focus on videos of best practices/cases with co-created content and international showcases of
new information. Furthermore, knowledge should be provided in tailored formats, specific to user
profiles. 20 of the 31 end users interviewed by AUA would opt for being provided content/information
based on their profile and history of interactions. Building on this survey as well as on D2.1 (MosqueraLosada et al., 2019) and D2.6 (Studnitz et al., 2020), quantitative indicators with regards to formats are:
 Kinds of content/information: number of technical contents, innovative practices, best practices,
education/training material, guidelines, information material, and methodologies
 Formats of data objects/kinds of digital content: number of different output formats, e.g. practice
abstracts, factsheets, press releases, research articles, reviews, and technical articles number of
images, presentations (slideshows), videos, text and audio files
4.3.3.3 Impact
The following quantitative impact indicators provided by Studnitz et al. (2020), based on mind mapping
by EURAKNOS partners, can be used to evaluate the probability of impact of the e-KRP:
 TN content: number of key disciplines involved during the project’s life cycle; easily understandable
language, terminology oriented to practitioners; number of materials produced with practiceoriented content; availability of content in a range of languages
 TN content storage: number of user-friendly functionalities; user analytics; number of linkages with
social media; budget for website after the lifespan of the project; number of months that the
website is available after the project lifespan; number of linkages to external data repositories;
compatibility with the FAIR data principles; open access; end users’ usage of TN outputs per period
(e.g. classical citation)
 TN C&D: number of training modules; number of local languages in which TN outputs are produced;
number of events organised, newsletters produced, target audience reached, number of hits on the
website etc.; interactive publication list which counts number of downloads for each material;
number of webinars
 TN MAA: number of key actors involved; equal distribution between actors from different European
regions; equal representation of different fields of expertise and sectors
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4.4 Concluding remarks, limitations of the analysis and outlook
This report contains an overview of existing initiatives at both the national and international levels that
make knowledge on agricultural innovation available to end users, which makes them similar to the
platform EURAKNOS aims to develop. After analysing selected platforms more in depth, their
representatives were contacted for more information, thereby validating the findings from the desk-top
study. The results from both the desk-top study and the consultation were considered and combined in
the matching of the identified user needs with the platform offers. In addition, a feasibility study was
conducted for a new centralised and open-source agricultural e-KRP and its added value was described,
drawing on the lessons from the investigation in this Task as well as in related WPs.
Because of the limited time and resources, end-user needs were only investigated by means of a desk-top
research, whereas a consultation of representative end users might have generated additional insights.
As another possible limitation, the platform representatives were only sent an electronic questionnaire.
Face-to-face interviews could potentially have provided additional information, e.g. through further
inquiring, but were not feasible within the given timeframe. However, it allowed respondents to research
and include supplementary data and technical details that might not be readily at hand during an
interview.
With the collection of platforms being mostly based on the knowledge and expertise of the project
partners, one can assume that there are many more national platforms that were not identified and
included in the mapping, such as the KRs of the National Rural Networks (NRNs), most of which are
expected to have their own KR. The selection of agriculture-related knowledge platforms was solely based
on the information gathered by the desk-top study, which could have resulted in a bias (e.g. if a platform
is only in an early stage of development and not much information is available yet online). In this way, a
reduced number of only five out of 22 national platforms was included in the in-depth study, which was
deemed acceptable since EURAKNOS aims at creating an e-KRP at European rather than national level,
with resources generated by EU projects. Many national platforms are very (country-)specific and for the
most part only available in the country language and frequently do not provide a search function.
Very little input was made available regarding the data models used by existing platforms. Therefore, no
sound conclusions could be drawn with regards to data structuring. However, the adoption of a fit-forpurpose solution by each platform initiative could be concluded, and study outcomes and insights into
which software and solutions are most widely used across both international and national platforms can
further inform and support the decisions on the e-KRP design in WP3. Based on the uniform format
decided in WP3, Task 4.2 will be dedicated to designing and developing a prototype e-KRP for the main
data repository which will be upgradable and scalable to meet future demands.
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Evaluation criteria
Platform
1. Ask-Valerie

2. FarmDemo platform

Short description of the
platform &
project/organisation

LaunchedbyEuropean
researchproject VALERIE to
helpusers findrelevant
informationonagriculture
&forestry,making
innovationfromEuropean
researchaccessible
Collaborationof3European
projects fundedunder
Horizon2020thataimto
enhancepeer-to-peer
learningandfocusonfarm
demonstrationasa tool to
boost innovationuptake:
AgriDemo-F2F, PLAID &
NEFERTITI

3. EIP-AGRI website

European Innovation
Partnership for Agricultural
productivity and
Sustainability; One-stop-

shopforagricultural
innovationinEurope

4. Target
group(s)

Objective(s)

1c.
Language

1a. Search function

Farmers,
foresters&
advisors

Facilitating interactions
betweenresearchers&
practitioners; injectingnew
knowledge into theprocess

European
commercial
demonstration
farms,actors
involvedinonfarm
demonstrations
; TNsbringing
together45
regionalhubs
ofdemofarmers&
innovation
actors
(advisors,
cooperatives,
NGOs, industry,
education,
researchers&
policymakers)
Innovation
actors: farmers,
advisors,
researchers,
businesses,
NGOs&others
inagriculture&
forestry,atEU
level

Enhancingpeer-to-peer
learningandfocusonfarm
demonstrationasa tool to
boost innovationuptake

English,
French,
Finnish,
Italian,
Dutch,
Spanish,
Polish
English,
Czech,
Danish,
Dutch,
Finnish,
French,
Gaelic,
German,
Greek,
Hungarian,
Italian,
Latvian,
Polish,
Portugues
e,
Romanian,
Slovenian,
Spanish,
Swedish
English
only,but
more
options in
the search

StrengtheningR&I&
supportingEuropean
InnovationPartnershipsas
newinteractiveapproachto
innovation; fostering
competitive&sustainable
farming&forestry that
'achievesmore&better
fromless';ensuringasteady
supplyof food, feed&
biomaterials,developing its
workinharmonywiththe
essentialnatural resources
onwhichfarmingdepends

2b. Comprehensive
agricultural knowledge
3. Types of outputs/resources

1b. Open access
of data?
Intranet?

2a. Up to date?

Searchforaquestion(key
wordsprovidedwhenstarting
to type in the first letters;
queryeditor,e.g. farm+
climate,possible toaddterms;
languageselector)

Differentkindsofdocuments
(articles,assessments,project
reports…)

Yes,openaccess
ofsearch&
documents;no
registration
needed,no
intranet/forum

Search via Nefertiti ( Visit

Searchfor projects: fulltext
search,keywords,main
fundingsource,geographical
location,agriculturalsectors,
partnerscategories, language
Funding: Active: searchfor
different targetgroups,
agriculturalsectors,
geographicalscope,keywords,
typeof funding, fulltext
search; Archived: geographical
scope, targetgroup,keywords
(options)
Research needs: title,
keywords,geographicalscope,
language
Online resources: title,
keywords, language,sortby
title,orderAsc/Desc,
items/page

theFarmDemoNetworks):
networks (e.g. grassland&
carbonsequestration); farm
type (search inventory: by
country, language, farmtype,
farmmanagement,demo
topics); demo activities: main
categoriesplantproduction,
animalhusbandry,unrelated
topics; possible to tickorganic
farm
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User
involvement

Use of
social
media?

“Resultsupto
date”,but©
2007;many
results from
2000s

Noscoring
system;no
possibility
to
comment/
reply

No;no links

FarmDemoHub: EU-wide

Openaccess to
New&older
videos&demo
videos;events
farmwebsites;
possibility to join
fordemonstration
farmers&
innovationactors
(questionnaire;
registrationto
showcaseyour
farm&
demonstration
activities/participa
te& learn)

Noscoring
system;
FarmDemo
hubsite
info:
address,
call centre,
informatio
nphone,
contact
form

YouTube/
video
channel;
the3
different
projects
AgriDemo,
PLAID,
NEFERTITI
useTwitter
&Facebook
(&YouTube
forPLAID,
YouTube&
LinkedInfor
NEFERTITI)

Projects: innovationactions&

Yes,openaccess
todocuments;My
EIP-AGRI; Share:
shareyour
innovative
projects,project
ideas, research
needs;
register/login

Noscoring
system;
phone
number&
emailof
Service
Pointat
the
bottomof
the
website

Links to
Twitter,
LinkedIn

inventoryofdemonstration
farms; FarmDemo Networks:
TNsofdemonstrationfarms
active inyour region; FarmDemo
Training Kit: onlinetools, stories,
videotutorials, tips&tricks to
improvedemonstrations; video
channel (on-farm
demonstrations inactionacross
Europe)

researchprojects (short
descriptions/profiles,practice
summarywhereapplicable)
Funding: shortdescriptionof
calls (keywords,programme
institution,website,eligibility
criteria,opening/closingdates)
Research needs: short
descriptions,e.g.Researchneed
fromFocusgroup…
Online resources: title, short
description, linktoexternal
website, language(s); areas
“Project ideas”&“People”only
available to registeredusers
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Projects
continuously
updated/new
onesuploaded;
recentresearch
needs(from
2019);News:
searchnews,
press,videos,
newsletter
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4. Organic Farm
Knowledge platform

Providesaccess toa range
of tools&resourcesabout
organic farming;promotes
knowledgeexchange;
toolboxprovidesaccess to
resources fororganic
farmers&advisors
selected/createdin the
frameworkof theprojects
OK-Net Arable & OK-Net

Farmers, farm
advisors,
scientists

Increasingproductivity&
quality inorganic farming
acrossEurope;helping
improveproduction; serving
asavirtualmeetingplace
for cross-border learning

English,
Bulgarian,
Danish,
Dutch,
Estonian,
French,
German,
Hungarian,
Italian,
Latvian,
Serbian,
Spanish,
Swedish
(autotranslation
sby
Google)
Arabic,
Chinese,
English,
French,
Russian,
Spanish

Search the toolbox: possible

Different tools (e.g. SmartSOIL
Tool:Howcroppingmanagement
impacts soilC&yields); Themes
&discussion:cropproduction,
e.g.arablecrops(63tools);
animalhusbandry,e.g. animal
health(3 tools, latest from2019
(yearof release); focuson
organic farming

Openaccess
documents;
intranetfor
internal
communication&
tobeable to track
all toolswhich
havebeen
uploadedto the
platform;
organisations&
networkscanjoin
theplatform

News&events:
news&news
archive,events,
knowledge
sharings
(createdin the
frameworkof
theOK-Net
Arableproject)

Userscan
rate&
suggest
tools&
comment;
site info:
website
contact
(address,
phone,
email
address)

Links to
Facebook,
Twitter

Policymakers,
farmers,
researchers&
“other relevant
stakeholders”
Weneeda
farmingpolicy
that is just&
robust to
changethe
whole food
production
system
Policymakers&
other
stakeholders
(family farmers’
organisations,
development
experts&
stakeholders in
the fieldandat
thegrassroots
level)

Supportingstakeholders
throughknowledge
exchange&transfer

AgroecologyLex: specialised

Differentkindsof resources/
formats (laws,resolutions,
decrees, regulations,national
programmes,articles,videos,
casestudies,books…); focuson
agroecology

Openaccess to
documents; Join
us (submit
contribution);
network;
registrationopen
toall

Yes: “database
is a ‘living
process’ that is
constantlybeing
updated”;
recently
published
documents
(from2019)

Noscoring
system;
Joinus:
email
address
for further
info

(FAO:
Facebook,
flickr,
Instagram,
LinkedIn,
RSS,
SlideShare,
SoundClou
d,Twitter,
Weibo,
YouTube)

Providinga singleaccess
point for international,
regional&national
informationrelatedto
family farming issues;
integrating&systematising
existing informationto
better inform&providing
knowledge-basedassistance

Arabic,
Chinese,
English,
French,
Russian,
Spanish

FarmilyFarmingLex

Differentkindsof resources/
formats (regional&national laws
&regulations&publicpolicieson
food,agriculture&renewable
natural resourcesrelatedto
family farming,bestpractices,
relevantdata&statistics,
researches,articles); Resources
section: archivedpublications&
multimediamaterials;wide
rangeof themes,e.g.
agroecology, forest farming;
trustworthydatasources
(internationalbodies,e.g.
FAOSTAT,WorldBank, IFAD)

“Updated
information”;
recently
published
documents
(from2019);
newsletter

Noscoring
system;
Joinus:
email
address
for further
info

Twitter
(FAO:
Facebook,
flickr,
Instagram,
LinkedIn,
RSS,
SlideShare,
SoundClou
d,Twitter,
Weibo,
YouTube)

Enablingcross-sectoral,
interregional learning,

English,
French,
Spanish

Openaccess to
documents
(resources&
relatedcontent
canbe
downloaded); Join
us:Submit
content (for
individualusers);
register to
becomeanFFKP
Contributor (for
organisations&
institutions);
register to
becomepartof
ourNetwork(for
organisations&
institutions)
Openaccess to
solutions;
contributeyour

Practitioners
(institutions&
individuals;

Solutions:date
published& last
edited; Latest

Noscoring
system;
numberof

RSS-Feed

EcoFeed
Recommended tool, most
popular tool, latest tool

5. FAO Agroecology
Knowledge Hub

Investing inagroecology
throughpublicpolicies;
globaldialogue;databaseas
startingpoint toorganise
existingknowledgeon
agroecology (specialisedon
different legal frameworks,
policies&programmes
concerningagroecology in
differentcountries)

6. FAO Family Farming
Know-ledge Platform

Gathersdigitizedquality
informationonfamily
farmingfromallover the
world

7. PANORA-MA
Solutions

Appliedsolutionsfrom
aroundtheglobe;
partnershippromoting

to filterby language, type,
theme,year,countryoforigin,
keywords

databaseonlegal frameworks,
policies&programmes
concerningagroecology in
differentcountries): Search in
the database: free text;more
searchoptions: year,country,
geo/econregions, typeof text
Database search: freetext;
moresearchoptions: type,
topic, content language,
possible to tickgender-related
content
(collaborationwithFAOLEX):
Documentsearch: free text;
advancedsearch: geographical
area,country/territory,year
(fromto), topics, typeof text
(constitutions,policies,
legislation, regulation,
internationalagreements,
miscellaneous); no
results/findingsfor listof
keywordsi
Resources: Search in the
database:Freetext;more
searchoptions: year,country,
geo/econregions,maintopic,
subtopic, type

Explore:all solutions/all
Agriculture&biodiversity
BuildingBlocks/Thematic
Solutionsas1portal (127
Communities; thematicaccess: Solutions): Full solutions:
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examplesof inspiring,
replicablesolutionsacrossa
rangeof conservation&
developmenttopics
(contributions from
different thematic
disciplines&communities,
representedthrough
portals; fundingagencies:
FederalMinistry for the
Environment,Nature
Conservation&Nuclear
Safetyof theFederal
RepublicofGermany,Global
EnvironmentFacility,&
GlobalProject
MainstreamingEcosystembasedAdaptation:EbA
Solutions)

solution
providers
represent
NGOs,
government
institutions,
academia,
international
organisations,
foundations,
privatesector)

knowledgeexchange&
upscalingof successes

solutions for (ecosystem,e.g.
agro-ecosystem; theme,e.g.
climatechange);accessby
challenge,e.g. climate
challengesSearchdirectlyfor
solutions (latestkeywords
provided) in:all solutions/
snapshotsolution/full
solution; region(geographic
access,e.g. Europe; further
differentiationpossible);
ecosystem; theme;challenges
PANORAMAExplorer: Explore
1489BuildingBlocksof5
ThematicCommunities: search
buildingblocks(free
text/keywords; region;
ecosystem;category–
differentoptions to tick)

8. Access Agricul-ture

InternationalNGO
showcasingagricultural
trainingvideos insupportof
sustainableagriculture in
developingcountries–
examplesofvideos(possible
todownloadthem/ordera
DVDcopy)

Research
institutes,
universities,
NGOs,
extension
services,
companies,
radiostations&
farmer-based
organisations

Maximumimpact in
improvingopportunities for
farmers;enablingaccess to/
developmentof suitable
trainingmaterials

English,
French,
Spanish;
videos in
local
languages;
Contactus
for
translation
s into
other local
languages
thatare
notyet
listed

Yes (searchby topic, key
wordsor language;access to
videosviacategories)

9. Oppla

EUrepositoryofnaturebasedsolutions; knowledge
marketplace;over60
universities, research
institutes,agencies&
enterprisesarecontributing
toOpplaaspartofa joint
activitybetweenthe
OPERAsandOpenNESS
projects, fundedby the
EuropeanCommissionFP7
Programme

Peoplewith
diverseneeds&
interests– from
science,policy
&practice;
public,private
&voluntary
sectors; large&
small
organisations;
individuals

Simplifyinghowweshare,
obtain&createknowledge
tobettermanageour
environment

English

Possiblebothtoenter search
terms&toaskOppladirectly
after creatinganaccount 
will replyviaemail;needto
inserta title&aquestion; tick
if questionis forwebinar
categories;possible to
categorise thequestion
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summary,classifications,
location,challenges,
beneficiaries,buildingblocks&
howthey interact, impacts
(environmental, economic&
social), story,picture,
contributedby, resources;
Snapshot solution: summary,
classifications, location, impacts,
pictures,contributedby;
thematiccommunity
coordinators: international
umbrellaorganisations jointly
implementtheplatform,e.g.
Agriculture&Biodiversity:GIZ,
Rare&IFOAM–Organics
International (projectsGlobal
ProjectBiodiversityand
EcosystemServices inAgrarian
Landscapes&Farmingfor
Biodiversity)
Focusonvideos,audio files,
relatedwrittenmaterial formost
videos (canbedownloadedfor
free)
Other resources:extension
platforms,apps,publications,
university theses,othervideo
platforms

solution: full
solution(detailed
account)/snapsho
t solution(short
overview);
organisationscan
join the
PANORAMA
partnership
(contactus)

develop-ments:
newsolutions;
newsletter;
newsupto
date; latest
Tweetsupto
date
©2019

views
shownfor
the
different
tools; login
tosaveMy
Favourites;
contact
(contact
us)

Openaccess,but
registration
neededto
downloadvideo&
audio files;other
resources:
publications,e.g.
books&articles,
canbe
downloaded
directly; links to
extension
platforms,
university theses,
apps (Android)&
othervideo
platforms
269casestudies: searchfunction Partiallyopen
(free text/terms,scale, type);
access:
marketplace:products (select
Marketplace:
types:audio,consultancy,
possible to tick
dataset,document,event,
“free,no licence”
guidance, image, infographic,
or“public/open
slides,software,spreadsheet,
source”(vs.
training,video; filters: scale (local commercial);
toglobal), quality assurance
Community:
(possible toselectscientificpeer Join/Log in (Join
review, internationalstandards, Oppla:Register
e.g. ISO,accreditation,
for free) toget
professional references,ownQA access toAsk
&testing), license
Oppla,Oppla

Newvideos,
latestnews,
latestTwitter&
Facebook(upto
date)

Noscoring
system;
Contactus
(email)

Links to
Twitter,
Facebook,
WhatsApp,
LinkedIn,
WeChat;
possible to
sharevia
Facebook,
Tiwtter…

Newsletter,
latestnews,
events, Twitter
(latestTweets
featuredon
homepage)up
todate;
©2019

Noscoring
system;
email (at
the topof
the
website),
Contacts:
email,
Twitter,
phone,
address

Links to
Twitter,
LinkedIn,
YouTube
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10. Agrisource

Open-InnovationPlatform
forAgriculture;project
carriedoutbyFrench
researchorganisations INRA
&CIRAD,fundedby the
EuropeanClimate-KIC;
contentprovidedby
worldwidecommunity

2. Organic Eprints

Internationalopenaccess
archiveofelectronic
documentsrelatedto
researchinorganic food&
farming;developed&
operatedbyInternational
CentreforResearchin
OrganicFoodSystems
(ICROFS);ResearchInstitute
ofOrganicAgriculture(FiBL)
joinedtheprojectas first
internationalpartner with
editorial responsibilities for
theGermanlanguageregion
andresponsibility for the
Germanlanguageversionof
OrganicEprints;national
editors (currently in26
countries)assist in
reviewingneweprints

Farmers,
advisors,
administration
representatives
, cooperatives,
businesses,
associations,
traders,
researchers,
distributors,
consumers;
farmers&
agricultural
producersas
primary targets
Farmadvisors,
teachers/
trainers,
farmers,
policymakers

Ensuringaccess to
informationonmitigating
greenhousegas (GHG)
emissions&adaptingto
climatechangeaskey
feature for successful
transitions inagricultural
circuits

English,
French,
Italian
(many
document
s in
French)

Globalsearch/sortedby
players (554)/documents
(80)/projects (121)/
innovations(68);
GeolocationofAgrisource
network:439inEurope,33 in
Africa,22 inNorthAmerica,4
inSouthAmerica,22 inAsia/
Australia,5 inNewZealand

Facilitating the
communicationabout
organic research
 Improving the
dissemination&impact
ofresearchfindings
Documentingthe research
effort

English,
German;
manual in
English,
Czech,
French,
Portugues
e,Spanish,
Turkish
(document
s inall
languages,
butEnglish
abstract is
encourage
d)





Browseall eprints in the
archiveby: subjectarea;
country,organizationand
project;otherbrowse
views
 Searchonhomepage: any
field; name(s),date(s)
 Simplesearchpage: any
field,keyword(s),name(s),
date(s); retrievedrecords
mustfulfill any/all
conditions;different
options toorder results
Advancedsearchpage:
documents, title,authors,
editors,summary,date,
keyword(s),document
language,subjects, research
affiliation, fundingpart, status,
refereed, titleofpublicationin
whichthepaperwas
published,openaccess tofull
document, formattype,
publisher, seriesname,
conference,organization,
eprint type(e.g. journal
paper), typeofpresentation
(e.g.paper), thesis type,
leaders,acronym,startdate,
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Players (links toe.g. research
institutes,e.g. INRA),documents
(e.g. reports, guides),projects
(presentation, relatedplayers,
relatedprojects,documents,
news,events); innovations
(presentation/shortdescription,
relatedplayers,documents,
relatedprojects), news
(presentation, relatedprojects,
relatedplayers),events;
platforms includeFAO
AgroecologyKnowledgeHub&
FamilyFarmingKnowledgeHub,
URGENCI,Smart-AKIS
Full-textpapers togetherwith
bibliographic information,
abstracts&othermetadataas
wellas informationon
organisations,projects&
facilities in thecontextoforganic
farmingresearch; published&
unpublisheddocumentssuchas
scientificpapers, theses, reports,
bookchapters,newspaper
articles,videos&project
descriptions; criteria for
acceptance: relevanceof
documents to researchinorganic
agriculture&suitable for
communication; correct
metadata informationis correct
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Marketplace
(“knowledge
supermarket”
withresources),
OpplaCommunity
(networkingwith
othermembers
worldwide)
Openaccess
(possible toview/
download
documents,
projects,
innovations); Join
AgriSource(sign
in/login)

Establishedto
promoteopen
access toresearch
results (eprints
andmetadata
freelyaccessible
toall; documents
canbe
downloaded,
stored&printed
freely,butmay
notbepublically
available from
othersources–
linkingtoeprint
summarypages is
encouraged);
possible toselect
openaccess to full
documentin the
advancedsearch;
asregistered
userscandeposit
yourpapers in the
archive&
subscribetoemail
alertsonnew
papers (free
registration)

Newsupdated,
eventsupdated
(mostly in
France,butalso
worldwide);
someof the
“recent
projects”
outdated,e.g.
until 2014,
othersmore
recent,e.g. until
2020

Noscoring
system;
Contactat
the
bottomof
the
website
(address,
email)

(EIT
ClimateKIC:
Facebook,
Twitter,
LinkedIn,
Instagram)

Uptodate;
Latest: additions
in the last7
days;email
alertsonnew
papers

Noscoring Nosignof
system;
social
contacts:
media
national
editors
(contact
persons
for
different
countries–
address,
phone
number,
email,
website),
archive
administra
ted
(ICROFS–
contact
person,
address,
phone
number,
email,
website),
partner
national
editors
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12. Sus-tainnable
Intensifi-cation (SI)
Platform (SIP)

SIPwasamulti-partner
researchprogramme,
fundedbyDefra&the
WelshGovernment, that
usedstudy farmstohost
researchonfarming
systems&land
management&createda
dataplatform
Integratedfarm
management(IFM),
decisionsupport tools

13. Smart Chain

Projectwill stimulate
demand-driveninnovation
inshort foodsupplychains
(SFSC)usingmulti-actor
approach&aninteractive
innovationmodelwhereall
actors involvedin the
projectareworking
together tomakebestuse
ofscientific&practical
knowledgefor thecocreation&diffusionofnovel
solutions ready tosolve
practicalproblems;platform
facilitatesknowledge,
innovativepractical
solutions&know-how
transfer

Researchers,
policymakers&
other
interested
parties
(farmers,
industry
experts,
environmental
organisations,
economists,
environmental
&
agriculturalstak
eholders)

Exploringtheopportunities
&risksofSI fromarangeof
perspectives&
landscapescalesacross
England&Wales;
developingwaysof funding
&conductingcollaborative
researchforapplying
methodsofSI inagriculture;
enablingaccess to the
wealthofdatacollected
withintheSIPprojects

Many
different
languages
(Google
translate,
selectat
the
bottomof
thepage)

End-users: small

Project: fostering&

English,
Croatian,
Dutch,
French,
German,
Greek,
Hungarian,
Italian,
Spanish
(only
English
works)

farmers&small
food
businesses,
agricultural
cooperatives,
farmer&
consumer
associations

acceleratingtheshift
towardscollaborativeshort
foodsupplychains,
introducingnewrobust
businessmodels&
innovativepractical
solutions thatenhance
competitiveness&
sustainabilityof the
Europeanagri-foodsystem
throughspecific actions&
recommendations; platform
aimstogenerate,shareand
utilize informationon
suitable innovations;engage
stakeholders intheSFSC
sector; disseminateSFSC
innovationandcooperation
events;organise training
activities&generating

enddate, totalbudget,
international targetedfunding,
national targetedfunding,
otherfunding,personmonths,
project ID,part/full
programme,typeof
organization, typeof facility,
typeofpracticetool, location,
researchfunders, references;
retrievedrecordsmustfulfill
any/all conditions;different
options toorder results
No

No
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(FiBL
Germany
&FiBL
Switzerlan
d–contact
persons,
address,
phone
number,
email,
website)
Infographic;SIP Information
Sheet;Science,Policyand
Practicenotes;project reports;
papers

Focusonshortsupplychains,18
casestudies (inEurope);
innovationhubs (inEurope);
innovationinventory“willbe
availablesoon”; training
activities&materialswill be
developed(e-learning/training
oninnovation&solution-based
multi-actorworkshops);GAIN
transitionmodel
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Openaccess to
projectoutputs; SI
metrics
benchmarking:1.
Matchmeto
similar farms,2.
Myfarmrecords
(Benchmarking
Tool to compare
yourSI
performancewith
asetof similar
comparative
farms); Join the
debate - SI
discussionforum;
sharetheSIP
InformationSheet
(sign in)
SFSCdefinition&
multi-actor
approach: links to
European
Commission&
European
Parliament
websites (e.g. EU
ScienceHub)
wheredocuments
canbe
downloaded;
possible toenter
theplatformvia
location(in
Europe)/activity,
e.g. farmer&
cooperative:
possibleways to
participate in the
project,e.g. taking

Platform“now
completed”;
newsletter,
events (inyour
area)

Noscoring
system;
Get
involved:
contact (2
contact
persons,
email
address)

Linkto
Twitter

Newsfrom2019
(only3 in total),
events in2020
&pastevents,
newsletter
©2019(upto
date); project
ongoing
(websitenotyet
completed)

Noscoring
system;
Signupto
stay in
touch;
contact
form

Links to
Twitter,
LinkedIn,
ResearchGa
te
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14. ZENODO

Open-sourcerepository for
open-accessresearch,
launchedbyCERN,a
memory institutionfor
particlephysicsandpartner
of theprojectOpenAIRE;
tools forBigData
management

Researchers

15. URGENCI

Focusoncommunity
supportedagriculture (CSA)
asalternativeeconomic
approach(LocalSolidaritybasedPartnershipsbetween
Producers&Consumers)

Citizens,small
farmers,
consumers,
activists&
concerned
politicalactors
atglobal level

16. Agroknow

Blendofdata,computer,
agronomy, food&
marketingexperts (teamof
consultants setuptohelp
solveproblems/date&tech
challenges inagriculture&
foodina tailor-made
manner); FOODAKAI
minimises foodsafetyrisks
insupply chainswith
sophisticatedanalytics
Exploitingcoreeinfrastructures (EGI.eu,
OpenAIRE,EUDAT,
D4Science) towards the
evolutionof theAGINFRA
data infrastructure to
providea sustainable
channel (developingdata
infrastructure&pilots,
providingspecification&

17. AGINFRA +

trainingmaterialsonbest
practices in innovation;
buildan international
community throughaSFSC
game
Ensuringthateveryonecan
join inOpenScience;
offeringa viableand
concretealternative to
commercialservices

English

Searchfunctionontopof the
website;possible to sort
resultsbymostviewed,best
match,mostrecent,
publicationdate, conference
session, journalor version;
asc./desc.

Diverseopen-accessdocuments
includingtechnicalnotes/tools
(e.g. referencecalculators),
datasets, figures, journalarticles,
booksetc.

Vision&mission:CSAasa
waytocontribute toa
greater solidaritybetween
urban&rural communities,
is equallyempoweringfor
boththecommunity&the
farmersandoffer solutions
tocommonproblemsfacing
producers&consumers
worldwide.

English,
French

Yes: typekeywords

CSAresources(materialonCSA):
handbooks,articles, reference
documents(e.g. EuropeanCSA
Declaration), referencemanuals,
sharedICT tools,short filmson
CSA(fromworldwide),
publicationsonUrgenci (books,
pressarticles, reviews,
audiovisualdocuments);
Experiencesharingfeaturing
differentprojects,e.g.
EATingCRAFT(links toproject
websites);CSAMap

Digital
innovators in
theagri-food
industry;
companies in
theagri-food
sector

Empoweringdigital
innovators throughcustommadeR&D,enablingdigital
science innovationin
agriculture, food&water
(infrastructure), software:
foodsafety intelligenceasa
service for the foodsector
(deliveringdata&
intelligence)

English

No(Contactus incaseof
questions)

FOODAKAIpartners&clients
includeresearchinstitutes&
companies,e.g. INRA,Syngenta
(40globalorganisations;working
withscientists&technology
visionaries;harvested, linked&
indexedalmost9,000,000
scientificpublicationson
agriculture, food&environment,
butnoaccess to them)

“Adjacentbut
notfully
connecteduser
communities
around
agriculture&
food” (scientific
&technological
communities
thatworkon

Supportinguser-driven
English
design&prototypingof
innovativee-infrastructure
services&applications
(establishinga framework
facilitatingtransparent
documentation,exploitation
&publicationof research
assets; identifying
requirementsof specific

Searchfunctionontopof
websitenotworking,only
map.aginfra.eu,seeeROSA
below;Openaire: resultscan
befilteredbyfunder,project,
publicationdate,accessmode,
type, language,community
(e.g.Agricultural&Food
Sciences), contentprovider,
collectedform

Outputs:publications,
deliverables,usecases,data
journals,webinars; linkto
Zenodocommunity: 342results
(deliverables); link toOpenaire
community: 307,472results;
researchcommunities:
agroclimatic&economic
modelling, foodsafetyrisk
assessment, foodsecurity
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advantageof the
Innovation
Inventoryor
register/login
directly
Openaccess;
login/signup;
possible toupload
documentsafter
login

Openaccess;
sharedICT tools:
opensource
software;Get
involved:
Joinus in
connecting
initiatives,
formalizingCSA
hands-on
experiences&
developing
appropriate
advocacywork
(membershipfee)
No resources; no
intranet/forum

Openaccess to
publications&
deliverables; links
tousecases,Food
ModelingJournal
&ViticultureData
Journal;open
access towebinar
(YouTubevideo)

Searchresults
uptodate
(latest
publicationdate
December
2019);blog:
latestposts
fromJuly2019

Help(FAQ,
Features,
What’s
New),
contact
(address,
contact
form,
Twitter)

Twitter;
links to
3,768
communities created
&curated
byZenodo
users (e.g.
Biodiversity
Literature
Repository)
Newsletter;
Noscoring Links to
featuredposts
system;
Facebook,
onhomepage;
Contact (at Twitter,
blog(recent
the top& YouTube
blog&posts& bottomof
Tweets featured the
onthe
website):
homepageupto email,
date,but
phone,
publications
address
older,e.g. latest
books from
2012, latest
pressarticles
from2013)
Newsletter
Noscoring Links to
©2019
system;
Instagram,
Contact:
Twitter,
contact
Facebook,
form, info LinkedIn,
email
Workable
address&
links to
social
media;
Contactus
News&latest
Noscoring Links to
Tweetsonthe
system;
Facebook,
homepageupto Contact:
Twitter,
date;News:
Aboutus, GitHub,
mostlyevents– contact
SlideShare
presentationsof form;
theprojectat
FAQs
different
conferences;
newsletter
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componentsallowingrapid
&intuitivedevelopmentof
variegatingdataanalysis
workflows)

multidisciplinary&
multi-domain
problems
relatedto
agriculture&
food)

scientific&technical
communities)

18. eROSA

e-infrastructure roadmap
foropenscience in
agricultural&foodsciences
(foresightapproach–
buildinga sharedvisionofa
futuresustainableeinfrastructure for research
&educationinagriculture&
makingitoperable through
pragmatic
recommendations)

Mainly research
&education
communities;
practitioners&
EUpolicy
makers

ProvidingguidancetoEU
policiesbydesigning&
layingthegroundworkfora
long-termprogramme
aimingatachievinganeinfrastructure foropen
science inagriculture that
wouldpositionEuropeasa
majorglobalplayerat the
forefrontof researchand
innovationin thisarea

English

19. OECD-FAO
Agricultu-ral Outlook

Brings together the
commodity,policy&
countryexpertiseof the
OrganisationforEconomic
Co-operationand
Development(OECD)&
Food&Agriculture
Organization(FAO)of the
UnitedNations& input from

Not indicated
(researchers,
policymakers)

Providinganannual
assessmentofprospects for
thecomingdecadeof
national, regional&global
agriculturalcommodity
markets

English,
French
(website);
download
OECD-FAO
Agricultura
l Outlook
2019-2028
available
inEnglish,
French,
Spanish;
Executive
Summary
also in
Russian,
Arab,
Chinese

2019-2028

collaborating member
countries

(partners: researchinstitutes,
e.g. INRA;selectedAGINFRA+
UseCaseswill illustrate the
benefitsofapplyingtheScience
asaServiceapproachtopressing
researchquestions fromthe
correspondingresearch
communities)
Explorethedataecosystem
Outputs:bibliometric study
(MapofAgri-food,
(external link),deliverables,
map.aginfra.eu): enter
presentations,publicationsof
keywords/browsebyagri-food theproject,e.g. FinalForesight
discipline,e.g. agri-food
RoadmapPaper; international
education&extension(39
advisoryboard;MapofAgriresults);Discover:926results food:universities,national
(sortedbyscientificdisciplines, agricultural researchcentres/
e.g.53farmingpractices&
institutes,stateentreprises,
systems,geographic coverage publishers,ministriesetc.,e.g.
(national, global, European,
FAO(links toorganisationsvs.
other),datasciencecategory, publications)
accesspolicy:
open/controlled/private,
addresscountry,content type:
organisation/data
point/initiative/facility)

©2018

News: latest
from2018;
latestTweets:
only1 in2019;
newsletter;
publications
until 2018

Noscoring
system;
Contact
form

Twitter,
LinkedIn,
SlideShare

Publication(download)vs.
database/searchfunction
(onlypossible to searchwithin
thedocument; search
databasefor commodity/
country/variable);OECD
Library: IGOCollection;
possible to filter/sortby
theme,publicationyear,
content type,country, imprint,
author/editor,publication

News:upto
date;
Newsroom:top
story,key
upcoming
events;monthly
statistics
(updated);
OECDdirect:
freeemail alerts

Noscoring
system;
Mail;
contactus:
OECD
headquart
ers
(address,
phone,
fax),
centres in
Berlin,
Mexico
City,
Tokyo,
Washingto
n; stay in
touchwith
social
media/ne
wsletters/s
endusan
email–
contact
form

(OECD:
Facebook,
Twitter,
YouTube,
LinkedIn,
Flickr,
Instagram,R
SS)
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Openaccess to
deliverables&
publications (can
bedownloaded);
presentations:can
beviewed&link
toSlideShare;
MapofAgri-food:
dataexport: 422
organisations,142
initiatives,304
datapoints,58
facilitiescanbe
downloaded
(Excel files);
possible toonly
viewopenaccess
results
Focusedonmarketdata
Outlookcanbe
(database includesdetailed
downloaded
commodity informationusedto (openaccess);
prepareprojections&main
MyOECD
underlyingtrends inkeymacro- (login/register–
economicvariables&population; select themesthat
detailedmetadata forOECD
interestyou 
countries;noagronomic
personal
knowledge/ informationabout
homepagewith
farming/practice  notrelevant news,events&
for farmers); commodity
documentation
projections:criticalexamination relatedto the
byexperts fromnational
selectedthemes)
institutions incollaborating
countries& international
commodityorganisations
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20. European Food
Safety Authority
(EFSA)

Europeanagencyfundedby
theEuropeanUnion
responsible for risk
assessment(sciencevs.
policy;operating
independentlyofEuropean
legislative&executive
institutions&EUMember
States),producingscientific
opinions&advice thatform
thebasis for European
policies& legislation&
communicatingrisks
associatedwith thefood
chain

Not indicated
(the public)

Sourceof scientificadvice&
communicationonrisks
associatedwith thefood
chain

English

Searchsite: results,e.g. for
“climatechange”in the
followingcategories: Type:
events, fundingprogramme,
news,others,publications;
subject: animalhealthand
welfare,biologicalhazards,
chemicalcontaminants,
corporate,cross-cutting
science,emergingrisks,GMO,
methodology,pesticides,plant
health,stakeholders;possible
tosearchfordate (fromto)

DiscoverEFSAtopics: featured,
resources (glossary, factsheets,
infographics,videos,
conferences),A-Z list; Science:
subjectareas,support (data,
methodology, tools&resources),
expertise;publications: EFSA
JournalonWiley;applications
(regulatedproducts, claims,
processes; foodsectorarea;
toolbox)– foodsafetydatavs.
informationaboutfarming (remit
coversfood&feedsafety,
nutrition,animalhealth&
welfare,plantprotection,plant
health)

Openaccess to
articles&videos;
openaccess to
articles inEFSA
Journal; Engage:
stakeholders,calls
fordata,
consultations,
observers,
careers, tenders,
grants, research
platform,
fellowship
programme

News(by
subject,e.g.
animal feed;up
todate);
newsletters&
emailalerts,
calendar
updated
(events,
meetings,
webinarsetc.)

Noscoring
system;
Contact
us:phone,
address;
Toolbox:
aska
question

RSS,
Twitter,
LinkedIn,
YouTube

21. GODAN

GlobalOpenDatafor
Agriculture&Nutrition:a
globalpartnership
advocatingfor foodsecurity
–Promotingtheproactive
sharingofOpenData

Governments,
policymakers,
international
organisations&
business

Dealingwiththeurgent
challengeofensuringworld
foodsecurity;making
informationabout
agriculture&nutrition
available,accessible&
usable

English

No

Tools,publications;opendata
successstories:GODANarea:
Foodsecurity, sustainable
production,povertyalleviation,
nutrition improvement,business
creation; keywords:opendata,
rights todata,civil society,
governmentdata; type: success
stories (35),document(24),
media (3),casestudy(2),
research(1); F1000:GODAN
Gatewayopentocontributions
fromacross theresearch
communitypublishespeerreviewedarticles,GODAN’s
outputs includingpolicy
documents, impact reports&
discussionpapers,posters&
slidepresentationsfocusedon
openagriculture&nutrition;
documentaryseries:Openwater,
openfields,openfarms,open
climate,openskies(video, link to
website);GODANtoolbox;
partner tools

Openaccess/open
data (publications
&toolsavailable
todownload,use
&share); Joinour
network
(organisationscan
join)

Newsupdated;
events:only2
pastevents;
newsletter;
somepages
under
construction,
e.g.Partner
tools

Noscoring
system;
contactus
(address,
phone,
email)

Links to
Facebook,
Twitter,
LinkedIn,
SlideShare,
RSSfeed,
YouTube
(opendata
layer/
website
also
availableas
opendata)
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Annex2–Mappingof nationalplatforms
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Evaluation criteria
National platform

Short description of the
platform &
project/organisation

4. Target
group(s)

1. BIOEAST

Central-EasternEuropean
InitiativeforKnowledge-based
Agriculture,Aquacultureand
Forestry in theBioeconomy
(involvementofCentraland
EasternEuropean(CEE)
countries in theproject);
developedbyResearch
InstituteofAgricultural
Economics (NAIKAKI);
financedbyMinistryof
Agriculture

Sharedstrategic
researchand
innovation
frameworkfor
Centraland
EasternEuropean
(CEE) countries

2. AHDB (UK)

AgricultureandHorticulture
DevelopmentBoard(AHDB)
equips the industrywitheasyto-use,practicalknow-how
that theycanapply straight
awaytomakebetterdecisions
&improvetheir performance;
AHDBisa statutory levyboard,
fundedbyfarmers,growers&
otherstakeholders in the
supply chain

Industry (more
than100,000
farming&supply
chainbusinesses
acrosstheUK)

3. Estonian Rural
Network

Databaseof relevantRDP
projectexamples

Membership is
unformalbut
involves farmers,
bodies
representing
programme
beneficiaries,
organisations&
authorities
engagedinrural
development

Objective(s)

Vision:offeringa
sharedstrategic
research& innovation
frameworkfor
workingtowards the
developmentofa
sustainable
bioeconomyinCEE
countries
 Objectives: developing
strategies;
cooperating&
developingevidencebasedpolicies;
identifyingcommon
challenges&
validatingcommon
researchareas;
providingevidence
base; improvingskills;
developingsynergies;
increasingvisibility
Inspiringthefarmers,
growers& industry to
succeedina rapidly
changingworld






Addingvalue to the
implementationof the
EstonianRural
Development
Programme(RDP)
Facilitatingflexible,
open-minded,gradual
development,with
bottom-upinitiatives
basedonneeds&
developedthrough

1c.
Language

1a. Search function

English

Basic keywordsearch;no
advancedsearch;nofilters

English,
Welsh





Estonian,
English
(different,
more
limited
content)

Nosearchfunction

Generalkeywordsearch
Filtersbymenupoints
Filters for knowledge
library,events&news
(by sector, topic,
keywords,etc.)
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2b. Comprehensive
agricultural knowledge
3. Types of outputs/
resources

1b. Open access of
data? Intranet?

2a. Up to
date?

Other
PoliticalDeclarations
Positionpapers
Roadmap
Studies
Visionpaper
News
Contentsgenerally inpdf;
sourcesofcontents:BIOEAST
andrelatedV4events

Noregistrationis
needed,content
available for
everyone

Contentsup
todate

Hugeamountof contents
includingnews,newsletters,
podcasts,articles, studies,
books,analyses, strategies,
learningmaterials, tools (e.g.
calculators), databases,events,
market information,videos
etc.

Freeaccess toall
contents;
subscriptionfor
Horizonreports,
receivingupdates
bysectors

Uptodate

Openforeveryone
withan interest in
ruraldevelopment

Databaseof
relevant
examples:
2007-2013;
videogallery
for2007-2013
programming
period;photo
gallery,events
&calendarup
todate















Publications,photogallery,
videogallery
Databaseof relevantRDP
projectexamples
(agricultureandfisheries)
Databaseof localaction
groups
Events
Estoniansite:manyFADNrelated information,
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User
involvement

Use of
social
media?

Noscoring
system
(comment
/ reply
possible
viaTwitter
&
LinkedIn);
possibility
to turnon
comment
feature for
each
content
(not
appliedat
present);
email
address
forall
contact
persons
Noscoring
system;
address,
email,
phoneto
center, to
offices, to
managers
topress
centre,
Brexit
expert,
etc.

Twitter,
LinkedIn

Contacts
(address,
phone
number,
infoemail
address,
contact
persons
withemail
addresses)

Facebook
(in
Estonian
site)with
nearly
1000
followers

Facebook,
Twitter,
LinkedIn,
YouTube
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includingRDP
implementation

4. Food and farming
futures (UK)

National initiative toprovide
Practitioners,
freeaccess toauthoritative
students (all
research&technology transfer interestedparties)
publications; independent,
collaborativenews&
informationsourcefor farming
&food

cooperativeactivity
amongruralactors

Providingfreeaccess to
authoritative research&
technologytransfer
publications



English

Advancedkeyword
search+ filter
Searchfor technical&
business info, research
outputs,openlearning
materials,organisations,
news items,events
Browsefor subjects/
events




Platform
available in
English&
Lithuanian,
contents in
Lithuanian
&also
translated
into
English

Keywordsearch; filter: title,
innovationtype(scientific
vs.practical), subfield,EU
funding(yes/no)



Spanish

Spanish






5. TITRIS (Lithuania)

Applied innovationresearch&
data informationsystem
collects,publicises&compiles
dataonappliedinnovation
research&results thatcan
potentially contribute tomore
efficient,sustainable&
environmentally friendly
farming

Agricultural
producers

6. CICYT (ES)

ComisiónInterministerialde
CienciayTecnología
(frameworkprogrammeon
high-value tree&cereal
production;datacollection
from3Spanishregions);
hostedby theGovernmentof
theStateof Yucatán
Nationalplatformfor
agriculturaldata (geographical
informationsystem)

Scientific&
technological
institutions

7. SIGPAC (ES)

?

Collecting,publicising&
compilingnoncommercial research&
innovationscreated in
practice to increase
efficiency,sustainability
&environmental
friendlinessof farming

Identifyingagricultural
parcels





studies, calculators&
databases
Nordic-Baltic Leader
CooperationAward
materials
Hugeamountof contents
Detailedcategorisationby
topic&typeofmaterial
Authoritative research&
technologytransfer
publications
Incorporatesonline library
OpenFields
Uploadingcontents is
possible

Freeaccess;
contentavailable to
everyone;
subscription
possible for
newsletter&
conferencealerts;
freeregistrationto
tag itemsof
interest,comment
onpiecesof
content&createemailalerts

Several
contents from
thecurrent
year;events&
calendarupto
date;email
alert;
consultative
groupwill
identify&
consider
funding&
governance
mechanisms
for longer
term
development
Launchedvery
recently
(November
2019);
indicationof
new
documents
from2016&
2017;
newsletter

All contentsare
availablewithout
registration.

Keywordsearch;advanced
search: institution/category

Limitednumberofcontents
(3), studies, innovation
methodology
 PDF/Wordform
 Dataproviders: scientific
institutions, farms&other
specialisedproducers
 All data is carefully
evaluatedbyacompetent
specialistof theLithuanian
AgriculturalAdvisory
Serviceprior topublicising.
Scientificandtechnological
institutions

Access/Register:
login

?

Searchthemapfor
province,municipality,
aggregate,zone,polygon,
parcel,enclosure(direct,
progressive, coordinates)

Mapdevelopedaccordingto
HTML5,CSS3&ECMAScript5
standards;possible tocreate
PDFs to imprintdistinctdata
files

User login: ID
declaration,name,
CIF/NIF

Mapbasedon
European
Terrestrial
Reference
System1989
(ETRS89), thus
notsubject to
changedueto
continental
drift
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Contact:
email
addresses
ofeditor&
website
administra
-tion;
possible to
submit
content to
theeditor

Facebook,
Twitter

Online
chat
function;
Innovation
support
service
contact:
phone
number,
address,
email
address
Possible to
senda
message;
contact
(email
address,
phone)

Nosignof
social
mediaon
the
platform

Links to
LinkedIn,
Twitter,
YouTube

Nosignof
social
media
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8. INIA (ES)

9. BD Avicole (FR)

10. API-AGRO (FR)

National instituteof
agronomic investigations
(frameworkprogrammeonpig
&chestnutproduction;data
collectionfromfourSpanish
regions;affiliatedwithstate
secretariatofuniversities,
investigation,development&
innovationof theMinistryof
Science, Innovation&
Universities)
Nationaldatabasecombined
to innovative ICT tools forall
poultry sectors’ traceability in
France;collective, federative&
professionalsystem

Researchers,
policymakers

Coordinating& increasing
efficiencyofagronomic
investigation&
experimentation

Spanish

No

Library,differentpublications
(e.g.books,monographies)

Poultry farmers,
producers’
organisations,
hatcheries

Identifyingall holdersof
livingpoultryonthe
Frenchterritory;
increasingproductivity&
quality&providingnew
services to thesector

French

?

? (notaccessiblewithout
registration)

Nationalplatform(France) for
exchangeofagriculturaldata
andapplicationprogramming
interface(API);agricultural
technical institutes (ACTA),
ChambersofAgriculture
(APCA),GEVES&around15
privateorganisations
represent thousandsof
industryactors inFrance&
Europe

Upstream
industries,
upstream
agriculture,
agrifood
companies,digital
agriculture,
financialservices,
professional
organisations,
public sector,
education&
research

Interconnecting&
bringingtogetherpublic
&privateactorsaround
anindependent
technologicalplatform;
developing innovations
withthevisionofhighperformance, responsible
agriculture

French,
English
(offers&
loginonly
inFrench)

No

11. AGRIFIND (FR)

Application,networkof
mutualaid thatallowsfarmers
&technicians toconnect
thanks to real-time&
geolocalisedsharingof
observations&practices

Farmers

12. L’atelier paysan

Collectiveof small-scale
farmers,employees&
agriculturaldevelopment
organisationsgathered
togetherasa cooperative that

Farmers

(FR)

Intranet

Registration/login
requiredtoaccess
thewebpage
(systemavailable
andoperational for
all involved in the
fleshpoultrychain,
foiegraspalmipeds
chain&egg-laying
chain inFrance)
Agricultural data (arablecrops, Possible toviewuse
livestock,marketgardening,
cases; Join the
viticulture,arboriculture,
community: find
horticulture,agro-industries);
out theplatform's
use cases (withdescriptions,
features through
link towebsite,downloadPDF) the testimoniesof
usersontheir daily
usesofour services
(login); Cultivating
data: disseminate,
search&exploit,
exchange&share

News,
newsletterup
todate;
seminars

Contact
(address,
phone,
fax,email
address)

LinkedIn,
RSS

?

Help:
contact
email
addresses
provided
for the
different
sectors

?

Nonews
available–
platformnot
yet
completed?;
newsletter

Noscoring
system;
contactat
the top&
at the
bottomof
the
website

Links to
LinkedIn,
Twitter,
YouTube

Latestarticles
uptodate
(fromthe
currentyear);
newsletter

Possible to
identify,
compare&
request
advice;
communit
y:possible
to
comment;
contact
Contact:
telephone,
email
address;
contact

Facebook,
LinkedIn,
Twitter,
YouTube

Access the APIAGRO platform:

Collaboratively
developingmethods&
practices toreclaim
farmingskills andachieve
self-sufficiencyinrelation

French

Nosearchfunctiononthe
website; community:
researchwithpersonalised
filters (cultures,pests,
pressures,groups,dates)

Documentation: libraryof
technical filesonpests&
agronomicadvice; indications
ofdiseases;map;community;
weatherforecastmodule;
dashboard(automatic
synthesisofobservations,
alertsetc.); groups

English,
French

Basic keywordsearch

Tools: technicaldrawings&
tutorials; trainingcourses;
news; videos (linktoYouTube
channel)
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services:users’s
club,advice
Communityof
farmers&
technicians;
subscriptionto
groupspossible

Freedownloadof
theapp; forum(in
French) for
registeredusers

News(in
French)upto
date;blog:
latestposts
from2016;

Facebook,
Twitter,
YouTube,
Flickr,RSS
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accompanies farmers in the
conception&fabricationof
machines&buildingsadapted
topeasantagroecology

13. JoinData (NL)

Non-profitcooperative;data
platformworkingtowardsa
secureandtransparentdata
platformfor theDutch
agriculturalsectorwhere
agriculturalentrepreneurs
decidewhotosharedatawith

Companies,
knowledge
institutions,
agricultural
entrepreneurs,
dataproviders&
application
providers

14. PastureBase
Ireland (IE)

HostedbyTeagasc,supported
byScienceFoundationIreland

Farmers

15. Teagasc NMP
Online (IE)

NutrientManagement
Planning(NMP)Online tool
fromAgricultureandFood
DevelopmentAuthority
Teagasc(nationalbody
providingintegratedresearch,
advisory&trainingservices);
allowsagri-professionals to
producehighqualitynutrient
managementplans for farmers
bycombiningtheir expert
knowledgeof soil fertilitywith
arangeof informationsources
InitiativeofAgricultureand
FoodDevelopmentAuthority
Teagasc toprovide
professionalsworkingwiththe
agri-foodsector structured
access tohighquality
educationprogrammes&
Teagascknowledgeresources

Agri-professionals

Businesses&
professionals
workingwiththe
agri-foodsector

16. ConnectEd (IE)

to the tools&machinery
usedinorganic farming;
supportingfarmer-led
research&development;
disseminatingopensourcematerials for
organic farming; leading
trainingsessions to
create self-sufficient
farmingsystems;
adaptingtools tothe
context inwhichtheyare
used
Activesharingofdata
withintheagricultural
sector, thereby
encouraging innovations
to improveperformance
in termsof sustainability,
profitability&welfare

Dutch,
English

No

Overviewofdata flowsfromall
datasources;datahubto
whichall suppliers canlinkup;
news,events,background
stories

English

Possible tosearchfora
PastureBase Irelandhelp
documentorvideo(basic
keywordsearch)

Map;helpdocuments include
videos, factsheets,planners,
reports

Assessingthecurrent
nutrientbalanceof Irish
farms&devisinga
fertilisermanagement
programmethatwill
optimise soil fertility&
ensurecompliancewith
limits setunderNitrates
Regulation

English

Onlybasic keywordsearch
poweredbyGoogle(custom
search)ontheTeagasc
website (teagasc.ie)

Different researchpublications
includingmagazines,
technologyupdates,
conferenceproceedings;
courses;currentprojects

SignupforNMP
Online:complete&
submitConnectEd
applicationform;
annual feevaries
dependingonthe
levelofuseof the
system

Providingstructured
access toTeagasc
research,education,
knowledgeresources&
onlinetools

English

Onlybasic keywordsearch
poweredbyGoogle(custom
search)ontheTeagasc
website (teagasc.ie)

Publications:Today’sFarm
(Teagasc’sownmagazine)
TResearch(sciencepublication
ofTeagasc),newsletter, crop
report; online tools:NMP
Online,eProfitMonitor,
CarbonNavigator;webinars
(videos,PDFpresentations)

Possible to joinby
filling inan
applicationform;
memberspaya
membershipfee;
onlymembershave
access to the latest
knowledge,
research&
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Login/join:open
application(send
resume&short
motivation);
authorisation
platformJoinData
(loginforall
affiliatedsuppliers;
overviewofwhich
datastreams
runningforwhich
projects)
Registration/login
requried

newsletter,
upcoming
training
coursesupto
date

persons in
daily life,
amongthe
responsibl
epersons,
technical
team,
GrandOuest
(email,
phone
number)

Current: news
&eventsup
todate;
background
stories (data
onthefarm)
uptodate

Contact
(address,
infoemail
address);
contact
form

LinkedIn,
Facebook,
Twitter,
YouTube,
Instagram

Nonews/
events; latest
Tweetsupto
date;mapup
todate
?

Contact
form,
phone
number

Twitter

Contact:
infoemail
address,
telephone
&fax,
address;
staff
contact;
office
locator

Twitter,
Facebook,
YouTube,
LinkedIn

Professional
education
training
coursesupto
date (new
ones in2019,
2020),
Teagasc
newsletter

Contact:
email
address,
telephone,
post
address

(Teagasc
YouTube
channel)
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17. BLE Project
search (DE)

Searchforprojects infunding
programmesofFederal
MinistryofFoodand
Agriculture (BMEL),managed
byFederalAgency for
AgricultureandFood(BLE,
leadpartner/central
implementingauthority)

Actors interested
in research
projectsalongthe
wholevaluechain
(agriculture,
fishery, forestry,
foodproduction,
nutrition,
consumer
protection)

Providingprofessional
supportof research
projects fromfirstadvice
onsupportive interests to
administrativeprocessing
&expertadvice inall
projectphases,making
useofmodernsoftware
&onlineprocedures&
consideringsustainability

German
(website
also
available in
English,
butnotthe
search
function)

Keywordsearch;advanced
search: keywords in
thematic fields,project
status, funding
programmes,durations,
institutions

18. Netzwerk
Ländliche Räume

EIP-AGRIdatabasewith
GermanOperationalGroups&
their projectshostedby
FederalAgencyforAgriculture
andFood(BLE)

Improvingthe living
conditions in ruralareas,
strengtheningvillages,
landscapes&regions,
advancingenvironmental
&natureprotection;
bringingtogetheractors
thatshapethe ruralarea
atevents&facilitating
exchange

German;
all project
descriptionsalo
available in
English

Searchforprojects: search
terms, (federal) state,
projectstatus,keywords,
startingdate

19. FISA (DE)

InformationSystemfor
AgricultureandFoodResearch
hostedbyGermanAgricultural
ResearchAllianceDAFA–
databasewithresearch
projects&research
institutions; showshowthe
EU, theGermanFederal
Government&thefederal
Länderaremeetingthe
currentchallengesofour time
withpublicly fundedresearch
projects&atvarious levels

Ruralareas
network:
representativesof
municipalities,
administrations&
associations,
entrepreneurs,
privatepersons,
localaction
groups,
Operational
Groups
Peoplewithan
interest in
researchprojects
&institutions

Providinganoverviewof
researchinagricultural&
foodscience,presenting
researchaims&areasof
theFederalGovernment
&theLänder&related
researchfundingof the
public sector

English,
German

Searchterms;extended/
advancedsearch(sorting:
startof funding, relevancy,
alphabetically); find
projectsby information
type,projectperiod,subject
(animalproduction,
ecology, fisheries&
aquaculture, food
technology, forestry,
interdisciplinarysubjects,
nutritionalscience,plant
production,
socioeconomics), research
aims,activity, federalstate,
continent/country,
mandate, legal form,

(DE)
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Onlyprojects (title,
description,duration,
institution, thematic fields,
fundingprogrammes,
keywords, fundingcode,PDF
documents todownload,
contact) dealingwithabroad
rangeof topics/themes(plant
production,animal-friendly
husbandry,sustainable fishery,
organic farming, rural
development,EUresearch
EMFF,worldnutrition,
biodiversity,healthydiets,
consumerprotection)
OperationalGroups (OGs) in
Germany; videos;DVS
magazine

Onlyprojectdescriptionsand
institutions; thematic fields
dealwithnutrition&consumer
protection,global food
security,climatechange, rural
areas,productionprocesses,
relatedrisks,environmental
protection&resource
conservation; information
types:project, institution,
fundingprogramme,
collaborativeproject,network
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professional
education
programmes;
possible towatch
webinars&
download
presentations
withoutregistration
Possible toview
Possible to
projectswithout
selectonly
registration
recent
projects
(advanced
search
includes
“duration
between”)

Contact

Links to
Organic
Eprints,
CORE
Organic,
CORE
Organic II

Possible toview
OperationalGroups
&projectswithout
registration

LatestOGs
from2018;
newsupto
date;events:
past&
planned
events,
calendarupto
date;
newsletter

Contact
Nosigns
persons
ofsocial
with
media
phone
numbers&
email
addresses

Possible toview
projectswithout
registration;
possible tosend
researchprojects
viaemail

Newresearch
projects,
institutions&
jointprojects
displayedon
thehomepage

Contact:
RSS, link
Federal
toBZL
Office for Twitter
Agriculture
andFood–
phone,
email
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20. Rural Cat (ES)

21. AgroSens

(Serbia)

22. EIP-AGRI
Hungary

Virtualagri-food&rural
community, innovativeproject
ofAdministrationof the
GovernmentofCatalonia&
pioneer initiativeof the
Spanishstate (new
communicationconceptvia
web– informationportal,
webpage,formation)
Nationaldigitalplatformfor
agriculturaldata;monitoring
support in thegrowthof crops
&planningofagricultural
activities; developedby
BioSenseInstitute fromNovi
Sad

Diversegroupsof
actors involvedin
the sectorwith
commoninterests
(farmers,
ranchers,agribusiness,students
etc.)

Developingtheagri-food
&ruralsector; becoming
ameetingplacefor
communication&debate
to resolveeveryday
questions

Catalan

funding/budget,purpose;
findinstitutionsbysubjects
No

Farmers&
agricultural
companies
(Serbian
producers)aswell
asstate& local
government&
scientific&
research
institutions

Providingsupport to
farmers&agricultural
companies inmonitoring
thegrowthof crops&
planningof the
agriculturalactivities;
contributingtodigitise
agriculture& increasethe
efficiency&
competitivenessof
Serbianproducers

English

No

HungarianEIP-AGRIwebpage
withspecificHungarian
contents; structurevery
similar to theoriginalEIP-AGRI
webpage(fundedby the
EuropeanCommission)

?

?

English,
Hungarian
(most
content
only
Hungarian)

Project/innovationsearch
(simple&advanced)
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Diverseresources include
reports, infographics, technical
articles&dossiersetc.

Mostdocuments
freelyaccessible;
registrationneeded
for certain
functions
(registrationform)

News,events,
calendar/
agendaupto
date;
newsletter
(bulletin)

Contact
form

Instagram
, Twitter,
Facebook,
YouTube

Webapplicationdesignedfor
comfortableworkonaPC,
visualisation&in-depth
analysisofdata;Android
applicationgives
instantaneous insight intoall
data,onthefield,allowsfora
quick&easy inputofdata to
the system;meteodata&
analysisofexpensesat the
levelofparcel, croptype&
entireproperty
Searchforprojects (keyword&
advancedsearch); information
aboutBio-EconomyBioEast,
link toBIOEAST initiative

Access to the
systemthrough
userprofile (basic
services freeof
charge;additional
servicesavailable to
premiumusers);
agriculturalholding
numberneededto
signup

“What’snew”
from2017;
platform
under
constant
development

Email
address

Nosignof
social
media

Openaccess to
mostinformation;
partnerportal&
some innovations:
registration
needed;other
innovations&
projects freely
accessible

Mostprojects
&innovations
from2017&
2018

Contact to
EIP-AGRI
Hungary
Service
Point
(phone,
email);
contacts
for
different
regions
with
names,
phone,
email

RSS
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Annex 3 – Questionnaire for the consultation of agricultural
knowledge platform experts
1. Which end users does your platform target? Please rank the following target groups from 1
(most important end-user group) to 4 (least important).
1. Farmers/practitioners
2. Farm advisors/agricultural consultants
3. (Agriculture) teachers/trainers
4. (Agricultural) policymakers
2. What are the main goals you want to achieve with the platform?
1. …………………….
2. …………………….
3. …………………….
3. How do you think these goals are reached? ………………..
How do you define and measure success? ……………….
Do you measure key performance indicators (KPIs)?
 No.
 Yes: Please indicate which ones, and provide approximate results/values for the last
1-year period:
1. Number of contents: ……
2. Quality of contents: …….
3. Number of visits: ……
4. Number of downloads: …….
5. User satisfaction with the system: ……..
6. User satisfaction with the contents: ……
7. User feedbacks: ……
8. Other: ..........
4. How do you evaluate the search options provided?
 Overall evaluation (please underline your answers):
 We are fully – partly – not satisfied
 We think that the end users are fully – partly – not satisfied



Weak points: …………….
Strong points: ……………..

5. How do you evaluate your knowledge reservoir platform as a whole? What do you consider
as the added value of the system?
 Overall evaluation: …….
 Weak points: ……..
 Strong points: ………
 Added value: ……..
6. What are the sources of the contents?
 Own creation
 Transferred from external open source
 Anyone can contribute (open access).
The EURAKNOS project has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020
research and innovation programme under grant agreement No: 817863
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Other: ………

7. How do you check/validate the quality of the content?
 The completeness of the content is checked.
 The reliability/trustworthiness of the content is checked.
 The completeness and connecting metadata are checked.
 The contents are validated/edited/corrected if necessary.
 Quality control is only occasional and not regulated.
 There is no control.
8. Are maintenance and sustainability ensured?
 Yes, by means of: …….
 Partly, by means of: ……
 No.
9. Can the platform interact with other platforms? (If yes, please explain how.)
 Yes, ….
 fully automatically
 partly automatically
 manually
 other: …..
 Party, …..
 No.
If yes, what is the reason of the interaction?




Transferring contents from other platforms
Transferring contents to other platforms
Other: …….

For national platforms only:
10. In which development stage is your platform, and what are your plans for the future?

Thank you!

The EURAKNOS project has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020
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Annex 4 – Contact email template
Dear Representative of the KR,
For the EU project EURAKNOS, “Connecting Thematic Networks as Knowledge Reservoirs: towards a
European Agricultural Knowledge Innovation Open Source System”, I am writing a report on the
added value and feasibility of an electronic knowledge reservoir platform that connects different
projects. This includes an analysis of existing similar initiatives that provide on-line farming
knowledge. Your platform was selected for a more in-depth evaluation as the resources provided are
easily accessible, diverse and also directed to farmers themselves.
To include the point of view of the organization/project behind the platform, it would be very helpful
if you provide some more information on the aims of the platform, the contents, number of active
users and if it can interact with other platforms as well as your personal opinion on challenges and
opportunities.
For this, please fill in the questionnaire attached, and send it back to us, if possible within the next
two weeks (until 4 November 2019). Please also let us know whether you give your consent to your
name being published in the Deliverable, and whether you want to receive the outcomes. Then I will
send you the final Deliverable as PDF after the publication.
Thank you very much in advance for your time and contribution!
With best regards,
IFOAM EU (EURAKNOS partner in charge of task 4.1)

The EURAKNOS project has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020
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Annex 5 – Responses to the questionnaire
5.1 Ask-Valerie
1. Which end users does your platform target? Please rank the following target groups from 1
(most important end-user group) to 4 (least important).
1. Farm advisors/agricultural consultants
2. Farmers/practitioners
3. (Agriculture) teachers/trainers
4. (Agricultural) policy-makers
2. What are the main goals you want to achieve with the platform: Improve access to technical
information for more sustainable management in farming and forestry
3. How do you think these goals are reached? How do you define and measure success?
We will monitor number of visits and downloads, but this is not currently monitored; now
only number of documents
Do you measure key performance indicators (KPIs)?
 No.
 Yes: Please indicate which ones, and provide approximate results/values for the last
1-year period:
X Number of contents
 Quality of contents: …….
 Number of visits: ……
 Number of downloads: …….
 User satisfaction with the platform: ……..
 User satisfaction with the contents: ……
 User feedbacks: ……
 Other: .........
4. How do you evaluate the search options provided?
1. Overall evaluation (please underline your answers):
 We are partly satisfied.
 We think that the end users are partly satisfied.
2. Strong points:
- ask-Valerie is based on a domain ontology; this enables interactive tuning of the
query, ask-Valerie.eu offering suggestions (related terms and hierarchical terms, i.e .
parent or child terms) to tailor the query to user needs. This should give more
relevant hits
- multi-language search facility and contents; set language preference
- text snippets from retrieved docs are offered and ranked
5. How do you evaluate your knowledge reservoir platform as a whole? What do you consider
as the added value of the platform?
 Overall evaluation: good but content needs to be expanded; more languages could
be added (now 7)
1. Weak points: number of documents accessed is approx 80,000 from 50 sources
This is to be expanded to ensure that most users will find what they need. Only a
limited set of thematic domains is now covered by the ontology and the document
base. this will be expanded too; the ranking algorithm can be improved.
The EURAKNOS project has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020
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The query editor can be further improved;
Strong points: we select quality sources; these are annotated with the help of a
domain ontology which expresses current knowledge (it is a ‘knowledge model’ );
this ensures that a large number of terms and their interrelations are available,
enabling better query editing;
We aim to expand the ontology with a separate category of agri-technical
innovations (solutions to practical problems) and prioritise documents (in ranking)
that include these problem-solution pairs; this is still challenging.
Added value: ………..

6. What are the sources of the contents?
 Own creation (some only)
 Transferred from external open source (mostly)
 Anyone can contribute (this was originally developed; but was disabled at some
stage because this could lead to the system being blocked.
 Other: all Thematic Network contents are to be added soon
7. How do you check/validate the quality of the content?
 The contents are validated and edited/corrected if necessary.
 The reliability/trustworthiness of the content source is checked (e.g. EU projects,
independent advisory platforms; EIP Thematic Networks; Universities).
 The completeness and connecting metadata are checked.
 The completeness of the content is checked.
 Quality control is only occasional and not regulated.
 There is no control.
X Other: The content is checked/validated by the source
8. Are maintenance and sustainability of the platform ensured?
 Yes, by means of: Wageningen Data Competence Centre
 Partly, by means of: ask-Valerie.eu is now being integrated in the knowledge
platforms being developed under the FAIRShare and NEFERTITI projects.
 No.
9. Can the platform interact with other platforms? If yes, please explain how.
 Yes, ….
 fully automatically
X partly automatically; With / in NEFERTITI and FAIRshare; also, a widget is
active on the EIP platform to forward the search (entered by user in the search
box on EIP platform) to ask-Valerie.eu
 manually
 other: …..
 Party, ………
 No.
If yes, what is the reason for the interaction?
X Transferring contents from other platforms
X Transferring contents to other platforms, for example interacting with FAIRshare:
digital advisory tools (DATs) by FAIRshare will be added to the ontology and
annotated in the ask-Valerie document base ; FAIRshare will use the search results by
ask-Valerie.eu.
 Other: …….
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5.2 FarmDemo
1. Which end users does your platform target? Please rank the following target groups from 1
(most important end-user group) to 4 (least important).
1. Farmers/practitioners
2. Farm advisors/agricultural consultants
3. (Agricultural) policy-makers
4. (Agriculture) teachers/trainers
2. What are the main goals you want to achieve with the platform?
1. Knowledge sharing
2. Cross-fertilisation between different agricultural domains
3. Networking
3. How do you think these goals are reached? How do you define and measure success?
We think that NEFERTITI platform is on a good way to reach goals. We have set KPIs, which
are being monitored and evaluated closely.
Do you measure key performance indicators (KPIs)?
 No.
 Yes: Please indicate which ones, and provide approximate results/values for the last
1-year period:
 Number of contents: Farms: 992, actors: 176, events: 249
 Quality of contents: 100%
 Number of visits: 16.744 (01/10/2018 – 01/11/2019)
 Number of downloads: /
 User satisfaction with the platform: ……..
 User satisfaction with the contents: ……
 User feedbacks: ……
 Other: ..........
4. How do you evaluate the search options provided?
 Overall evaluation (please underline your answers):
 We are fully – partly – not satisfied.
 We think that the end users are fully – partly – not satisfied.
 Weak points: not identified
 Strong points: everything that was asked by project partners was implemented
5. How do you evaluate your knowledge reservoir platform as a whole? What do you consider
as the added value of the platform?
 Overall evaluation: very broad and comprehensive database of demonstration farms
in Europe
 Weak points: Some of farms did not want to make their data public, therefore not
everything we have in the database is publicly available
 Strong points: Variety of data – farms, innovation actors, relevant demo events
 Added value: demonstration of knowledge and best-practices to farms, networks and
regions outside NEEFRTITI
6. What are the sources of the contents?
 X Own creation
 Transferred from external open source
 Anyone can contribute.
X Other: FarmDemo Hub
7. How do you check/validate the quality of the content?
The EURAKNOS project has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020
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X
X

X




The contents are validated and edited/corrected if necessary.
The reliability/trustworthiness of the content is checked.
The completeness and connecting metadata are checked.
The completeness of the content is checked.
Quality control is only occasional and not regulated.
There is no control.
Other: ……

8. Are maintenance and sustainability of the platform ensured?
 Yes, by means of: ……….
 Partly, by means of: BioSense Institute will maintain the platform 2 years after the
project ends.
 No.
9. Can the platform interact with other platforms? If yes, please explain how.
 Yes, ….
 fully automatically
 partly automatically
X manually
 other: …..
 Party, ………
 No.
If yes, what is the reason for the interaction?
X Transferring contents from other platforms
X Transferring contents to other platforms
 Other: …….

5.3 EIP-AGRI
1. Which end users does your platform target? Please rank the following target groups from 1
(most important end-user group) to 4 (least important).
1 Farmers/practitioners
1 Farm advisors/agricultural consultants
1 (Agricultural) researchers
2 (Agriculture) teachers/trainers
2 (Agricultural) policy-makers
2. What are the main goals you want to achieve with the platform?
One stop shop for agricultural innovation in Europe: The EIP-AGRI website is the main
networking tool of the EIP-AGRI Network. As such, it has been constantly growing both in
terms of content and interactions, adapting to the evolving needs of the stakeholder
community and the EIP-AGRI networking activities
3. How do you think these goals are reached? How do you define and measure success?
Website development is part of the overall communication strategy, which is translated into
yearly communication action plans that are monitored and evaluated. In addition, we did a
web user survey and used the results to plan further improvements to the website. We also
measure key performance indicators (based on website analytics) including the numbers of
registered website users.
Do you measure key performance indicators (KPIs)?
 Yes: Please indicate which ones, and provide approximate results/values for the last
1-year period: All of the indicators below
The EURAKNOS project has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020
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 Number of contents: 4254 contents (this includes, basic information pages,
events, news, projects, needs for research, funding opportunities, etc.)
 Quality of contents: According to the web users survey, visitors are very
satisfied with the quality of the contents (see below)
 Number of visits: for October 2018 – September 2019 (one full year) the
number of unique visitors per month varied between 9111 to 12755, with an
average number of 11081 unique visitors per month. The total number of
visits for the same period was 187524 for the whole year.
 Number of downloads: 63589 for October 2018-September 2019
 User satisfaction with the platform: see below
 User satisfaction with the contents: see below
 User feedbacks: based on the last survey:
Main findings• Close to 93% of the respondents have already visited the EIPAGRI website• 43% visit the website monthly and 38% less than once per
month• The quality of the website in general is considered good by around
40% of the respondents and very good by 46%• 80,2% of the respondents
declared that they can easily find information on the EIP-AGRI website• On
average 73% of the respondents consider the EIP-AGRI website to be the
one-stop-shop for agriculture and forestry innovation in the EU• 89%
consider the website's content to the point and easy to understand•
Generally the EIP-AGRI website is used to search and find solutions or
inspiring ideas but is used less to share own problems, ideas, etc.• Around
82% of the respondents share information found on the EIP-AGRI website
with others• 25% of the survey respondents declared not to be registered to
the EIP-AGRI website
 Other: number of visits, unique visits, time spent on the page, top downloads
per month, and downloads for the different website sections, etc.
4. How do you evaluate the search options provided?
 Overall evaluation (please underline your answers):
 We are fully – partly – not satisfied.
 We think that the end users are fully – partly – not satisfied.
 Weak points: Current search options provided for the project database not fully in
line with evolving user needs
 Strong points: Search functionality for the whole website works very well – there are
two options, general and through third party platform (‘ask Valerie’).
5. How do you evaluate your knowledge reservoir platform as a whole? What do you consider
as the added value of the platform?
 Overall evaluation: We are striving to be the one-stop shop for innovation knowledge
for agriculture and forestry in Europe. EIP-AGRI has come a long way since 2013 and
now scores as one of the top results in search engines. We have a lot of content,
most of which is user generated.
 Weak points: integration with existing knowledge platforms (including e.g. existing
project databases) and – partially - with social media
 Strong points: user-generated content; relevant content for users – users replied to
say that they can find what they are looking for.
 Added value: Builds on growing and consolidating offline community and creates
links between relevant policy fields; bridges between research and practice, and to
policy.
6. What are the sources of the contents?
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This depends on the type of contents – some content types are open to contributions
from all website visitors, others only for registered users, and some are own
contribution or shared from other databases.
 Own creation yes
 Anyone can contribute. yes
 Other: transfer from existing databases yes
7. How do you check/validate the quality of the content?
 The contents are validated and edited/corrected if necessary (content moderation)
 The reliability/trustworthiness of the content is checked.
 The completeness and connecting metadata are checked.
 The completeness of the content is checked.
8. Are maintenance and sustainability of the platform ensured?
Yes, by means of: dedicated resources to web management, technical development and
maintenance (annual contracts with external service providers); and hosted on the
ec.europa.eu domain
9. Can the platform interact with other platforms? If yes, please explain how.
Yes, partly automatically.
If yes, what is the reason for the interaction?
 Transferring contents from other platforms

5.4 Organic Farm Knowledge
1. Which end users does your platform target?
1. Farm advisors/agricultural consultants
2. Farmers/practitioners
3. (Agriculture) teachers/trainers
4. (Agricultural) policy-makers
2. What are the main goals you want to achieve with the platform?
1. Promoting the exchange of knowledge among farmers, farm advisors, and scientists,
with the aim of increasing productivity and quality in organic farming across Europe
2. Providing access to a wide range of tools and resources about organic farming
3. Serving as a virtual meeting place for cross-border learning
3. How do you think these goals are reached? How do you define and measure success?
We do measure a number of indicators (see below), but we don’t have clear definition of
success or framework to measure it. In general, we think the goals are reached if we have
high number of quality content (tools) on the platform, if there is a high number of visitors,
and if the content is intensively shared/discussed on social media.
Do you measure key performance indicators (KPIs)?



No.
Yes: Please indicate which ones, and provide approximate results/values for the last
1-year period:
 XNumber of contents: 196 tools, 60 news items (some of them announcing
tools).
 Quality of contents: …….
 X Number of visits: 12’900 (since Jan 1, 2019)
 Number of downloads: 1143 (since Jan 1, 2019)
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 User satisfaction with the platform: We have no measuring instrument for
that.
 XUser satisfaction with the contents: Users can rate the content of the
platform, but the feature is hardly used
 XUser feedbacks: Users can comment on the content of the platform (with
DISQUS, Facebook, Twitter), but the feature is hardly used
 Number of followers on social media: Facebook (284) and Twitter (194)
 Other: ..........
4. How do you evaluate the search options provided?
 Overall evaluation (please underline your answers):
 We are fully – partly – not satisfied. The search function itself is good, but it
is not very stable (often the search function goes in error mode when
submitting a query)
 We think that the end users are fully – partly – not satisfied We need to test
if the search function works well in other languages than English



Weak points: …………….
Strong points: In principle it is possible to use the search function in 13 languages. It
allows for arbitrary text search, and search by theme or keyword. Content can be
filtered according to language, type of tool, year of production and country of origin

5. How do you evaluate your knowledge reservoir platform as a whole? What do you consider
as the added value of the platform?
 Overall evaluation: Organic Farm Knowledge fills a gap. Knowledge around organic
farming practices is scattered across countries. In some countries, farmers have
easily access to knowledge, in others not. Organic Farm Knowledge brings this
knowledge together in one platform.
 Weak points: Not very well known yet (= low amount of users). Besides arable
cropping, other themes of the platform still need to be filled with material. Recently,
material related to organic feed production and processing have been added and
more will come.
 Strong points: Contains almost 200 high-quality tools related to organic arable
cropping. Available in 13 languages. Good search function. Linked with social media
(Facebook, Twitter, Disqus)
 Added value: It is the only EU-wide knowledge reservoir for organic farming
6. What are the sources of the contents?
 xOwn creation
 Transferred from external open source
 xAnyone can contribute
 Other: we work together with H2020 thematic networks and multi-actor projects
(see list here) that provide content for the platform
7. How do you check/validate the quality of the content?
 xThe contents are validated/edited/corrected if necessary.
 The reliability/trustworthiness of the content is checked.
 xThe completeness and connecting metadata are checked.
 xThe completeness of the content is checked
 Quality control is only occasional and not regulated.
 There is no control.
 Other…
8. Are maintenance and sustainability of the platform ensured?
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Yes, by means of: ……..
Partly, by means of: funding through the H2020 projects that we collaborate with
No.

9. Can the platform interact with other platforms? If yes, please explain how.
 Yes, ….
 xfully automatically with Organic Eprints
 partly automatically
 manually
 other: …..
 Partly, …..
 No.
If yes, what is the reason for the interaction?
 XTransferring contents from other platforms
 Transferring contents to other platforms
 Other: …….

5.5 Agroecology Knowledge Hub (FAO)
1. End users targeted:
1. (Agricultural) policy-makers (= most important end users)
2. Farm advisors/agricultural consultants
3. (Agriculture) teachers/trainers
4. Farmers/practitioners
2. Main goals:
1. Spread knowledge on agroecology
2. Raise awareness on the potential benefits agroecology can bring and the connection
with other international processes as the SDGs for instance
3. The Agroecology team is also evaluating the content and effectiveness of the platform, but
so far, the goals have been reached. Normally the team monitors the number of access. No
survey on user satisfaction has been conducted since the launch of the platform.
KPIs measured (values for the last 1-year period):
 The platform has a total amount of 1,313 contents (database) and 160 in the case of
AgroecologyLex.
 While the quality of contents is not measurable, contents are technically cleared by
the FAO Agroecology Team.
 From 23/10/2018 to 23/10/2019, 115,000 users visited the platform.
 The website has a dedicated email where users can provide feedback and
suggestions.
4. Evaluation of the search options provided:
 Overall evaluation: not satisfied
 We think that the end users are not satisfied.
 Weak points: The search option is not intuitive, and the quality of the results is not
very good.
 Strong points: The quality and quantity of the database and the policy database
5. Evaluation of the platform as a whole:
 Overall evaluation: The Agroecology Knowledge Hub is an important tool to spread
knowledge on agroecology among policymakers and is able to reach many countries.
Most of its static content is translated into the 6 UN official languages.
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Weak points: There are too many pages and the website is heavy and not intuitive.
Strong points: Content in different languages, portal for policymakers, database
Added value: It is an FAO website dedicated to agroecology.

6. Content sources: All the pages were developed by FAO.
 Own creation of the content on the static pages
 The database and the policy database are based on external sources.
 Anyone can contribute. People can share the content with the Agroecology team,
and after an evaluation, the material can be uploaded on the database.
7. Validation of the content quality: All the content is checked by the Agroecology team.
Normally only one person checks the content, but if there is some doubt about the quality or
relevance of the content, the team discusses the content and jointly decides if the material
can be included in the database.
8. Maintenance and sustainability of the platform are ensured. The Agroecology Knowledge
Hub development was funded by a trust fund from McKnight Foundation and the
maintenance of the website is included in the FAO activities.
9. The platform can partly interact with other platforms to transfer contents from other
platforms. Links from other websites and platforms can be embedded in the website.

5.6 Family Farming Knowledge Platform (FAO)
1. Which end users does your platform target?
X Farmers/practitioners
X Farm advisors/agricultural consultants
X (Agriculture) teachers/trainers
X (Agricultural) policy-makers
X Research centres and Academia
SAME IMPORTANCE
2. What are the main goals you want to achieve with the platform?
 Integrate and systematizing existing digitized quality information on family farming (including
national laws and regulations, public policies, best practices, relevant data and statistics,
researches, articles and publications) from all over the world to better inform and provide
knowledge-based assistance to policy-makers, family farmers’ organizations, development
experts, as well as to stakeholders in the field and at the grassroots level
 Foster knowledge and information dissemination for concrete actions and policy making in
support of family farming
 Implement a participatory tool bringing together entities for sharing knowledge, solutions,
and action-oriented initiatives around the world
3. How do you think these goals are reached? How do you define and measure success?
The number of visits, the synergies created as well as the users feedback provided through
periodic surveys are the most reliable performance indicators.
Do you measure key performance indicators (KPIs)?
 No.
X Yes: Please indicate which ones, and provide approximate results/values for the last
1-year period:
X Number of contents: ……
X Quality of contents: …….
X Number of visits: ……
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 Number of downloads: …….
?? User satisfaction with the platform: ……..
?? User satisfaction with the contents: ……
X User feedbacks: emails and surveys ……
 Other: ..........
4.

How do you evaluate the search options provided?
 Overall evaluation (please underline your answers):
 We are fully – partly – not satisfied.
 We think that the end users are fully – partly – not satisfied.
 Weak points: …………….
 Strong points: ……………..

5. How do you evaluate your knowledge reservoir platform as a whole? What do you consider
as the added value of the platform?
 Overall evaluation: …………………..
 Weak points: ……….
 Strong points: ………..
 Added value: ………..
6. What are the sources of the contents?
 Own creation
X Transferred from external open source
 Anyone can contribute.
 Other: ………
7. How do you check/validate the quality of the content?
X The contents are validated and edited/corrected if necessary.
 The reliability/trustworthiness of the content is checked.
X The completeness and connecting metadata are checked.
X The completeness of the content is checked.
 Quality control is only occasional and not regulated.
 There is no control.
X Other: By checking the source of the content
8. Are maintenance and sustainability of the platform ensured?
 Yes, by means of our IT Unit
 Partly, by means of: ……….
 No.
9. Can the platform interact with other platforms? If yes, please explain how.
 Yes, ….
X fully automatically




 partly automatically
 manually
 other: …..
Party, ………
No.

If yes, what is the reason for the interaction?
X Transferring contents from other platforms
 Transferring contents to other platforms
 Other: …….
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5.7 Oppla
1. Which end users does your platform target? Please rank the following target groups from 1
(most important end-user group) to 4 (least important).
2. Farmers/practitioners 4
3. Farm advisors/agricultural consultants 3
4. (Agriculture) teachers/trainers 1
5. (Agricultural) policy-makers 2
2. What are the main goals you want to achieve with the platform?
1. Improve how we share, obtain and co-create knowledge to better manage our
environment
2. Helping non-specialists to access research outputs more easily
3. A successful, sustainable and ethical business
3. How do you think these goals are reached? How do you define and measure success?
 An engaged and expanding community
 More case studies and products from around the world
 Generating income and supporting employment
Do you measure key performance indicators (KPIs)?
 No.
 Yes: Please indicate which ones, and provide approximate results/values for the last
1-year period:
 Number of contents: Over 500 products, 250 case studies
 Number of visits: 40,000+ yearly visits
 2,000 members
4. How do you evaluate the search options provided?
 Overall evaluation (please underline your answers):
 We are fully – partly – not satisfied.
 We think that the end users are fully – partly – not satisfied.
5. How do you evaluate your knowledge reservoir platform as a whole? What do you consider as
the added value of the platform?
Since launching in 2016 the success of Oppla has exceeded all expectations. The SME has grown in
strength: employing new staff; becoming financially self-sufficient; and supporting European
relations with other regions, most recently Latin America.
Oppla adds value by in supporting EU-funded environmental research achieving real benefits for
society. It enables scientists, policymakers, businesses and the public to access information in ways
not previously possible – and in ways that non-specialists can engage with. Content is free and open,
following the principles of co-creation and crowd-sourcing: a truly open platform for tackling the
environmental challenges of today and tomorrow.
The original platform, which has been in development since 2016, will shortly be replaced with a new
and improved version that will include functionality enabling other platforms to integrate more
closely with Oppla and each other: helping to drive forward the concept of nature-based solutions to
benefit societies across Europe and around the world.
6. What are the sources of the contents?
 Own creation
 Transferred from external open source
 Anyone can contribute.
 Other: ………
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7. How do you check/validate the quality of the content?
 The contents are validated and edited/corrected if necessary.
 The reliability/trustworthiness of the content is checked.
 The completeness and connecting metadata are checked.
 The completeness of the content is checked.
 Quality control is only occasional and not regulated.
 There is no control.
 Other: ……
8. Are maintenance and sustainability of the platform ensured?
 Yes, by means of: Since launching in 2016 Oppla has continued to grow into a
sustainable SME. The business model for Oppla combines grant funding with paid-for
services made available to projects and organisations on demand (membership of
Oppla and access to its content will always remain free of charge).
9. Can the platform interact with other platforms? If yes, please explain how.
 Yes,
 fully automatically
 partly automatically
 manually
 other: …..
If yes, what is the reason for the interaction?




Transferring contents from other platforms
Transferring contents to other platforms
Other: …….

Through an API (Application Programming Interface) developed by Oppla. The API is freely available
from Oppla and can be easily customised to display or share specific groups of case studies on other
project’s or organisation’s websites. Case studies can be uploaded or edited on other websites using
the API and they will automatically be uploaded to Oppla. Further information on the Oppla API:
https://oppla.eu/oppla-content-api#/

5.8 Agrisource
1. Which end users does your platform target? Please rank the following target groups from 1
(most important end-user group) to 4 (least important).
1 Farmers/practitioners
2 Farm advisors/agricultural consultants
3 (Agricultural) policy-makers
4 (Agriculture) teachers/trainers
2. What are the main goals you want to achieve with the platform?
1. Reaching out to a wide diversity of agricultural players and projects
2. Encouraging the emergence of new collaborations for climate mitigation and
adaptation
3. Co-designing an open source database for solutions and existing initiatives
3. How do you think these goals are reached? How do you define and measure success?
These goals are reached when there is complementarity of action between 1) a powerful
online tool for knowledge sharing and matchmaking, and 2) a direct field animation provided
by the networks of players involved. The success of such an organisation can be measured
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through audiences and contents added to the online platform, and the connection with actual
networks of farmers, researchers and professionals in the field.
Do you measure key performance indicators (KPIs)?
 Yes: Please indicate which ones, and provide approximate results/values for the last
1-year period:
 Number of contents:
a. December 2018: 440 Players, 95 Projects, 75 Documents, 60 Innovations
b. December 2019: 585 Players, 122 Projects, 84 Documents, 68
Innovations
 Number of visits:
a. January to December 2018: 4 337 users, 7 791 sessions
b. January to end of October 2019: 16 959 users, 17 536 sessions
4. How do you evaluate the search options provided?
 Overall evaluation (please underline your answers):
 We are partly satisfied.
 We think that the end users are partly satisfied.




Weak points:
o No “advanced” search engine to use filters or other tools for expert users
o In its current version, the “all-in-one” search engine approach could be more
intuitive so that no search result is neglected
Strong points:
o “All-in-one” search engine makes it very simple to use, therefore very
accessible (although more expert users can find it frustrating)
o Multiple entry points are available to the users: classic search engine,
geographical mapping of players and projects, and relational mapping of the
platform’s contents which is a unique feature of Agrisource.

5. How do you evaluate your knowledge reservoir platform as a whole? What do you consider
as the added value of the platform?
 Overall evaluation: The Agrisource platform has the potential to become a powerful
tool for collaboration for climate action. Its unique features have raised very positive
feedback from its users and visitors. However, as mentioned at point 3., it is key to
the success of such an online device to be supported by field networks and
animation. In the current situation, the project team has not yet succeeded in
involving a community of practitioners.
 Weak points: Lack of content, ergonomics can be improved, few users
 Strong points: Relational mapping as a unique feature, open source technology very
flexible for new technical developments, capacity to welcome different communities
from multiple regions, value chains, themes, and gather them in a unique shared
database of content.
 Added value: Open and intuitive access to a representation of the existing
collaborations between players, including common topics which could lead to new
collaborations. Agrisource is a major tool for open dissemination of project results
and benchmarking of on-going initiatives.
6. What are the sources of the contents?
Anyone can contribute.
7. How do you check/validate the quality of the content?
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Other: subscription to Agrisource is very basically controlled, and contents do not
require validation. The quality control so far relies on the good will of the users who
would send an email to flag illicit contents to the administrators.

8. Are maintenance and sustainability of the platform ensured?
 Partly, by means of: on-going European project, (MEDCLIV) funded by Climate-KIC.
Platform’s sustainability is, so far, ensured by project fundings.
9. Can the platform interact with other platforms?
 No, not yet. However, the possibility to promote and connect with other platforms,
more dedicated to specific topics, may be implemented. Moreover, the project team
has been in contact with other platforms for agricultural knowledge and field data to
study the complementarities between each of them.

5.9 Organic Eprints
1. Which end users does your platform target? Please rank the following target groups from 1
(most important end-user group) to 4 (least important).
4 Farmers/practitioners
2 Farm advisors/agricultural consultants
2 (Agriculture) teachers/trainers
4 (Agricultural) policy-makers
The platform content ranges from scientific publications to dissemination in farmers newspapers
and practice tools, however, the main target is researchers and students and administrators.
2. What are the main goals you want to achieve with the platform?
1. To facilitate the communication about organic research
2. To improve the dissemination and impact of research findings
3. To document the research effort
3. How do you think these goals are reached? How do you define and measure success?
Re 1) and 2) with more than 23000 eprints about research in Organic Food Systems, ranging
from refereed journal papers over conference abstracts and presentations, books and
reports and chapters from such, articles in newspapers and magazines and decicated practice
tools and many other types, we think we reach our goal of communication about organic
research. We are not doing much about the dissemination, but we are certain that when
people can find these papers, the impact of the results will be improved.
Re 3), the Danish national research program in organic farming as well as the H2020 ERANET
CORE Organic and its predecessors use the archive as a tool to document the research effort
and find it very useful. Almost 4,700 eprints are from Denmark and more than 1,700 from
CORE Organic projects.
We mainly measure our success by a) uploads b) visits and downloads. We have app. 5,000
downloads every day.
Do you measure key performance indicators (KPIs)?
 No.
 xYes: Please indicate which ones, and provide approximate results/values for the last
1-year period:
 xNumber of contents: 1,808
 xQuality of contents: checked before upload
 Number of visits: ……
 xNumber of downloads: 1,927,700
 User satisfaction with the platform: ……..
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 User satisfaction with the contents: ……
 User feedbacks: ……
 Other: ..........
4. How do you evaluate the search options provided?
 Overall evaluation (please underline your answers):
 We are partly satisfied.
 We think that the end users are partly satisfied.
 Weak points: The simple search may be too simple and the advanced search too
complicated. It is difficult to narrow in the search if you get too many hits.
 Strong points: Once you have a good search you can save it and receive an email
whenever new eprints fit the search. You can search within all fields.
5. How do you evaluate your knowledge reservoir platform as a whole? What do you consider
as the added value of the platform?
 Overall evaluation: An amazing tool that has survived since 2002 with only basic
funding and through the enthusiastic work of many voluntary national editors. Open
access to 18,232 documents and the possibility to request a copy of those with
restricted access. Linked to OpenAire.
 Weak points: cumbersome to upload papers, no batch upload possible.
 Strong points: Stricly information about organic farming based on research
 Added value: Easier to find organic publications (without those about organic
chemistry) lots of “grey” literature which might be difficult to find otherwise,
permanent links to documents, dissemination aimed at end users but based on
research
6. What are the sources of the contents?
 Own creation
 Transferred from external open source
 xAnyone can contribute.
 Other: ………
7. How do you check/validate the quality of the content?
 The contents are validated and edited/corrected if necessary.
 (x)The reliability/trustworthiness of the content is checked.
 xThe completeness and connecting metadata are checked.
 The completeness of the content is checked.
 Quality control is only occasional and not regulated.
 There is no control.
 Other: we check the metadata, whether the content is about organic
agriculture/food systems and whether it is based on research ……
8. Are maintenance and sustainability of the platform ensured?
 Yes, by means of: funded by the Ministry of Environment and Food of Denmark,
maintained by ICROFS, FiBL will take over if funding in Denmark ceases.
 Partly, by means of: ……….
 No.
9. Can the platform interact with other platforms? If yes, please explain how.
 Yes, ….
 xfully automatically by OAI-PMH
 xpartly automatically eg by XLSX
 (x)manually
 other: …..
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Party, ………
No.

If yes, what is the reason for the interaction?
 xTransferring contents from other platforms, e.g. ProdINRA
 xTransferring contents to other platforms, e.g. Organic-FarmKnowledge.org
 Other: …….
10. In which development stage is your platform, and what are your plans for the future?
Our platform is working but we are always looking for opportunities to improve it

5.10 BIOEAST
1. Which end users does your platform target? Please rank the following target groups from 1
(most important end-user group) to 4 (least important).
1. (Agricultural) policy-makers
2. Farm advisors/agricultural consultants
3. Farmers/practitioners
4. (Agriculture) teachers/trainers
2. What are the main goals you want to achieve with the platform?
1. disseminate information about BIOEAST related issues
2. increase awareness and visibility of BIOEAST among various stakeholders and EU
institutions
3. How do you think these goals are reached? How do you define and measure success?
The BIOEAST website is still a simple platform but the BIOEASTsUP project will help to
upgrade it and a dedicated Communication expert team will feed the website regularly with
content.
Do you measure key performance indicators (KPIs)?
 No.
 Yes: Please indicate which ones, and provide approximate results/values for the last
1-year period:
 Number of contents: ……
 Quality of contents: …….
 Number of visits: ……
 Number of downloads: …….
 User satisfaction with the platform: ……..
 User satisfaction with the contents: ……
 User feedbacks: ……
 Other: ..........
4. How do you evaluate the search options provided? ???
 Overall evaluation (please underline your answers):
 We are fully – partly – not satisfied.
 We think that the end users are fully – partly – not satisfied.



Weak points: …………….
Strong points: ……………..

5. How do you evaluate your knowledge reservoir platform as a whole? What do you consider
as the added value of the platform?
 Overall evaluation: at the moment it is a basic information platform.
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Weak points: ……….
Strong points: ………..
Added value: ……….

6. What are the sources of the contents?
 Own creation
 Transferred from external open source
 Anyone can contribute.
 Other: ………
7. How do you check/validate the quality of the content?
 The contents are validated and edited/corrected if necessary.
 The reliability/trustworthiness of the content is checked.
 The completeness and connecting metadata are checked.
 The completeness of the content is checked.
 Quality control is only occasional and not regulated.
 There is no control.
 Other: ……
8. Are maintenance and sustainability of the platform ensured?
 Yes, by means of: BIOEAStsUP project
 Partly, by means of: ……….
 No.
9. Can the platform interact with other platforms? If yes, please explain how.
 Yes, ….
 fully automatically
 partly automatically
 manually
 other: …..
 Party, ……….
 No.
If yes, what is the reason for the interaction?




Transferring contents from other platforms
Transferring contents to other platforms
Other: …….

11. In which development stage is your platform, and what are your plans for the future?
The plan is to have a stakeholder database and dynamic stakeholder search engine.

5.11 Estonian Rural Network
1. Which end users does your platform target? Please rank the following target groups from 1
(most important end-user group) to 4 (least important).
1. Farmers/practitioners
2. Farm advisors/agricultural consultants
3. (Agricultural) policy-makers
4. (Agriculture) teachers/trainers
2. What are the main goals you want to achieve with the platform?
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To improve the quality of implementation of the Estonian Rural Development Plan
2014-2020 (RDP);
To increase stakeholder involvement;
To inform the wider public and potential beneficiaries of rural development policy;
To stimulate innovation in agriculture, food production, forestry and rural areas.

3. How do you think these goals are reached? How do you define and measure success?
We believe that our (National Rural Network) main goals in terms of our web-platform are
reached. Web-platform success we are measuring through basic qualitative and quantitative
indicators: 1) viewers and unique viewers per month/year/period; 2) Feedback from end-user
in the frame of focus groups or NRN board (our social partners mainly) meetings. Following
you can read some reflections taken out from our last “RDP 2014-2020 mid-term evaluation
Focus group meeting concerning National Rural Network activities:”
 “The event calendar is important and so are the references - I use it all the time.”
 “Webpage is successful and simple - information runs across multiple lines. Internal
management, all things are there. We are visiting your web each day.”
 “It looks old but it is simple - Please do not lose the simple functionality.”
 “I´m regularly visiting Maainfo homepage and recommend it to my students.”
Do you measure key performance indicators (KPIs)?
• Yes: Please indicate which ones, and provide approximate results/values for the last
1-year period:
ii. Number of contents: In 2018, a total of 165 news-post on LEADER and 446
events organized by LEADER LAGs were published on www.maainfo.ee. In
addition Maainfo.ee website has a separate subsection of the Innovation
Network, which by the end of 2016, provided 278 news-post and 628 events
information.
iii. Quality of contents: Usually we are posting/re-posting all the news/events
taken from official sources: Universities, EC, EIP-AGRI Service Point, Farmers
Union, LEADER Local Action groups, Ministries, Paying Agency etc.
iv. Number of visits: The National Rural Network's webpage maainfo.ee has a
total of 4.6 million viewers and unique viewers 735 thousand (excluding
repeat viewers) in 2014-2018. The number of viewers in 2017 has quadrupled
compared to 2015 and remains at the same level in 2018.
v. User feedbacks: Mostly from focus groups and NRN board meetings.
4. How do you evaluate the search options provided?
 Overall evaluation (please underline your answers):
 We are fully – partly – not satisfied.
 We think that the end-users are fully – partly – not satisfied.




Weak points: As our platform was established in 2005, it´s works properly but is quite
old. Functionality of search options is not the best one at the moment. Just to simplify
it we have been created subsections on certain topics for example: Newsletters
subsection since 2005, Strategic documents for the RDP 2014-2020, Best examples
database of RDP 2014-2020, NRN publications since 2005 etc. Social media channels
such as YouTube, Facebook, Twitter and the Google Map app were also used to focus
and disseminate some important information published on our webpage.
Strong points: A strong and efficient database supporting end-users with all necessary
information concerning each topic with newsletter, translated EC materials, organised
events, presentations, video links etc.
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5. How do you evaluate your knowledge reservoir platform as a whole? What do you consider
as the added value of the platform?
 Overall evaluation: Good – And still webpage works properly. It is very simple and
efficient.
 Weak points: There is a need to create additional functions that allows for the site to
work and look good on any device, from the largest TV screen to the latest
smartphones. It uses HTML, CSS, and sometimes JavaScript to optimize a website to
the user’s screen. Search option is quite weak. Still it is unable to integrate inside the
post short-videos, animation, documents in any format and so on.
 Strong points: All in one. End-users knows maainfo.ee pretty well and first of all as a
place, where you can find all information concerning rural development, agriculture
and many other topics. Latest local and EU newsletters (translated to Estonian
language), easily navigated events calendar (with all events across Estonia, EU and
Europe), latest news regarding coming call for applications (RDP, Horizon2020,
InterReg f.e).
 Added value: Homepage as Networking instrument. Our clients are trained how
register to local events organised by NRN, how to find latest newsletters. Who from
NRN are responsible for what topics published on maainfo.ee.
6. What are the sources of the contents?
 Own creation
 Transferred from external open source
 Other: Official input from our Ministry or European Commission, which was sent first
to us and after that we published it on maainfo.ee
7. How do you check/validate the quality of the content?
 The contents are validated and edited/corrected if necessary.
 The reliability/trustworthiness of the content is checked.
 The completeness of the content is checked.
8. Are maintenance and sustainability of the platform ensured?
 Partly, by means of: In case of need we use an assistance from our Support service
provider HanzaNet.
9. Can the platform interact with other platforms? If yes, please explain how.


Yes,
 partly automatically (Theoretically it can, but for that purpose we need to
make some additional investments).

If yes, what is the reason for the interaction?



Transferring contents from other platforms
Transferring contents to other platforms

10. In which development stage is your platform, and what are your plans for the future?
There is clear evidence, that we need to make full restart to our webpage. For that purpose
exist 2 options: restart and recover maainfo.ee in terms of new needs and preferences or
transfer whole content to new platform which is more modern. By the moment unfortunately
we don´t have enough budget to do that.

5.12 TITRIS
1. Which end users does your platform target? Please rank the following target groups from 1
(most important end-user group) to 4 (least important).
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1. Farmers/practitioners
2. Farm advisors/agricultural consultants
3. (Agriculture) teachers/trainers (for researchers also: if the TRL of innovation is low
but idea is very interesting there will be possibility to contact the authors)
4. (Agricultural) policy-makers
2. What are the main goals you want to achieve with the platform?
1. To provide useful information about created and tested innovations for practical
users (farmers) in agricultural sector;
2. to inventory information about innovations (at national and international levels) in
the first specialized digital database
3. in collaboration with educational and research institutions as well as farmers to
provide information under two categories: innovations from practice and innovation
from research.
4. to provide information about a possibility to get EU funds for existing records of
innovations.
3. How do you think these goals are reached? How do you define and measure success?
TITRIS is available for open access only for few weeks. However, every time before shearing
any record about innovation it is evaluated very carefully: the information is checked by our
advisors and language specialists. We are sure that quality and relevance of data provided are
key factors of a successful use of the platform.
At this stage, ranking of records or other ways to measure the success are not available.
However, in the near future (0.6 –1 year) there are plans to make a possibility for users to
assess TITRIS.
Do you measure key performance indicators (KPIs)?
 No.
 Yes: Please indicate which ones, and provide approximate results/values for the last
1-year period:
 Number of contents: ……
 Quality of contents: ……
 Number of visits: ……
 Number of downloads: …….
 User satisfaction with the platform: ……..
 User satisfaction with the contents: ……
 User feedbacks: ……
 Other: number of online questions (chat function)
4. How do you evaluate the search options provided?
 Overall evaluation (please underline your answers):
 We are fully – partly – not satisfied.
 We think that the end users are fully – partly – not satisfied.
 Weak points: we need to take care that data providers would write key words very
precisely. Keywords can be edited by the system administrator. Later evaluator of
innovation should answer if key words comply with the information provided.
 Strong points: …………….
5. How do you evaluate your knowledge reservoir platform as a whole? What do you consider
as the added value of the platform?
 Overall evaluation: It is difficult to answer now- because TITRIS is very “young”
system.
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Weak points: There are no a possibility to get feedback from users.
Strong points: ONLY reviewed information is publicised in the system which was
evaluated by specialists of LAAS (innovations’ evaluators). Data is published if they see
relevance of information provided.
Added value: All records must have the element or efficiency and very easy
understood arguments why. We want to support by this information the sustainability
of farms.

6. What are the sources of the contents?
 1 Own creation: results from projects (RDP, H2020, and other programmes)
financed researches work – we are going to search for them and ask to do it other
nAKIS actors.
 3 Taken from external open sources
 2 Anyone can contribute
Other: 7. How do you check/validate the quality of the content?
 1The content is validated and edited/corrected if necessary.
 4The reliability/trustworthiness of the content is checked.
 2The completeness and connecting metadata are checked.
 3The completeness of the content is checked.
 Quality control is only occasional and not regulated.
 There is no control.
 Other: ……
8. Are maintenance and sustainability of the platform ensured?
 Yes, by means of: we have obligations for our Innovation Support Service - we have
plans for next year about number of records (entries in the platform), development of
the platform itself, there are plans for provision of servicers, etc..
 Partly, by means of: ……….
 No.
9. Can the platform interact with other platforms? If yes, please explain how.
 Yes, ….
 fully automatically
 partly automatically
 manually
 other: …..
 Party, ………
 No, at the moment. We are still improving it.
 If yes, what is the reason for the interaction?
 Transferring contents from other platforms
 Transferring contents to other platforms
 Other: …….
10. In which development stage is your platform, and what are your plans for the future?
TITRIS comes over the first step of its official introduction. It is a big challenge to maintain the
platform because it is new activity for us, we do not have enough experience in it. We are still
not sure how it will be accepted by researchers and farmers. The platform will be introduced
to researchers and they will be invited to cooperate with TITRIS the next year.
Of course, we have plans: we would like to have an e-library, an online national and
international farm visit catalogue, information about our national partners’ involvement in
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international projects (we still do not have them all in one place!), dictionary of innovations,
etc.
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